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Summary
The growing complexity of data processing systems has long led systems designers to
imagine systems (e.g. databases, schedulers) which can self-configure and adapt based
on environmental cues. In this context, reinforcement learning (RL) methods have since
their inception appealed to systems developers. They promise to acquire complex decision
policies from raw feedback signals. Despite their conceptual popularity, RL methods are
scarcely found in real-world data processing systems. Recently, RL has seen explosive
growth in interest due to high profile successes when utilising large neural networks (deep
reinforcement learning). Newly emerging machine learning frameworks and powerful
hardware accelerators have given rise to a plethora of new potential applications.
In this dissertation, I first argue that in order to design and execute deep RL algorithms
efficiently, novel software abstractions are required which can accommodate the distinct
computational patterns of communication-intensive and fast-evolving algorithms. I propose
an architecture which decouples logical algorithm construction from local and distributed
execution semantics. I further present RLgraph, my proof-of-concept implementation
of this architecture. In RLgraph, algorithm developers can explore novel designs by
constructing a high-level data flow graph through combination of logical components. This
dataflow graph is independent of specific backend frameworks or notions of execution,
and is only later mapped to execution semantics via a staged build process. RLgraph
enables high-performing algorithm implementations while maintaining flexibility for rapid
prototyping.
Second, I investigate reasons for the scarcity of RL applications in systems themselves. I
argue that progress in applied RL is hindered by a lack of tools for task model design which
bridge the gap between systems and algorithms, and also by missing shared standards for
evaluation of model capabilities. I introduce Wield, a first-of-its-kind tool for incremental
model design in applied RL. Wield provides a small set of primitives which decouple
systems interfaces and deployment-specific configuration from representation. Core to
Wield is a novel instructive experiment protocol called progressive randomisation which
helps practitioners to incrementally evaluate different dimensions of non-determinism. I
demonstrate how Wield and progressive randomisation can be used to reproduce and
assess prior work, and to guide implementation of novel RL applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Over the past decades, the proliferation of ever more powerful data processing systems and
large scale distributed computing has given rise to a myriad of tuning challenges. What
are the best configuration parameters for a given workload and a particular deployment
environment? How should behaviour vary under changing workloads and unforeseen
inputs? Exponentially growing data volumes and the rising complexity of systems software
necessitate automated approaches to these problems.
In this context, statistical machine learning methods based on learned feature repre-
sentations have come into focus. Developers of systems software such as databases or
schedulers are investigating them to tune all aspects of configurations and deployment.
Even further, they propose to eventually replace key systems components (e.g. query
planners) with learned models [PAA+17]. However, unlike application domains such as
natural language processing [BCB15, VSP+17] or computer vision [KSH12, SZ15] which
heavily rely on supervised training data, systems optimisation problems cannot easily be
given supervised solutions. For example, resource management problems are frequently
NP-complete, and practical systems rely on heuristics to identify approximate solutions.
Hence, systems designers have turned their attention to reinforcement learning (RL)
algorithms as a class of methods which learn decision policies from performance signals
without supervision. In combination with neural networks as function approximators (deep
reinforcement learning (DRL)), they have been used to solve tasks across a growing number
of domains [NCD+06, MKS+15, SHM+16, SSS+17, FL17]. In systems, recent research
into RL applications spans a diverse range of domains such as scheduling [MSV+19],
networking [MNA17], database management [MP18, MNM+19], and device placement
[MPL+17, MGP+18]. In controlled settings, these experiments often demonstrate substan-
tial improvement against off-the-shelf algorithms or hand-designed heuristics.
Yet, despite a wealth of successful proof-of-concepts in research, RL solutions are rarely
(if at all) employed in real-world systems environments. Emerging deep RL approaches
17
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promise to yield significant performance improvements by learning to adapt to fine-grained
workload properties. However, these methods come at the cost of long training times,
additional hyperparameters requiring calibration, and brittle algorithms due to aggressive
use of stochastic approximations. My dissertation investigates these challenges from a
systems design perspective. What software primitives should be used to implement these
methods? How is domain knowledge translated to RL problem representations?
Successful real-world applications exist in other domains, e.g. content recommendation
at Facebook [GCL+18]. However, they are characterised by extremely large deployments
where outsized economical gains can be realised from small improvements. Problem
environments of this scale only exist in few organisations, and systems deployments relying
on RL must justify both development overhead and non-trivial computation cost.
Implementing and executing these machine learning methods themselves also poses new
systems challenges. Reinforcement learning workloads significantly differ from supervised
workloads in resource usage and communication patterns. Supervised training mechanisms
have undergone significant standardisation, e.g. widespread use of synchronous distributed
stochastic gradient descent. This in turn has allowed machine learning frameworks to
provide training abstractions for neural networks which transparently manage distributed
training from single-node to date-centre scale [AIM17]. These training mechanisms are
largely independent from the neural network architecture and loss function used.
Reinforcement learning workloads in contrast continue to evolve rapidly. They are
driven by empirical evaluation of new training modes and recombination of training
heuristics. Where training data is usually available in advance for supervised learning (e.g.
on a distributed file-system), reinforcement learning agents must interact with one or more
problem environments to collect new experience. RL workloads have not found similar
standardisation, as new algorithm designs continue to leverage new learning semantics
and communication patterns. Research implementations suffer from performance issues
and lack re-usability due to tight coupling of execution semantics and training algorithm.
This dissertation focuses on systems abstractions for deep reinforcement learning from
two perspectives. First, I consider software support for RL workloads by introducing a
modular programming model for deep RL. I present RLgraph, a framework which decouples
execution semantics from algorithm logic to combine flexible prototyping with scalable
execution. Users compose algorithms by creating dataflow between high-level logical com-
ponents, and RLgraph combines them as named subgraphs into end-to-end differentiable
computation graphs through a staged build process. Through this separation of concerns,
RLgraph achieves high-performing, incrementally testable and reusable implementations
which address the implementation difficulties around brittle RL algorithms.
Second, I investigate applications of reinforcement learning to the optimisation of data
processing systems themselves. The trade-offs discussed above call into question if current
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deep RL approaches can close the gap to real-world deployments. Answering this question
is complicated by fragmented research approaches and missing shared benchmarks for
fine-granular optimisation problems in systems. New results are difficult to compare,
assess, and reproduce. To begin addressing these challenges, I propose Wield, a software
framework which standardises training workflows and problem modelling when applying
RL to real-world systems. Developers can use Wield to iteratively identify, train, and
evaluate reinforcement learning representations. Wield further introduces a novel evaluation
protocol focused on distinguishing RL model capabilities under different randomisation
assumptions. Where RLgraph is concerned with algorithm design and execution, Wield
covers the necessary problem modelling and evaluation to make effective use of RLgraph.
I use RLgraph and Wield to investigate the following thesis:
A reinforcement learning engine that decouples logical dataflow from execution seman-
tics can flexibly execute reinforcement learning workloads across different application
semantics, and resolve the tension between robust and scalable implementations and
fast prototyping.
Further, new software tools and evaluation mechanisms are needed to analyse
and ultimately overcome the gap between experimental successes and real-world
deployments of RL in systems optimisation.
1.1 Contributions
In this dissertation, I make two principal contributions to introduce an end-to-end software
stack for reinforcement learning in computer systems:
1. My first contribution is RLgraph, an architecture for decoupling definition of rein-
forcement learning algorithms from their execution semantics. RLgraph separates
logical dataflow design from execution through a staged build process. The main
novelty compared to prior deep RL implementations lies in the incremental dataflow
instantiation where any arbitrary combination of sub-graphs can be executed and
tested individually. This allows users to compose new algorithms through reusable
components, and to then execute these algorithms on different deep learning frame-
works and distributed execution engines. The resulting implementations achieve
robust learning performance and high sampling throughput as a result of incremental
testing and strict separation of concerns.
2. My second contribution is Wield, a software tool for incremental model design in
reinforcement learning. While algorithmic frameworks like RLgraph facilitate rapid
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implementation of novel algorithms, systems primitives for mapping domain problems
to reinforcement learning models themselves are lacking. Moreover, reasoning about
model capabilities is difficult due to highly sensitive algorithms and a lack of common
evaluation protocols. To facilitate systematic model construction, Wield introduces
a novel classification scheme called progressive randomisation which helps delineate
model capabilities under different randomisation assumptions.
The designs, architectures and algorithms presented in this dissertation are the result of my
own work. However, collaborators have helped me implement several of the components
described in this dissertation.
The RLgraph project (§3) is a collaboration with Sven Mika who contributed to design
and implementation of many modules but especially to the static build mechanism (§3.3.2)
and the component class (§3.3.1). For RLgraph’s experimental evaluation, he also in
particular contributed the IMPALA implementation used to demonstrate distributed
TensorFlow (TF) capabilities (§4.5). Kai Fricke implemented the cloud orchestration
for Ray and distributed TensorFlow, and helped carrying out learning and throughput
experiments for these engines (§4). In the Wield project, Kai Fricke further helped with
implementation and experiments on the device placement case study (§6.3).
1.2 Dissertation outline
The remainder of my dissertation is structured as follows:
• Chapter 2 gives an overview of reinforcement learning as the central technique my
work is based on. Here, I focus on algorithmic aspects independent of systems issues.
I further give a brief overview of iterative optimisation techniques commonly used in
systems tuning.
• Chapter 3 begins with an analysis of RL workloads. I first characterise RL appli-
cations in difference to supervised learning and identify common implementation
patterns. I then survey existing frameworks and RL abstractions to motivate key de-
sign problems in RL. This motivates RLgraph, my programming model and execution
engine for deep reinforcement learning which is introduced in this chapter.
• Chapter 4 evaluates how algorithms designed with RLgraph can be built towards
different execution contexts. I further show that RLgraph generates high-performing
execution plans by comparing training performance and throughput to both a recent
framework and a tuned-standalone implementation. Finally, I illustrate how RLgraph
enables composition of new algorithmic variants by motivating and implementing a
distributed algorithm variant.
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• Chapter 5 introduces Wield, a framework for task modelling towards systems
applications of reinforcement learning. I first analyse the practical gap between
decades of experimental work in systems applications of RL and the lack of real world
deployments. Second, I introduce progressive randomisation as an experimental pro-
tocol. Finally, I discuss mechanisms such as learning from imperfect demonstrations
to incorporate domain knowledge and improve training results in applied RL.
• Chapter 6 evaluates the application of Wield via case studies on compound indexing
in databases and automated device placement for machine learning workloads. I
further use progressive randomisation to reproduce and assess prior published work.
• Chapter 7 summarises conclusions of this dissertation. I further describe a number
of future directions for both RLgraph and Wield.
1.3 Related publications
As part of the work described in this dissertation, I have authored the following peer-
reviewed papers and preprints:
[SFY19] Michael Schaarschmidt, Kai Fricke, Eiko Yoneki. ”Wield: Systematic Rein-
forcement Learning With Progressive Randomization”. arXiv preprint arXiv:1909.06844,
2019.
[WSY19] Jeremy Welborn, Michael Schaarschmidt, Eiko Yoneki. ”Learning Index
Selection with Structured Action Spaces”. arXiv preprint arXiv:11909.07440, 2019.
[SMFY19] Michael Schaarschmidt, Sven Mika, Kai Fricke, Eiko Yoneki. ”RLgraph:
Modular Computation Graphs for Deep Reinforcement Learning”. In: Proceedings
of the 2nd Conference on Systems and Machine Learning (SysML), Palo Alto, CA,
April 2019.
[SGDY16] Michael Schaarschmidt, Felix Gessert, Valentin Dalibard, Eiko Yoneki.
”Learning Runtime Parameters in Computer Systems with Delayed Experience
Injection”. In: NIPS Deep Reinforcement Learning Workshop, Barcelona, Spain,
December 2016.
I have also co-authored the following publications which have influenced my under-
standing of optimisation in computer systems, but did not directly contribute to the work
in this dissertation:
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[GSW+17] Felix Gessert, Michael Schaarschmidt, Wolfram Wingerath, Erik Witt,
Eiko Yoneki, Norbert Ritter. ”Quaestor: Query Web Caching for Database-as-a-
Service Providers”. In: Proceedings of the 43rd International Conference on Very
Large Databases (PVLDB 2017), Munich, Germany, August 2017.
[DSY17] Valentin Dalibard, Michael Schaarschmidt, Eiko Yoneki. ” BOAT: Build-
ing Auto-Tuners with Structured Bayesian Optimization”. In: World Wide Web
Conference, Systems and Infrastructure Track (WWW), Perth, Australia, April,
2017.
[DSY16] Valentin Dalibard, Michael Schaarschmidt, Eiko Yoneki. ” Tuning the
Scheduling of Distributed Stochastic Gradient Descent with Bayesian Optimization”.
In: NIPS Workshop on Bayesian Optimization, Barcelona, Spain, December 2016.
Chapter 2
Background
The contributions of my dissertation are in systems applications and computational
aspects of reinforcement learning (RL). This chapter hence surveys different aspects of
reinforcement learning and optimisation.
I begin by reviewing key RL concepts with focus on recent techniques combining RL
with deep neural networks (§2.1). In Section 2.2, I discuss the heuristics and algorithms
which characterise the wave of novel applications in deep reinforcement learning. Finally,
I connect a number of related black-box optimisation techniques to RL (§2.3).
2.1 Reinforcement learning
2.1.1 The reinforcement learning problem
The reinforcement learning problem (Fig. 2.1) is described by an agent interacting with an
environment represented as a sequence of states s ∈ S [SB17]. In each state st, the agent
selects an action at from its action space A, observes a reward rt, and advances to a new
state st+1. The agent seeks to maximise cumulative expected rewards E[
∑
t γ
trt] where
future rewards are discounted by γ ∈ [0, 1]. To this end, the agent seeks to improve its
behavioural policy pi(a|s) from which it selects its actions to learn the optimal policy pi∗.
Both the environment and pi may be stochastic, i.e. taking the same action on the same
state may result in different transitions. The policy may be represented as a probability
distribution from which actions are sampled. Formally, Markov Decision Processes (MDP)
are used to describe the reinforcement learning problem where state transitions are modeled
via transition probabilities Pa(st, st+1), and transitions only depend on st and at (satisfy
the Markov property). An MDP is defined through the set of states S, the action space
A, the transition probabilities Pa(st, st+1), and the reward function Ra(st, st+1) describing
rewards observed after performing actions.
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Figure 2.1: The standard reinforcement learning problem.
In practice, the state is often only partially observable. In the framework of Partially
Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP), environment dynamics are assumed
to be governed by an MDP, but only partial or noisy state information is available.
Applied problems especially in computer systems typically require significant ”state
engineering”. This is because unlike in domains like games or robotics, where a natural
state representation may arise from the current frame of a video game or the physical
sensors of the robots, data processing systems expose large amounts of system information
at different time scales and formats. In this case, RL practitioners must manually select,
pre-process and aggregate information which they believe to form the system state (Figure
2.2). I discuss state and action representations for systems applications in Chapter 5.
2.1.2 Episodes and experience
In this dissertation, I consider the episodic reinforcement learning problem where agent
interactions with the environment are partitioned into finite length episodes. Instead of
operating under an infinite time horizon, the agent discounts rewards towards the end
of an episode which is marked by a terminal state. After reaching a terminal state, all
further actions let the agent remain in this state, and no further rewards are given. Many
applied problems naturally lend themselves to episode semantics. For example, games
may represent a single level which can be won or lost as an episode. In computer systems,
processing a single workload instance (e.g. a set of queries) and measuring its performance
is often used to represent individual episodes.
Episode semantics are of great relevance to computational aspects of reinforcement
learning. They can form logical units of execution for sample trajectories. Between
episodes, the environment needs to be reset to restore it to an initial state s0 (which
may be sampled from a distribution of initial states). For some problems, resetting the
environment (e.g. by re-deploying or reconfiguring a system) can take substantial time.
The term ”sample trajectories” above refers to the fact that the methods I discuss
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Figure 2.2: States can require extensive feature engineering to combine workload metrics
and system configuration, e.g. by simple concatenation.
in the following are Monte Carlo methods. They operate on incomplete knowledge of
the environment, and computations are based on sample averages. The agent collects
experience in the form of sample trajectories (sequences of states, actions, rewards and
terminal information), and averages returns for each state and action pair.
A core idea towards practically solving RL problems is the concept of using value
functions to evaluate sample trajectories. A value function Vpi(s) of a policy pi is used by
an agent to estimate expected returns of being in a state s and taking actions according
to pi. Formally, the state-value function (for an episode of length T ) Vpi(s) is given as:
Vpi(s) = Epi
[
T∑
k=0
γkrt+k+1|st = s
]
(2.1)
Value functions hence enable the evaluation of a given trajectory under a policy. In deep
reinforcement learning, neural networks are used to represent value functions (§2.2).
An extensive survey of RL methods is given by Sutton and Barto [SB17]. Here, I
briefly summarise temporal-difference and policy-gradient RL algorithms.
2.1.3 Temporal difference learning
Temporal difference (TD) algorithms update their value function estimates based on a
combination of observed reward and their own prior estimates. They are hence bootstrap
methods. After visiting a state and observing a reward, initially random (or initialised
with some inductive bias) value function estimates are updated. For example, in Q-
learning [WD92], a popular TD-method, a state-action value function called Q-function
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Qpi(s, a) = E[Rt|st = s, a] is learned to estimate for each state and action pair the expected
discounted rewards from taking a in s and following pi after. The aim of Q-learning is to
identify the optimal Q-function
Q∗(s, a) = max
pi
Qpi(s, a) (2.2)
The optimal policy for the agent follows by simply selecting the action with the optimal
value in each step (i.e. highest estimated returns). The value function Vpi(s) can then be
expressed via Q and the expectation across all actions:
Vpi(s) = Ea∼pi[Qpi(s, a)] (2.3)
It then follows that V ∗(s) = maxaQ∗(s, a). When expressing Q∗ and V ∗ through a Bellman
equation:
Q∗(s, a) = Es′ [r + γV ∗(s′)|s, a, pi] , (2.4)
one can then substitute V ∗ using the relation above:
Q∗(s, a) = Es′
[
r + γmax
a′
Q∗(s′, a′)|s, a
]
. (2.5)
Here, s′ is an often-used shorthand for st+1 (with s = st). This equation provides a simple
update algorithm as any state and action pair (s, a) can update its q-value estimate by
combining the reward observed after taking a and arriving in s′ with the return estimate
from s′ itself. TD methods hence combine dynamic programming with Monte Carlo
methods (as discussed by Sutton [SB17]). During training, the agent greedily selects the
action with the highest estimated q-value or a random action with some probability  to
explore (-exploration).
Note that Q-learning does not require episode semantics due to its incremental nature.
It can simply update after each step without concerning itself with prior or future events,
as they are entirely encapsulated within Q. The discount factor γ modulates how many
steps ahead the agent incorporates into its action selection. While Q-learning converges to
the optimal policy in the case of finite MDPs [WD92], visiting and computing Q-values for
all pairs (s, a) is impractical for real-world problems. I describe how Q-learning algorithms
are implemented in practice using neural networks in Section 2.2.
2.1.4 Policy gradients
In Q-learning, the policy is implicitly derived through greedy action selection. In contrast,
policy gradient methods directly represent the policy pi(a|s, θ) via a differentiable parameter
vector θ ∈ RD. While policy gradient methods often still use value functions to evaluate
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trajectories and learn θ, the value function is not needed to select actions, as they are
directly output by pi. In the following, I will sometimes omit θ in subscripts when referring
to pi, i.e. I will write Qpi for Qpiθ .
In practice, pi is represented as a parametrised probability distribution, e.g. a Gaussian
distribution may be used for continuous actions, or a categorical distribution for discrete
actions. Importantly, policy gradient methods can be used to learn both stochastic and
deterministic policies (the deterministic policy gradient theorem [SLH+14] is beyond the
scope of this dissertation). Consider a normal distribution N (µ,Σ|s, θ) parametrised by
θ which estimates mean µ and covariance Σ for each s. A deterministic pi would select
action µ as the maximum likelihood estimate, while a stochastic policy would sample from
N (µ,Σ).
In Q-learning, the Q-function must be evaluated for all actions for action selection.
Sample requirements can hence become impractical for large action spaces, and using a
continuous action space in Q-learning requires discretisation. Policy gradient methods can
naturally handle continuous action spaces via parametrised probability distributions. They
also directly include exploration by sampling and learning to adjust co-variance estimates,
and hence do not require bolt-on techniques such as epsilon-exploration.
A key result used as the basis for modern policy gradient methods is the policy gradient
theorem. The policy gradient theorem provides an analytical expression to estimate the
gradient of a performance measure J(θ) with respect to policy parameters θ:
∇θJ(θ) = ∇θ
∑
s∈S
µ(s)
∑
a∈A
Qpi(s, a)piθ(a|s) (2.6)
∝
∑
s∈S
µ(s)
∑
a∈A
Qpi(s, a)∇θpiθ(a|s) (2.7)
Here, µ(s) refers to the on-policy state distribution. By expanding this term and substi-
tuting the derivative of the logarithm (ln(x)′ = 1/x), the following expression arises:
∑
s∈S
µ(s)
∑
a∈A
Qpi(s, a)∇θpiθ(a|s) =
∑
s∈S
µ(s)
∑
a∈A
piθ(a|s)Qpi(s, a)∇θpiθ(a|s)
piθ(a|s) (2.8)
= Es∼µ,a∼pi[Qpi(s, a)∇θln pi(a|s)] (2.9)
For the detailed proof I refer the reader to the original paper [SMS+99] or the latest edition
of Sutton and Barto’s seminal textbook [SB17]. Crucially, the derivative of J(θ) does
not depend on the derivative of µ(s) This means policy gradient methods can improve
pi without knowledge of system dynamics. They simply repeatedly estimate ∇θJ(θ) by
collecting new state transitions and using the expression above.
Gradient estimation in policy gradient methods can be improved by separately training
a baseline which estimates Vpi(s). This allows to use the so called advantage Api(s, a) =
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Qpi(s, a)− Vpi(s) for Qpi(s, a). Intuitively, the policy gradient update modifies the distri-
bution to increase the likelihood of good actions, where goodness is judged by Qpi. An
empirical estimate of Qpi is the (discounted) reward observed when taking a in s. However,
the absolute reward value is less relevant than how much better the reward for a specific
a in s was than the average estimate of the state value (Vpi(s)). This difference is called
the advantage. Various other heuristics exist to reduce the variance of gradient estimates
without introducing bias. Schulman et al. discuss common variants in their work on
generalised advantage estimation [SML+15].
In the formulation above, policy gradients are called an on-policy method because
updates are based on actions carried out by pi. In contrast, an off-policy method can learn
from experience collected by any policy. Q-learning algorithms are off-policy because the
bootstrap estimate of Qpi(s
′, a′) utilises greedy action selection (maxa′), as opposed to the
action that was actually taken in the next state (which may differ due to exploration).
Recent research has explored various hybrid methods where e.g. a baseline is learned
off-policy to improve performance [GLT+17, GLG+17]. Due to fewer hyper-parameters,
simpler variants often prevail in practice.
2.2 Deep reinforcement learning
2.2.1 Function approximation with deep neural networks
Reinforcement learning algorithms rely on functions of the state which map states to
Q-values or probability distributions of actions. Real-world problems usually either have
extremely large discrete state spaces (e.g. all legal positions on a chess board), or continuous
state spaces. This means that during learning or at test time, almost every state is unseen.
The concept of function approximation in deep RL refers to using a neural network as a
non-linear function approximator.
While various other state representations exist (e.g. linear models, Gaussian processes),
this dissertation focuses on reinforcement learning with neural networks.
Over the past decade, deep neural network architectures (e.g. convolutional [KSH12]
or recurrent [HS97]) have seen practical success in a wide range of applied domains
such as computer vision [SZ14, KSH17], natural language processing [BCB15, WSC+16,
BGLL17], and robotics [FL17, LPK+18]. The concept of training neural networks with
backpropagation can be traced back over 30 years (a detailed history of neural network
training is available by Schmidhuber [Sch15]). However, recent progress in data processing
capabilities (hardware accelerators) and software support from open source machine
learning software have led to an unparalleled rise in research into all aspects of neural
network training. Popular deep learning frameworks such as TensorFlow [ABC+16],
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PyTorch [PGC+17], MXnet [CLL+15] or CNTK [SA16] enable developers to prototype,
train, and deploy neural network representation from high-level building blocks.
These developments have provided a fertile environment for the surge of interest
in combining neural networks with reinforcement learning. In deep RL, the network
receives states as inputs and outputs Q-values, state-values, or parameters for a probability
distribution. The term ”outputs” must be clarified insofar the final network layers must
be specifically engineered to support various action representations.
In deep RL, the neural network architecture typically consists of at least two components.
A variable number of hidden layers learns a representation of input features. A flexible
number of action layers is bolted on top of the hidden layers to represent different action
outputs (e.g. parameters of a normal distribution) or value estimates. This is in contrast
to classification tasks where the network simply outputs final class probabilities.
2.2.2 Deep reinforcement learning
A turning point for deep reinforcement learning as a new subfield came via Mnih et al.’s
work on learning to play Atari games from video input via deep convolutional architectures
[MKS+13, MKS+15]. The neural network’s parameters θ are updated iteratively (indexed
by i) using the following loss function (pi subscripts omitted for readability):
Ji(θi) = Es,a∼pi[(yi −Q(s, a; θi))2] (2.10)
with y = r + γ maxa′Q(s
′, a′; θi−1) (the Q-target). The gradient of the loss function
∇θiJi(θi) = Es,a∼pi[(r + γ maxa′Q(s′, a′; θi−1)−Q(s, a; θi))∇θiQ(s, a; θi)] (2.11)
is then optimised via mini-batch stochastic gradient descent. Deep Q-Network (DQN)
extends Q-learning by a number of heuristics used to stabilise training. First, a replay
memory [Lin93] is used to store observations. Instead of updating Q-values after each
sample and thus training from correlated sequences, a mini-batch of uncorrelated experi-
ences is sampled periodically to estimate the gradient. This allows for training samples to
be reused and also avoids feedback loops encountered in naive Q-learning where training is
dominated by sampling from one state region. Second, a so called target network is used
to improve training stability. As noted above, Q-learning uses a bootstrap estimate of the
next state (the Q-target y) to update the Q-value for a given state-action pair. This can
cause divergence and oscillation if the agent gets stuck in feedback loops, e.g. due to noise
in the environment.
DQN avoids this via a fixed Q-target where a second neural network (the target
network) with fixed parameters θi−t (for some lag t) is used to estimate updates, while the
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training network with current parameters is employed for action selection. The parameters
of the fixed value function are periodically updated by copying the parameters of the
training network.
Algorithm 1 DQN algorithm as introduced by Mnih et al.
Initialise replay memory D to capacity N
Initialise action-value Q-function with random weights θ
for episode = 1,M do
Initialise sequence s1 = x1 and preprocessed sequence φ1 = φ(s1)
for t = 1, T do
With probability  select random action at
Otherwise select at = maxaQ
∗(φ(st), a; θ)
Execute action at and observe reward rt and image xt
Set st+1 = st, at, xt+1 and preprocess φt+1 = φ(st+1)
Store transition in replay memory
Sample uniformly at random from D: (sj, aj, rj, sj+1)
Set
yi =
{
rj, for terminal φj+1
rj + γ maxa′Q(st+1, a
′; θ), for non-terminal φj+1
Perform an gradient descent step on (γj −Q(sj, aj, θ))2
end for
end for
Algorithm 1 illustrates the DQN algorithm with -exploration and a state preprocessing
function φ which down-samples and transforms input images. DQN’s conceptual simplicity
and off-policy nature makes it a popular choice for new practitioners, as the replay memory
D can be initialised from prior experience trajectories.
While many of the elements in DQN had been researched in prior work, Mnih et al.’s
contribution lies in combining them with various other heuristics to learn different Atari
tasks with the same architecture. For example, successfully solving Atari tasks with the
original DQN architecture requires to combine multiple game-frames into a single state
since a single frame does not capture motion. Further, both gradients and reward values
were clipped to specific ranges to stabilise updates.
Even when using numerous custom heuristics and tuned hyper-parameters, DQN (and
other early DRL approaches) are highly sensitive to weight initialisation and small changes
in parameters (§3.1). Further, tens of millions of frames were required to solve Atari tasks.
More difficult environments (e.g. Montezuma’s revenge) could not be learned at all due
to sparse rewards. Nonetheless, DQN-style algorithms remain among the most popular
applied algorithms. Since Mnih. et al.’s initial work on DQN, a plethora of variants and
improvements have been proposed. I summarise key developments below.
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2.2.3 Common heuristics
A growing body of research is investigating all aspects of value estimation, reward dis-
counting, exploration, gradient estimation, and experience prioritisation. A number of
core techniques has emerged over the past years which are now canonically used in RL
implementations. Replay memories are usually implemented with prioritised experience
replay [SQAS15] where experience tuples are prioritised according to their loss values
to focus training on high-loss states. Double DQN describes a technique where action
selection and evaluation are decoupled in the update step by using the training network to
select the action for s′, and the target network to estimate its Q-values [HGS16] which
significantly improves training performance. In dueling DQN, a separate value-stream is
introduced to the network to decompose Q-values into state-value and advantage estimates
Q(s, a) = A(s, a) + V (s) [WSH+16]. A further common technique is to not use 1-step
rewards to bootstrap Q-estimates but a forward view of multiple steps (n-step Q-learning)
[SB17]. Less commonly used is distributional DQN where instead of computing expected
returns, the discrete distribution of rewards is approximated [BDM17]. The so-called
Rainbow algorithm combines these and other improvements into a single architecture
[HMvH+18]. Many of these techniques have in turn created inspired bodies of work, but
enumerating them is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
Similar to rapid developments in Q-learning, a multitude of new policy optimisation
algorithms has emerged. Trust region policy optimisation (TRPO) addresses several
problems of naive policy gradients [SLA+15]. Specifically, policy performance can collapse
from a single update as the gradient descent step to update parameters θ can unfavourably
shift the resulting actions for many states. This is particularly problematic when using few
environment samples, or when environment noise leads to imprecise gradient estimates.
TRPO limits updates in the policy space (as opposed to parameter space θ) by solving
a constrained optimisation where the constraint is expressed via the Kulback-Leibler
divergence between prior and updated policy. This optimisation is solved via natural
gradient descent combined with line-search.
Despite being theoretically attractive and also more data efficient than naive policy
gradients, TRPO has seen limited practical success due being difficult to implement and
computationally expensive to scale as a second-order method. Proximal policy optimisation
(PPO) attains similar performance but implements a conceptually simpler optimisation
which can be executed via simple stochastic gradient descent [SWD+17]. This is achieved
by bounding the likelihood ratio between prior and updated policy through a clipped
objective function. In a popular variant, collected sample trajectories are repeatedly sub-
sampled, and multiple updates are applied until a pre-defined threshold in KL-divergence
is reached. PPO-variants are widely used in practice due to being significantly more sample
efficient and robust than policy gradients.
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Inquiries closer to systems are concerned with parallel, distributed and asynchronous
training methods. I discuss these execution mechanisms separately in §3.1 in the context
of deriving the requirements for RLgraph, my framework for designing and executing
RL algorithms. The multitude of subtle algorithmic variations means practitioners must
choose which heuristics apply to their problem. For example, a problem with expensive
evaluation (i.e. time to obtain a reward) can benefit from a more expensive optimisation
to minimise sample requirements. Algorithmic frameworks must hence provide a set of
well-tested standard implementations and enable transparent configurations of variants.
2.2.4 Reinforcement learning terminology
For clarity, I contextualise the algorithms above in relation to other RL sub-fields. The
algorithms I discussed are principally single-task, model-free reinforcement learning algo-
rithms. Solving real-world problems with physical agents (e.g. robots) may require solving
a varied sequences of tasks (e.g. navigate, open doors, manipulate objects).
My analysis of systems design challenges also focuses on single-task learning. First,
multi-task approaches are often based on combinations of single-task approaches. Second,
solving non-trivial instances of single-task problems remains difficult and requires significant
analysis, hyperparameter tuning, and large numbers of samples. I then separately explain
how design assumptions translate to multi-task scenarios. In the same vein, I first discuss
single-agent scenarios. N.b. the distinction where multi-agent scenarios can both refer
to multiple agents learning a single task, or multiple agents training on independent or
causally related tasks.
The term model-free refers to the fact that the algorithms above learn a policy or
value function without using a prediction of the next state or next reward. In model-
based reinforcement learning, the agent learns a model f : S ×A → S of global system
dynamics, i.e. st+1 = f(st, at), to use for action evaluation. Historically, model-based
control has been particularly successful in physical control systems such as robotics where
motion trajectories may follow known dynamics with closed-form solutions. A survey
of these traditional approaches is given by Kober et al. [KBP13]. In the context of
deep reinforcement learning, exploratory approaches have tested network architectures
incorporating planning modules [HS18, WRR+17].
2.3 Iterative optimisation
In this section, I briefly summarise a number of related optimisation techniques. The
overview restricts itself to the relationship of these methods to RL. For comprehensive
treatments, I refer the reader to e.g. Audet’s survey on black box optimisation [Aud14]
and a review of Bayesian optimisation [SSW+16]).
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2.3.1 Bayesian optimisation
Bayesian optimisation (BO) is a black-box optimisation technique based on building a
probabilistic model of an objective function. In common variants, A Gaussian Process
(GP) with mean
m(x) = E[f(x)] (2.12)
and covariance function (or kernel)
k(x, x′) = E[(f(x)−m(x))(f(x′)−m(x′))] (2.13)
is a stochastic process where each finite subset of random variables can be described via a
multi-variate normal distribution (c.f. Rasmussen’s handbook on GP modeling [RW06]):
f(x) ∼ GP(m(x), k(x, x′)) (2.14)
An acquisition function is used to identify the next best point to evaluate with a common
choice being the expected improvement. The GP is updated to condition the model on each
new observation by analytically computing the posterior predictive distribution. A tutorial
with practical details on acquisition and covariance functions is given by Snoek et al.
[SLA12]. While popular for hyper-parameter optimisation, Gaussian progress regression
can also be used to address reinforcement learning problems. For example, PILCO is a
model-based RL algorithm which solves continuous control tasks by fitting a dynamics
model with a GP [DR11].
GP-based approaches are attractive in data-sparse environments as they can often
identify substantial improvements within few (<25-50) trials. As non-parametric models,
a main drawback is computational efficiency in the number of samples, as updating the
posterior requires an expensive matrix inversion. Neural network approaches in contrast
succeed when feature-rich representations of input data can be learned. Moreover, GP
performance relies on the kernel as an accurate model of the distance between two points
in the input region. For non-smooth objective functions (e.g. in combinatorial problems),
BO typically fails to find an efficient solution unless provided with a hand-crafted kernel.
2.3.2 Random-search and evolutionary methods
Various other approaches may be used to solve tuning problems. Simple random search
has been shown to be effective for black-box optimisation tasks [BBBK11]. Mania et al.
showed that an augmented random search could also identify high-performing policies for
continuous control tasks commonly used as benchmarks for policy gradient algorithms
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[MGR18]. Random search variants are particularly attractive on tasks which are cheap to
evaluate, as e.g. the variant explored by Mania et al. is over an order of magnitude more
computationally efficient than common policy gradient methods.
A similar argument was made earlier by Salimans et al. who argued evolutionary
methods could provide an alternative to RL due to admitting simpler distributed ex-
perimentation [SHCS17]. Evolutionary methods mutate parameters judged by a fitness
function. While sacrificing an order of magnitude in sample complexity against gradient-
based methods, evolutionary methods require minimal synchronisation between parallel
actors. Random search or evolutionary methods also rely on fewer hyper-parameters than
Q-learning or policy gradient algorithms.
In this dissertation, I investigate optimisation problems in computer systems where
runtime is almost entirely dominated (> 95%, c.f. Chapter 6) by waiting on the problem
environment to execute and evaluate decisions. The trade-off offered by computationally
cheap methods is hence undesirable.
2.4 Reinforcement learning in computer systems
This section presents recent representative application areas of RL in systems. In Chapter
5, I classify prior work in detail through my evaluation protocol. The works here both
address RL for blackbox optimisation where RL competes with the techniques discussed
in the prior section. They also include dynamic decision-making problems where an RL
agent fully replaces algorithmic components (e.g. a scheduler).
Early work on RL in systems can be found between 1990 and 2000 in routing (Q-routing)
and protocol optimisation [BL94, KM97, KM99]. These works compare tabular Q-learning
variants to traditional shortest path algorithms and note the future potential of function
approximators. Practical implementations of using neural networks in combination with
RL in systems can be found as early as 2006 in Tesauro et al.’s work on server resource
allocation [TJDB06]. The authors encoded as state the current and prior request arrival
rates, and decided which server to allocate to respond to a request. A one-layer neural
network was trained via Q-learning. Learning was further helped by initially making
online decisions using a rule. A decade after Tesauro’s work, Mao et al. [MAMK16] again
used RL for resource management, and applied policy gradients to a simplified simulated
scheduling problem.
The broader availability of deep RL implementations has since given rise to new
research into many traditional systems domains. The dominating theme is that traditional
systems research has yielded algorithms and systems carefully optimised for a multitude
of objectives and classes of workloads (e.g. generic patterns like read-only workloads,
long-running transactions). RL in contrast promises to make fine-grained per instance
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decisions which exploit high-granular workload properties.
Recent applications include investigations into many networking problems which can
benefit from existing protocol simulators. Valadarsky et al. for example learn simulated
routing decisions on small topologies but report difficulties training on larger network
structures [VSST17]. Neural packet classification [LZJS19] learns a stochastic policy to
generate decision trees which minimise classification time. Pensieve [MNA17] proposes to
adapt client-side video streaming rates using policy gradients.
In databases, Marcus et al. utilised proximal policy optimisation to investigate learning
join orders in PostgreSQL [MP18]. Join ordering is an attractive learning task as execution
time is low, i.e. either obtaining a cost estimate from the query planner or executing the
query directly to evaluate runtime. Their initial join-order project was later extended to
a RL-based query optimiser which bootstraps training from the PostgreSQL optimiser
[MNM+19]. Krishnan et al. [KYG+18] completed a similar study of RL applicability
in join ordering using DQN. Durand et al. further proposed to tune data-partitioning
with DQN [DPP+18]. In NoDBA, Sharma et al. [SSD] investigated a simplified indexing
problem where single-column indices are selected for a relational database.
Later work in scheduling [MSV+18a] has focused on effective state representations
wherein Spark [ZCF+10] dataflow jobs are encoded via graph neural networks. Multiple
output tasks are used to select parallelism and job stage to execute. The resulting
controller, trained in a Spark simulator, significantly improves job completion times. Li
et al. proposed a scheduler for distributed stream processing where action selection in a
large action space was addressed via a k-nearest neighbour approach [LXTW18].
Mirhoseini et al. demonstrated how to use attention-based and hierarchical methods
known from neural machine translation to effectively perform TensorFlow device placements
[MPL+17, MGP+18]. Jia et al. later demonstrated with FlexFlow [JZA18] that a hand-
crafted simulator combined with greedy search (and no RL) could significantly outperform
these solutions. The hierarchical placer however does not require a simulator, and FlexFlow
did not evaluate how a comparable RL algorithm would perform when trained in their
simulator. In a similar context of static optimisation, Ali et al. [AHM+19] used DQN to
select order and type of compiler pass optimisations using the LLVM tool-chain.
Algorithm choices in the work I surveyed were often not motivated from an RL
perspective. An example of this is to learn a discrete stochastic policy with on-policy
training for a deterministic problem (e.g. for join ordering [MP18]). This could be due to
a lack of understanding of algorithmic properties and the applicability of specific heuristics,
thus indiscriminately relying on open source implementations.
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2.5 Summary
This chapter introduced the reinforcement learning problem and different approaches
to solve it. First, I discussed two common classes of algorithms, Q-learning and policy
gradient methods. I then highlighted how using neural networks as function approximators
in conjunction with a number of other heuristics has sparked a wave of new research.
I further described follow-on developments to improve initial deep RL variants which
are now canonically used in practical implementations. Finally, I surveyed a number of
competing tuning methods and prior work in systems-RL.
In the next chapter, I will present an analysis of execution and design aspects of
reinforcement learning algorithms, before I introduce RLgraph, my backend-agnostic
engine for design and execution of RL algorithms.
Chapter 3
RLgraph: Modular computation
graphs for reinforcement learning
Emerging research and novel applications of deep reinforcement learning have given rise
to a multitude of computational challenges. RL applications exhibit highly varied task
parallelism, communication patterns, and resource requirements. Their execution semantics
are also much different from supervised workloads due to the need to interact with one
or more problem environments during training. Systems design has thus far not caught
up with the rapidly evolving needs of these new applications. In this chapter, I make the
following contributions:
• I first present a survey of reinforcement learning workloads and design challenges. I
also discuss assumptions in existing abstractions and subsequently argue why they
are insufficient to meet evolving requirements (§3.1).
• Based on this analysis, I introduce RLgraph, an architecture which decouples the
design of reinforcement learning mechanisms from execution semantics to support
different distributed execution paradigms and flexible application semantics (§3.2 -
§3.8).
I begin by discussing reinforcement learning workload characteristics to derive the
requirements for RLgraph. Parts of this chapter have been published as a research paper
[SMFY19].
3.1 Reinforcement learning workloads
This section motivates systems design for RL by considering the following questions:
• How are RL algorithms benchmarked, and how do these benchmarks drive research
progress?
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• In what ways do these workloads differ from other machine learning tasks?
• What do these differences imply for the implementation of RL software systems?
3.1.1 Use of simulators
Simulators are essential tools of RL research. The first wave of deep RL algorithms following
Mnih et al.’s work have often been evaluated on the Arcade Learning Environment (ALE,
[BNVB13]). ALE presents a simple action and observation interface to classical Atari
2600 games (e.g. Pong, Breakout). A single-threaded program can execute thousands
of steps (state transitions) per second. The MuJoCo (for Multi-Joint dynamics with
Contact [TET12]) physics engine provides a similar test bed for continuous control tasks
[DCH+16]. MuJoCo tasks require agents to coordinate multiple joints to learn mechanical
tasks such as walking, swimming, hopping, or controlling a humanoid. OpenAI gym
(in the following as ”gym” [BCP+16]) provides a unified interface to these benchmarks
and various other simulators. Gym has become the de-facto standard for implementing
environment interfaces in the open source RL community. Implementing the gym interface
for a custom environment only requires implementing step and reset methods to advance
the state/reset the environment, and two properties to describe the shape and types of
states and actions.
For ad-hoc optimisation and control problems in computer systems, simulators are
often not readily available. On the one hand, systems applications of RL interface software
systems which are easy to parallelise, copy, and inspect for internal state like simulators. On
the other hand, executing training workloads on databases, compilers, stream processors
or distributed data processing engines requires substantial resources. Moreover, one state
transition (e.g. evaluating a configuration on a workload) may take seconds to minutes,
thus requiring sample-efficient approaches. I discuss the unique challenges of RL in systems
in Chapter 5.
Listing 3.1 shows the basic gym interface which is sufficient for execution in gym-
compatible frameworks. The interface can be extended with additional methods to pass a
random number seed, or to render the environment.
ALE and other simulators provide convenient test-beds for research due to a number
of benefits:
• Computationally cheap. Simulators for classical games are inexpensive to execute.
A single-threaded controller can scale to thousands of frames (210 × 160 pixels, 7 bit
colour palette) per second. This includes neural network forward passes to compute
actions and more expensive update operations. They are hence easily parallelised.
• Stop-and-go execution. Simulators such as ALE do not have real-time require-
ments as the game is not advanced until the step-function is invoked. This dramat-
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1
2 class GymInterface(object):
3 """Abstract environment for OpenAI gym execution."""
4
5 def __init__(self, observation_space, action_space):
6 # Shape, type, and number of state inputs.
7 self.observation_space = observation_space
8 # Shape, type, and number of actions.
9 self.action_space = action_space
10
11 def step(self, action):
12 """
13 Advances the environment a single step by executing an action.
14
15 Args:
16 action (any): Actions to execute.
17
18 Returns:
19 state (any): Next state observed after executing action.
20 reward (float): Reward observed after executing action.
21 terminal (bool): True if action led to a terminal state.
22 info (any): Optional meta data.
23 """
24 raise NotImplementedError
25
26 def reset(self):
27 """
28 Resets the environment and returns an initial state.
29
30 Returns:
31 state (any): Initial state after resetting (may be random).
32 """
33 raise NotImplementedError
Listing 3.1: OpenAI gym environment interface.
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ically simplifies execution semantics because expensive update-steps block action
requests on the network. Real-time environments require asynchronous learning and
acting in separate processes.
• Deterministic. While real-world environments exhibit noisy and stochastic be-
haviour, debugging and analysis can be helped by deterministic simulators. This
in turn requires to manually inject stochasticity for more realistic training. For
example, Mnih et al. created a random initial state in Atari games by first taking a
random number of no-op actions.
These properties have made ALE/MuJoCo simulators the most popular choices during
a first wave of deep RL research following the publication of DQN. They influenced views
on executing training workloads (inexpensive parallelism) and evaluation. While ALE for
instance provides a variety of game tasks (e.g. Pong, Breakout, Lunar Lander), quantifying
task difficulty and in turn understanding algorithmic improvements on tasks has proven
difficult. They are prone to over-fitting as the evaluation tests the same game the agent
was trained on. Limited overlap between the systems and RL community meant a virtual
absence of systematic software design and evaluation techniques, as research initially
centred around variations of ad-hoc script implementations.
These challenges have called into question algorithmic improvements based on tun-
ing problem-specific heuristics. Henderson et al. observed that subtle implementation
issues and random initialisation drastically affect performance [HIB+17]. Mania et al.
subsequently demonstrated that an augmented random search outperformed [MGR18]
several policy optimisation algorithms on supposedly difficult control tasks. Further work
on policy gradient algorithms observed that the performance of popular algorithms may
depend on implementation heuristics (e.g. learning rate annealing, reward normalisation)
which are not part of the core algorithm [IES+18].
In the wake of these findings, researchers have recently proposed new specialised
simulators to benchmark specific properties such as generalisation capabilities (CoinRun
[CKH+18]) or agent safety (e.g. DeepMind safety gridworlds [LMK+17]). To interface open
source implementations of DRL algorithms, practitioners in emerging applied domains
have similarly adopted gym-style interfaces in novel simulators. For example, Siemens
have introduced a benchmark for industrial control tasks [HDT+17]. Others have built
gym-bridges and new problem scenarios on top of existing simulators such as the ns3
networking simulator (ns3-gym [GZ18]).
The substantial sample requirements (up to billions of state transitions [BLT+16]) of
model-free algorithms have resulted in implementation efforts to be overwhelmingly focused
on interfacing simulators. Emerging simulator tasks can be implemented in photo-realistic
environments using agent-interfaces to game engines such as Unity [JBV+18a]. Unlike
cheaper early simulators, game engines compete with neural networks for accelerator
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resources. The trend towards high-fidelity task simulations requires larger distributed
training environments to achieve higher sample throughputs. Implementations consequently
need to accommodate a wide range of resource sharing scenarios. Next, I analyse how
simulators have affected the development of scalable training mechanisms.
3.1.2 Distributed reinforcement learning
The light-weight nature of early simulators has given rise to many parallelisation schemes.
I give an overview of key algorithms below.
The first widely popular of such schemes was the asynchronous advantage actor-critic
(A3C, also by Mnih et al. [MBM+16]). In the original A3C paper, a single-node many-core
machine was used to train a policy by means of workers asynchronously updating a shared
global policy. Each worker interacts with its own environment simulator instance, collects
a number of state trajectories (a tunable hyper-parameter), locally computes gradients for
an update, and then applies this update to the globally shared policy network. After each
update cycle, workers copy the global parameters (which may have been updated many
times by other workers) to their local copy. Mnih et al. advertised A3C as a faster and
cheaper alternative to DQN because it does not require a GPU (each actor computes its
update on a CPU), while training substantially faster than a single-threaded agent. A3C
serves as an example design implicitly relying on cheap simulators.
Similar to advances in policy optimisation, distributed and parallel variants of Q-
learning implement a multitude of synchronisation mechanisms. Gorila is an early dis-
tributed DQN variant which shards learners and parameter servers and uses a central
replay memory in which distributed actors insert new samples [NSB+15]. Distributed
prioritised experience replay (APE-X [HQB+18]) is a more recent variant encompassing
several levels of parallelism. Workers asynchronously collect environment trajectories
and do not compute updates. Instead, they perform preprocessing to ease computational
burden on the learner. Trajectories are inserted into one or multiple replay buffers which
provide prioritised sample batches to an asynchronous learner thread.
Note that in distributed training, each worker, irrespective of the distributed coordi-
nation mechanism, may itself employ further parallelism by vectorising action selection,
i.e. batching states from multiple environment copies into a single forward pass. A single-
threaded worker can substantially increase throughput on cheap tasks by sequentially
acting on multiple environments and batching action selection in the neural network
(Figure 3.1).
Figure 3.2 illustrates a single-learner task architecture with distributed sample collection.
The learner schedules a set of actors which may be distributed across a cluster but which
can also be separate threads or processes on the same node. Actors interact with dedicated
environment copies but do not execute update operations. They batch-process new sets of
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Figure 3.1: Environment vectorisation on CartPole. A single-threaded worker vectorises
action selection, then sequentially acts on a list of simulator copies.
states from environments, and merge trajectory data from separate environments. The
learner post-processes trajectories (e.g. by computing discounted returns), then schedules
updates on accelerators.
Sample collection, weight synchronisation, and updates may all be synchronous or
asynchronous which gives rise to additional considerations to store trajectories. Distributed
communication and coordination strategies in RL are constrained by algorithms’ ability
to incorporate off-policy data on the one hand, and by accelerator throughput and
communication cost on the other hand.
Research into better replay mechanisms remains an active topic [KOQ+19]. The
conceptual simplicity of many distributed training schemes also leaves much to be desired
for replay implementations, irrespective of algorithms used. Common distributed training
schemes transmit the same states repeatedly as actors blindly recollect and retransmit
trajectories without regard for communication cost.
3.1.3 Use of accelerators
The increasing availability of GPUs and specialised accelerators [JYP+17, JYPP18] has
given rise to newer distributed training schemes. In distributed policy optimisation,
Babaeizadeh et al.[BFT+17] for instance suggested a GPU-variant of A3C in which both
action selection and learning are queued and batched to a centralised GPU. Others observed
no benefit from the noise introduced by asynchronous updates, and instead proposed a
synchronous variant (A2C) to facilitate GPU batching ([WMG+17], also described by
Clemente et al. in parallel [CMC17]). A central challenge in asynchronous distributed
policy optimisation is incorporating off-policy data, i.e. data collected from a prior policy
pit−k (for a typically small integer k). The IMPALA algorithm further advanced scalable
policy optimisation through a novel off-policy correction facilitating aggressive use of
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Figure 3.2: High-level overview of single-learner task parallelism. Even in single learner
scenarios, multiple levels of task-parallelism require fine-tuning of a multitude of hyper-
parameters for distributed coordination.
caching to optimise GPU throughput [ESM+18].
Decoupling sample collection from updates improves throughput and is especially useful
when learning multiple problems in parallel with varying trajectory lengths. A feedback
loop between algorithmic insights, improved accelerators and larger tasks in more powerful
simulators drives new training schemes. To summarise key aspects of distributed RL:
• The mechanisms are generally invariant to modifications in network architecture or
loss function, as long as no gradient estimation bias is introduced.
• Algorithmic improvements are in practice only selectively benchmarked for computa-
tional scalability due to cost.
• Practitioners must select between a growing body of distribution schemes even at
the level of single agents solving single tasks.
Multi-learner and multi-agent scenarios create further complications in synchronising
training and resource sharing. As new simulators, accelerators and algorithms advance,
RL frameworks must provide mechanisms to explore new training semantics.
3.1.4 RL implementations and design problems
The growing interest in RL has given rise to a wide array of implementation styles and
design patterns which can be traced back to original research implementations. Here, I
describe how deep RL tasks are commonly implemented and executed on popular machine
learning frameworks. The recent wave of new research and applications in deep learning
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1
2 # Networks are assembled by sequentially stacking layers.
3 model = Sequential()
4 model.add(Dense(32, activation=’relu’, input_dim=10))
5 model.add(Dense(32, activation=’relu’))
6 model.add(Dense(10, activation=’softmax’))
7
8 sgd = SGD(lr=0.001)
9 model.compile(loss=’categorical_crossentropy’,
10 optimizer=sgd,
11 metrics=[’accuracy’])
12
13 # High level models facilitate training and evaluation.
14 model.fit(input_data, input_labels, epochs=20, batch_size=256)
15 score = model.evaluate(test_inputs, test_labels, batch_size=256)
Listing 3.2: Assembling neural networks with the Keras API.
has been fuelled not only by hardware improvements but also by deep learning frameworks
simplifying design and training of neural networks [CLL+15, ABC+16, SA16, PGC+17].
Neural network architectures are most commonly implemented using Python, and
by interfacing high level APIs provided by popular engines like TensorFlow [AIM17] or
PyTorch [PGC+17]. These frameworks implement large toolboxes of neural network layers,
optimisation methods (e.g. gradient descent), and high-performing numerical operations.
They also map high level numerical operations to efficient GPU kernels (e.g. CUDA,
OpenCL), or to multi-threaded CPU execution, thus drastically accelerating development.
The core entity these frameworks operate on are tensor objects as multi-dimensional arrays
with support for storing gradients for automatic differentiation. In deep learning workflows,
developers typically manage I/O with Python glue code, as runtime is dominated by neural
network operations executed in C/C++ on accelerators.
After network construction, there is little or no conditional branching required to
perform inference or to train the network. Irrespective of the network architecture, forward
passes and updates require a series of matrix multiplications and additions to perform
layer operations. These numerical operations can be effectively represented via static
computation graphs whereby e.g. in TensorFlow calling layer operations adds computation
nodes to a dataflow graph. This computation graph can then be statically optimised
(details on TensorFlow programming semantics are given by Abadi et al. [AIM17]).
Alternatively, in define-by-run frameworks such as PyTorch [PGC+17], operations are
executed imperatively by an interpreter which traces graph definition through program
execution, thus facilitating dynamic graphs. I discuss graph construction for RL in §3.3.
As a result, supervised deep learning workflows have seen a high degree of standardisa-
tion. This allows developers to focus on effective architecture design. Listing 3.2 illustrates
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this using the Keras [C+15] neural network API. Layers, loss functions, optimisation
mechanism and training are abstracted via an object-oriented API. Crucially, training
inputs and labels are generally available in advance to facilitate straight-forward batching
and I/O.
In contrast, as discussed in §3.1, RL workloads exhibit heterogeneous communication
and parallelism patterns as they interact with one or more environments while processing
trajectories. These workload characteristics, combined with fast-evolving empirical research,
have thus far made it difficult to provide standardised software support for designing and
executing reinforcement learning models.
RL algorithms are consequently not natively integrated into frameworks like TensorFlow
but implemented in bolt-on libraries. Many open source RL implementations can be
categorised as reference implementations. For example, OpenAI baselines [DHK+17]
and Google’s Dopamine [BCG+18] provide collections of well-tuned algorithms on gym
benchmarks. Nervana Coach [CLN17] contains a similar collection but with added tools for
visualising progress and generic facilities for hierarchical learning and distributed training.
Batched PPO [HDV17] contains a single tuned implementation of a popular algorithm
(proximal policy optimisation (PPO) [SWD+17]) whereby all control flow and environment
stepping have been merged into one end-to-end TensorFlow graph. Keras-rl [Pla16]
provides a loose collection of algorithms (e.g. DDQN [HGS16], DDPG [LHP+16]). Horizon
focuses on building end-to-end pipelines for off-policy training at Facebook [GCL+18].
These algorithm collections typically share some components between algorithms (e.g.
network architectures) but ignore many of the practical considerations discussed above.
Retooling such reference implementations to different execution and batching modes or
device strategies (multi-GPU support, cluster environments) requires significant work.
This is also because these implementations typically contain hard-coded heuristics for the
use in specific simulators. As algorithm performance critically depends on tuning state
preprocessing and learning heuristics [HIB+17, IES+18], developers must tediously analyse
undocumented steps (e.g. reward clipping, state normalisation, gradient clipping) to re-use
reference implementations.
Higher level frameworks focus on providing common APIs and abstractions. Ray RLlib
[LLN+18] defines a set of abstractions for scalable RL with focus on task parallelism. RLlib
relies on Ray’s actor model [NMW+] to execute RL algorithms via centralised control.
Ray is a distributed execution engine supporting both parallel tasks (e.g. simulations) and
actors (e.g. stateful RL agents) through a unified programming interface. Ray manages
resource sharing between tasks through a multi-level scheduling model where a global
scheduler keeps track of shared state via an object store, and a local scheduler manages
per-server resources. RLlib is a reinforcement learning library serving as an example
application for Ray. At the core of RLlib’s hierarchical task parallelism approach lies a
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set of optimiser classes. Each optimiser implements a step() function which distributes
sampling to remote actors, manages buffers, and updates weights.
For example, an AsyncReplayOptimizer implements distributed prioritised experience
replay [HQB+18]. Each step, the optimiser loop fetches samples from remote actors, inserts
them into local replay buffers, and performs training on an asynchronous learner thread
by sampling from the buffers. The advantage of RLlib is the separation of the execution
plane in the optimiser and definition of the RL algorithm’s model within a policy graph.
However, each optimiser encapsulates both local and distributed device execution. This
means for example that only the dedicated multi-gpu optimiser class supports splitting
input batches synchronously over multiple GPUs. A further disadvantage of this optimiser
driven control flow is that RLlib mixes Python control flow, Ray calls, and TensorFlow
calls in its components. Algorithms implemented in RLlib are hence not easily portable as
training can principally only be executed on Ray. Sample pre- and post-processing are
coupled with distributed training.
3.1.5 Design summary
Existing abstractions almost exclusively focus on simulator workloads with the implicit
assumption of computationally cheap stop-and-go simulators. When interacting with
non-simulated environments, e.g. a physical system such as robots, or data processing
engines (e.g. databases), training control flow may be driven by external system events.
When learning on real systems, learning is often bottlenecked by sample collection, not
communication overhead or accelerator throughput. In summary, RL frameworks must:
• resolve the tension between fast prototyping through reusable components and robust
interfaces,
• offer flexible distributed and local execution patterns agnostic to simulation-driven
or external control flow,
• and transparently manage configurations for a large number of optional learning
heuristics to incrementally test and validate training behaviour.
Many existing implementations are designed to work well in their target domain (e.g.
reproducing ALE results) but neglect these considerations. They either sacrifice flexibility
by only reproducing selected algorithms without intention of reuse, or focus on parallelism
but restrict algorithms to narrow design assumptions.
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3.2 RLGraph overview
I present RLgraph, a reinforcement learning framework designed to address these difficulties.
RLgraph provides a bridge between the deep learning functionalities needed for deep RL
found in popular machine learning frameworks, and the control flow needed to coordinate
RL scenarios. I base RLgraph on these design principles:
• Separating algorithms and execution. RL algorithms require complex control
flow to coordinate distributed trajectory collection and training logic. Separating
these aspects is difficult but essential to avoid re-implementing execution and device
strategies (§3.4.4).
• Shared components, strict interfaces. Deep learning frameworks enable quick
prototyping of neural networks by exposing APIs to combine different types of layers.
Providing a similar set of interchangeable components towards RL is complicated
by the multitude of learning and execution semantics. This is exacerbated by
implementations containing definitions in multiple execution contexts, e.g. Python
control flow interleaved with calls to TF runtime. Tight coupling of components,
and in turn a lack of well-defined component boundaries means that re-usability is
severely constrained. To ensure re-usability of both high-level abstractions and narrow
heuristics, logical components should only interact using well-defined interfaces
(evaluated in §4.6).
• Training heuristics as first class citizens. Brittle implementations arise when
performance-critical heuristics are not configurable or tested, but hard-coded. Algo-
rithms may still learn sub-optimally with faulty heuristics, as training performance
variance is high even in best case scenarios. Heuristics consequently must be im-
plemented and used as first-class citizens, and ultimately understood to be core
performance elements.
• Sub-graph testing. An undesirable consequence of incorporating stochastic ap-
proximations at all levels are numerical sensitivity and non-determinism [NWS18b].
RL algorithms can require an overwhelming number of hyperparameters (often in
excess of 25). Testing partial dataflow is highly desirable but tedious to realise in
static graph frameworks. RL frameworks must provide mechanisms to incrementally
build and test complex dataflow (§3.5).
I introduce RLgraph, a modular, backend-independent framework to construct and
execute deep reinforcement learning algorithms. By separating logical component com-
position and execution, RLgraph can support static graph and define-by-run execution
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(§3.4). RLgraph is open source1.
At the centre of RLgraph’s design is a component graph architecture responsible for
assembling and connecting algorithmic components (e.g. buffers or neural networks) as
named subgraphs, and for exposing their functionality via a common API. This component
graph exists independently of implementation-specific notions, and instead relies on
generalised dataflow types and operations. The component graph is built into a backend-
dependent computation graph via a graph builder which generates operations, graph state,
device assignments, and an API registry.
A graph executor expands the component graph to add operations for local and
distributed device strategies, e.g. by creating subgraph replicas for GPUs. At runtime,
the graph executor serves requests to the agent API. In define-by-run mode where no
static graph is constructed ahead of execution, the build process is used to validate that
all defined operations can execute without error.
Hardware: CPU, GPU, TPU, FPGAs...
RayDistributed TF Horovod
TensorFlow PyTorch ...
RLgraph component graph
Local backends 
variables/operations
Model design, 
dataflow composition
Distributed 
execution engine
Execution, 
orchestration 
API, Component configuration Pre-built models,inference
Figure 3.3: RLgraph software stack.
Figure 3.3 gives a high-level view of RLgraph in relation to deep learning frameworks
and distributed execution engines. At the user-level, RLgraph exposes an agent API which
allows plug-and-play execution of pre-built RL models on common simulators or custom
applications. Pre-built models can be declaratively configured to enable rapid exploration
of network architectures, execution models, and training heuristics. These models are
implemented using RLgraph’s component composition and executed on a combination of
local and distributed execution engines. Next, I introduce RLgraph’s design abstractions.
3.3 Design
Which software primitives or abstractions are appropriate for composing RL algorithms?
Continuous environment interaction creates data streams which are processed through
a series of computations which drastically differ in cost, from down-sampling images to
1https://github.com/rlgraph/rlgraph, accessed 25.08.2019
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gradient-descent steps. Dataflow programming as a series of numerical transformations is
the paradigm behind popular machine learning frameworks like TensorFlow [ABC+16].
End-to-end graph representations enable compile-time optimisations (§3.6.2), model se-
rialisation, and minimise context switches between host language and graph runtime to
improve performance [YAB+18, PTS+17]. In existing implementations, I observe:
• An impedance mismatch exists between the largely functional transformations in
static graphs and RL algorithms which require complex control flow and communi-
cation between high-level logical entities.
• This mismatch causes implementations to loosely tie together graph-based dataflow
for numerical operations and imperative scripting to facilitate communication and
logic, thus creating a host of bugs and design issues discussed in the prior section.
The aim of my design is to facilitate algorithm design at the level of logical high level
components (e.g. buffers, data pre-processors, neural networks, action distributions) while
preserving the advantages of end-to-end static graphs.
RLgraph must (i) allow users to group computations within familiar logical entities
which encapsulate internal graph state and (ii) combine these entities into a graph while
respecting different execution considerations such as distributed communication, resource
assignments, and local/global state sharing. The arrangement of components into distinct
coordination semantics (e.g. distributed asynchronous) must be independent of the logic
contained within components.
3.3.1 Components
RLgraph’s module abstraction is hence a Component class which encapsulates arbitrary
computations via so called graph functions. Components provide an object-oriented
interface to building static computation graphs.
Consider a replay buffer component which exposes functionality to insert trajectories
and sample mini-batches according to priority weights. Implementing this buffer in an
imperative language such as Python is straight-forward, but including it as part of a static
graph requires creating and managing state variables through control flow operators (e.g.
to update priorities in an appropriate data structure). Composing multiple components in a
re-usable way is difficult due to the impedance mismatch between class-based programming
in a driver language, and functional transformations within a dataflow graph.
Existing high-level APIs for neural networks such as Sonnet, [Dee17], Keras [C+15],
or Gluon [R+18] focus on assembly and training of neural networks. Implementing RL
workloads in these frameworks requires mixing imperative Python control flow with deep
learning graph objects, leading to the design issues discussed in §3.1.
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Figure 3.4: Example memory component with three API methods.
Figure 3.4 shows a concept of a prioritised replay [SQAS15] component. Components
are identified by name which corresponds to the scope used when e.g. creating TensorFlow
variables. Scoping is a concept to logically group state and computations into named
sub-graphs. RLgraph names components and maps them to appropriate scopes if scoping
is used by the underlying static graph. Component functionality is exposed via API
methods which are declared via method decorators. Components encompass state and
computations. They are executed on a configurable device, and state may be read from
and written to from the same or a different device. When a component is built (§3.3.2),
its internal state is defined based on input spaces, i.e. inputs to the graph or results of
intermediate dataflow. For example, the input to a storage buffer may use a type and
layout inferred from a series of transformations of graph inputs.
The difference between a native object method and an RLgraph API method is that
API methods are traced in the build process into an intermediate representation. An
operation registry is built which maps corresponding tensor operations to required input
arguments. In define-by-run mode, the registry is used to control gradient-taping for
automatic differentiation and conversion of input data to tensor types. Graph functions
implement backend-specific functionality for API methods. Graph functions:
• Group dataflow computations corresponding to logical high-level entities.
• Receive as input and return symbolic graph nodes in static graph operation.
• Receive and return tensor values in define-by-run mode.
• Can invoke other graph functions and API methods to coordinate computations.
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agent.update()
buffer.sample_batch() loss.calc_loss() 
network.forward() loss.loss_per_item() 
optimizer.step()
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Dataflow
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Figure 3.5: Simplified dataflow between API methods and selected graph functions for a
training update method. The update-API method of an agent calls no graph functions
but API methods of sub-components, which in turn call further sub-components. Where
necessary, API methods are resolved by calling graph functions implementing backend-
specific computations.
This dataflow between components (and thus algorithm logic) is constructed in a backend-
independent manner, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. The purpose of encapsulating computa-
tions within components is to flexibly combine stateful computations in static graphs.
The API decorator used to tag API methods and graph functions also modulates input
and output dataflow to ensure components can be connected seamlessly. Dataflow between
RL components often involves collections of high-dimensional matrices which may be
arbitrarily nested or arranged. For example, experience trajectories may be sequences of
state-transition tuples (st, at, rt, st+1). Arbitrary composition of components hence requires
a compatible dataflow. In RLgraph, compatibility is ensured via space objects which define
type and layout (i.e. dimensionality) of dataflow.
Each space object can be viewed as a prototype of the dataflow expected to arrive at a
graph function. Hence, space objects allow to construct dataflow graphs which may later
use backend-specific dataflow implementations in place of spaces. For example, records
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inserted into the priority buffer component may be unstructured collections of matrices.
To access contents in a record, developers normally need to perform manual splitting and
merging operations to manipulate individual entries. The layout of nested records (e.g.
names of keys in a map) is hard-coded either in the function accessing the record, or via
named function parameters. Numerical operations offered by deep learning frameworks do
not operate on host-language container abstractions (e.g. Python lists or dictionaries, or
C++ containers) but require framework-specific tensor objects.
Listing 3.3 illustrates this aspect for the insert records functionality. Developers can
either use native containers which require manual un-nesting (1.), or can hard-code tensor
arguments in inflexible interfaces (2.). RLgraph API methods can request to flatten nested
operations (and re-nest results based on key-structure) (3.). They can also request to split
nested arguments and to unflatten and merge split results (4.).
API decorators hence allow developers to modify dataflow layouts to avoid hard-coding
them into computations. While the prototype has been implemented in Python due to
its popularity, the same principles could be implemented in any other host language to
construct computation graphs. In summary, RLgraph components:
• offer an objected oriented API to construct backend-independent end-to-end compu-
tation graphs,
• allow control of execution behaviour and dataflow layout through API methods,
• can be composed and nested,
• and enable fine-grained control of devices for executing computations and managing
internal state locations.
Next, I explain how components are used to construct the component graph.
3.3.2 Building the component graph
Algorithm logic is implemented by beginning with a root component as a graph container.
Sub-components are then added to the root, and API methods are implemented to create
dataflow between components. RLgraph’s high level agent API (§3.4.1) is one example of
a set of API methods exposing domain-specific functionality. Another example is a testing
API used to test individual API methods when building single components (§3.5). To
build the graph, the build algorithm traces all API methods from the root component its
input spaces.
The component graph is a control-flow-graph (CFG) made up of API methods as
vertices V and edges indicating dataflow between two API methods a1, a2. The CFG has
the following properties:
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1
2 # 1. "records" is a Python dictionary containing
3 # TensorFlow tensors
4 def insert_records(records):
5 # Method must assume unnested structure or flatten dict.
6 for name, tensor_op in records.items():
7 # Do something with tensor_op to create new graph nodes
8 assign_op = tf.assign(self.variables[name], tensor_op)
9 ...
10
11 # 2. Separate hardcoded arguments.
12 def insert_records(states, actions, rewards, terminals):
13 # Fixed arg handling reduces re-usability.
14 s_assign_op = tf.assign(self.states, states)
15 a_assign_op = tf.assign(self.actions, actions)
16 ..
17
18 # 3. RLgraph: Decorator can flatten, split, merge nested dataflow.
19 @rlgraph.api_method(flatten=True)
20 def _graph_fn_insert_records(records):
21 # Assign op, generic container operations.
22 self.buffer.assign(records)
23 ..
24
25 # 4. Record container is flattened (un-nested) and split,
26 # insert function called once per key,
27 # results are re-nested, auto-merged.
28 @rlgraph.api_method(flatten=True,
29 split=True, add_auto_key_as_first_param=True)
30 def _graph_fn_insert_records(key, records):
31 # Records is now a single tensor-op
32 # or tensor-value in define-by-run mode
33 return self.assign_variable(self.records[key], records)
34 ..
Listing 3.3: RLgraph decorators modulate dataflow to increase re-usability and flexibility.
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1 # Dataflow type definitions necessary to build this API method:
2 spaces = dict(
3 states=FloatBox((210, 160, 3), add_batch_rank=True)
4 time_step=int,
5 use_exploration=bool
6 )
7
8 # Defined within agent class, attached to root.
9 @rlgraph_api(component=self.root_component)
10 def get_preprocessed_state_and_action(root, states,
11 time_step=0, use_exploration=True):
12 # Preprocessed states is the result of an API method call,
13 # either graph-op or tensor.
14 preprocessed_states = self.preprocessor.preprocess(states)
15 # Call another API method.
16 return self.policy.sample(preprocessed_states)
Listing 3.4: API methods can be composed by calling own or other components’ API
methods.
• The root component’s API methods are the entrance blocks, and there can be
arbitrarily many exit blocks.
• Edges between API methods are restricted by component membership. An edge
between a1 and a2 can exist under the following conditions:
– a1 ∈ C1 and a2 ∈ C1, i.e. both API methods belong to the same component C1.
– a1 ∈ C1 and a2 ∈ C2 and C2 is a (direct or indirect) sub-component of C1.
Components cannot call API methods of parent components to avoid implicit
dependencies through cyclic call-chains.
• API method vertices can create edges using bounded loops and conditionals. Dynamic
unbounded loops and recursion are not allowed in API methods but in graph functions
which can implement arbitrary computations.
API methods can be combined within API functions and graph functions.
For example, Listing 3.4 illustrates an API method which preprocesses a state and
retrieves an action by calling API methods on other components. At component build
time, calling an API method does not create any backend operation (in static graph mode),
and no values are passed through (in define-by-run mode).
The component graph is built dependent on the input spaces to the root component, or
more precisely to all input arguments. In the example, input spaces for states, time step,
and use exploration must be provided. The shape of states is an input argument usually
provided e.g. via the gym interface. Only spaces to the root component need to be
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provided as input spaces to sub-components can be inferred from computations. For
example, the preprocessor component may down-sample input states to a different shape,
and the sub-sequent API call is dependent on that updated shape. The second phase of
the build mechanism, where backend specific operations are defined, uses these shapes to
ensure input placeholder, internal state variables, and results of API calls conform to the
expected layouts and types.
The component algorithm builds a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of records for API
methods via depth first search. Calls to API methods of root components are sources, and
their final results (or rather the operations that produce them) are sinks.
A simplified graph assembly procedure is shown in Algorithm 2. The root component
exposing the external interface and the input spaces for the external API are passed to the
component graph builder. This builder generates the backend-independent dataflow graph
and the API by iterating over all API methods defined in the root component. For each
method, a component graph operation is created for each of its parameters and looked up
in the input graph (type checks omitted). The component graph is traversed by calling
API method decorators which infer parameters and return values for each API called
through the graph, and these are stored in records. Finally, the API method is registered
in a registry which contains the input spaces and final output operations (nodes in the
graph).
The component graph identifies the API of the graph and is used to identify missing
input definitions or dependencies by failing as early as possible. It also enables graph-level
device strategies as the graph can be rewritten before building backend operations (§3.4).
The component graph enables both push based (define-by-run) and pull based execution.
Pull-based refers to the mechanisms whereby in frameworks like TensorFlow, evaluating a
specific node in the graph is achieved by passing the node reference to the graph runtime.
The runtime will then execute all dependent operations in the graph, which may require
user inputs to provide values for input placeholder graph nodes. RLgraph hence needs to
map API methods to graph nodes, i.e. which graph operations to call when users request
execution of a specific API method. Session and operation handling are automated via a
graph executor, and users only need to specify API methods they want to execute (§3.4).
In push-based operation, input arguments are simply marshalled through API methods by
function execution.
Execution of operations is restricted by design. Users cannot execute arbitrary opera-
tions within the underlying computation graph. To call a specific computation, it must
be exposed as an API method. If arbitrary operations could be accessed from outside
a graph function, they could also be used to extend the graph and create undesirable
read-write dependencies between device boundaries of different components. Placeholders
for graph extensions would also need to be defined manually based on the intermediate
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Algorithm 2 Simplified component graph build procedure
Input: component root, input spaces spaces
api = dict()
# Call all api methods once, check input dataflow types.
for method, record in root.api do
input op records = list()
# Create one input record per API input param.
for param in record.input args do
# Check if space defined for param, fail otherwise.
if param name in input spaces then
input op records.append(Op(param.space))
end if
end for
# Traverse graph from root for this method.
out ops records = method(in ops records)
# Register method with graph inputs and output ops.
api[method] = [input op records, out ops records]
# Tag last out-op-records.
for op record in record.out op columns[−1] do
op record.is terminal op = True
end for
end for
return ComponentGraph(root, api)
layout (i.e. the shape of the inputs to the operation within the graph function), which is
generally not know in advance. Existing open source implementations particularly suffer
from difficult-to-debug ad-hoc graph construction and re-wiring of operations (§3.1).
3.3.3 Building for static graphs
Next, I explain how end-to-end static computation graphs are created from the component
graph representation. This section covers mechanisms to combine component subgraphs
into larger graphs corresponding to complete algorithms. Conceptually, this is achieved
by mapping input space definitions to the root component to dataflow input nodes in
the corresponding graph backend. Input nodes with spaces and types derived from input
spaces are then marshalled to individual components through the operation records in the
intermediate representation.
The aim of this is to create connections between operations in graphs by invoking
graph functions, with inputs traced from input nodes, and outputs being routed to the
graph functions requiring them. Each graph function represents a subgraph and the build
process iteratively connects them according to the dataflow dependencies given via the
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1 with tf.Graph().as_default(), \
2 tf.device(local_job_device + ’/cpu’), \
3 pin_global_variables(global_variable_device):
4 tf.set_random_seed(FLAGS.seed)
5
6 # Create Queue and Agent on the learner.
7 with tf.device(shared_job_device):
8 queue = tf.FIFOQueue(1, dtypes, shapes, shared_name=’buffer’)
9 agent = Agent(len(action_set))
Listing 3.5: Example device management fragment from DeepMind open source imple-
mentation. Nested assignments create complicated dependencies.
intermediate representations.
The difficulty lies in managing the corresponding internal state, local and global devices
(for distributed execution (§3.4)) for each sub-task in the computation. While different
programmatic approaches exist, TensorFlow for example utilises context managers to
assign devices to states and computations. Listing 3.5 is taken from DeepMind’s open
source implementation of a distributed policy optimisation algorithm2.
The example illustrates how implementations create I/O dependencies via ad-hoc
assignments. In the code, lines 1-2 indicate that all following code is first assigned under a
”local job device” CPU and a default graph. In line 3, another context manager is used to
assign all global variables created under this context to a global device. Global variables
are variables in the context of a distributed computation graph which are accessed by
all nodes, and which are hosted on a specific device (in this case the learner). In line 7,
another context manager is used to create a queue and agent under the shared device.
Algorithm logic is intertwined at every level with distributed execution and task-device
assignment. As every operation is created under multiple context managers, a single
misplaced operation can cause program execution to slow down an order of magnitude e.g.
because local state is accidentally read from a remote device. Such problems are difficult
to identify because they do not constitute bugs from the perspective of the runtime.
The purpose of RLgraph’s build process is to avoid interspersing job and device
assignments with dataflow definitions. The backend build mechanism incrementally creates
a computation graph by combining component subgraphs. Each graph function in a
component constitutes a sub-graph that can be built, device-assigned, and executed
individually (e.g. for testing §3.5). Each component further can create in-graph state via
variable creation which again can be separately device-assigned. I explain device strategies
in §3.4.4. The build algorithm contains these phases:
1. Graph input placeholders are generated for the input arguments to all API methods
at the root function, based on input space definitions.
2https://github.com/deepmind/scalable_agent/blob/master/experiment.py#L496
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2. Placeholders which represent nodes in a symbolic TensorFlow computation graph are
stored as operations in the operation records created when building the component
graph.
3. From this initial set of records containing operations, the algorithm iteratively builds
the backend graph by marshalling operations through the component graph until no
operations are left to process:
3.1. Operations are processed once the components they connect to are input-
complete. A component is input complete if none of its API methods are
waiting on graph inputs.
3.2. If a component is complete, its internal state is created by calling the generic
state creation method with its dependent input spaces. Optionally a device
assignment and variable sharing context is activated, otherwise the global
default device is explicitly assigned.
3.3. Graph functions as logical units of computations are called to create graph
operations when all input operations are available. Graph functions are assigned
to a default device or a device provided in a device map which enables manual or
automatically optimised assignments of components to devices. Individual graph
functions are called multiple times if the corresponding inputs are (potentially
nested) container operations.
3.4. Outputs of graph functions are again stored in records and, if required, re-nested
or merged if the graph function is called multiple times with different arguments,
each time creating a new static graph fragment.
Constructing static graphs in this manner avoids implicit device and variable sharing.
Each iteration (i.e. processing a single operation record), the build algorithm asserts
dataflow compatibility when connecting operations across components. This is achieved
by comparing the input and output spaces (i.e. dataflow prototypes) of the corresponding
operations.
The resulting static graph is not logically different from ad-hoc implementations.
Building the component graph and from it the static backend graph could be merged
into a single procedure where graph operations are immediately created and marshalled
through the components. This would create two disadvantages.
First, knowledge of component graph enables device strategies that require making
copies of specific sub-graphs to split data across devices. The component graph can be
modified before building backend operations to accommodate such strategies. Second,
building the component graph is about an order of magnitude faster than building
the backend graph since no backend operations are created. Separately building the
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component graph and creation of backend operations enables more fine-grained debugging
and accelerates development. To summarise, this section used the example of TensorFlow to
illustrate how RLgraph composes high-level RL components into end-to-end differentiable
dataflow graphs.
3.3.4 Define-by-run component graphs
This section covers the alternative paradigm of dynamic graphs which implicitly arise from
executing an imperative program. I discuss the tradeoffs of dynamic and static graphs
and explain how RLgraph supports both through its component graph. In define-by-run
or eager mode, no static graph is built ahead of execution (a static representation may be
inferred from execution, §3.6.1).
Define-by-run frameworks such as PyTorch enable fast development cycles because
they support imperative evaluation of numerical operations with built-in automatic dif-
ferentiation. This allows developers to utilise mature debugging tool-chains from host
languages. They also facilitate dynamic network architectures where the layer structure
can be modified between each call.
In supervised learning scenarios with large batch sizes, training time is dominated by
computing updates on accelerators [ARR+16]. CPUs manage I/O by loading training data
from input sources (e.g. distributed file systems) and transferring it to device memory.
RL workloads in contrast are characterised by CPU-intensive environment evaluation,
processing of sample trajectories, and communication between workers and learners. RL
implementations in design-by-run frameworks is hence complicated by the fact that there is
no natural boundary between data and computation logic. In static graphs, each operation
and its inputs must be intentionally placed within or outside the graph, thus allowing
specific tradeoffs. For example, preprocessing a short state trajectory may be faster in a
host-language than in a graph runtime like TensorFlow due to invocation overhead.
This fragmented dataflow (where fragmentation refers to execution context switches)
does not allow for the application of end-to-end optimisations such as device placement
[MGP+18] or automated graph rewrites for hardware-specific compilation [CMJ+18] (§3.6).
Moreover, distributed execution and scheduling become more difficult as schedulers have no
access to fine-granular task details (as in an end-to-end graph) but must execute programs
as black-box tasks (e.g. Ray, [MNW+17], §3.4.5).
Define-by-run frameworks nonetheless enjoy increasingly popularity among developers
especially in exploratory implementations where performance is secondary. TensorFlow
similarly has introduced an eager execution mode due to the difficulties around designing
and debugging static graphs. Framework providers must identify abstractions which
combine the fast prototyping and debugging of define-by-run mode with scalable execution
mechanisms and optimisations. To resolve this tension, framework developers are exploring
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new mechanisms to trace imperative control flow for automated graph generation (§3.6.1).
RLgraph can provide define-by-run execution with the following considerations:
• The backend build process generates static graph operations from a set of input spaces
and connects them through the component graph. However, from the perspective of
the build process, there is no difference between static operations and define-by-run
operations, which are simply tensors objects holding numerical values.
• Instead of generating input placeholders for a static graph, the build process samples
from the input space. Graph functions and API methods do not return static tensor
operations but immediate computation results.
• Any static component graph can also be executed as a define-by-run graph. This
follows because allowed control flow in static graphs is a restricted sub-set of the
control flow available in imperative languages [YAB+18].
• Not all define-by-run graphs can be built as static graphs if they use language features
not supported by static runtimes.
Prior RL frameworks or high level deep learning APIs do not support both define-by-run
and static graph frameworks through a single abstraction. They are designed for one
framework or paradigm, or only support different paradigms on an entire algorithm level.
For example, Ray RLlib provides parallelisation mechanisms on the Ray execution engine
which can parallelise both e.g. TensorFlow and PyTorch algorithms. Implementations are
separate so algorithmic logic must be entirely reimplemented per backend.
RLgraph supports end-to-end static graphs and define-by-run mode on a component
level. Dataflow between algorithms is shared through all API methods. Only graph
functions performing backend-specific computations need to implement framework-specific
logic. In the future, I expect automatic graph generation to be able to reduce backend-
specific code further.
I implemented a define-by-run graph building and execution mode for RLgraph support-
ing PyTorch as a popular define-by-run framework for three reasons. First, in define-by-run
model, users can realise complex control flow which may be difficult to address in static
graphs (e.g. recursion). Second, they can also choose define-by-run mode to implement
features like dynamic neural networks. While the component graph is always static, graph
functions can express dynamic behaviour. Third, even with tools for automatic graph
generation from imperative code, algorithms need to be structured in a way that allows to
leverage graph generation to connect computation fragments into end-to-end graphs.
Next, I explain how RLgraph executes algorithms across deep learning frameworks and
execution engines.
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Figure 3.6: RLgraph execution architecture overview.
3.4 Execution
The prior sections have covered the generation of differentiable dataflow graphs from
high-level components. This section discusses how different execution scenarios, from
single-threaded simulators to large scale distributed engines, can be accommodated from
the execution-agnostic representation.
RLgraph’s execution abstraction is a graph executor. It serves as a bridge between
the API defined in an agent and the computation graph/operations generated by the
build process. Figure 3.6 provides an overview of RLgraph’s execution stack. Users of
pre-existing implementations interact with the high-level API (§3.4.1). The API passes
requests to the graph executor which builds up inputs for the corresponding operations
from the op registry, executes operations, and returns results (§3.4.2). The graph executor
also manages scaffolding for each backend and can interleave build stages with device
management (§3.4.4) and optional optimisations (§3.6). Execution on distributed execution
engines is handled via dedicated executors which coordinate workers (§3.4.5).
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3.4.1 Agent API
This section covers the agent API which I use for backend-independent distributed coordi-
nation. I first reiterate the main challenges for algorithm execution.
• When designing algorithms, the number of parallel environments, their step-times,
and evaluation costs in later deployments are not known. For example, an algorithm
could collect individual episode trajectories within a single thread, or produce a large
set of parallel trajectories with different termination state and trajectory length at
unknown intervals. Pre- and post-processing tasks might be performed by the same
process, or could be distributed.
• Execution-agnostic implementation hence means that dataflow logic is modularised
so that all steps (i) can be invoked individually, (ii) can accommodate all possible
trajectory layouts, (iii) and can be executed from internal stored graph state or purely
functional by passing in all necessary information. This is needed to accommodate
different synchronisation schemes which store state in-graph, or in external caches
or databases.
The agent API describes a set of dataflow definitions which all algorithms must
implement to utilise execution coordination. The API must serve the following purposes:
1. Provide a simple to use high-level RL interface for practitioners,
2. Allow rapid design exploration through component combination,
3. Support heterogeneous single-node and distributed execution with customised con-
currency, parallelism, and control flow.
Listing 3.6 shows the main methods in the API. Agents are instantiated by providing the
agent object with a component configuration containing a (nested) list of components
and their configurations. The internal state of each component is fully described by
configuration and input space definitions to avoids reproducibility problems.
1 abstract class rlgraph.agent:
2 # Builds graph.
3 def build(options=None)
4
5 # Get predictions for states, control behaviour with flags.
6 def get_actions(states, explore=True, apply_preprocessing=True)
7
8 # Update from buffer or external data.
9 def update(batch=None, sequence_indices=None, apply_postprocessing=True)
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10
11 # Write trajectories to buffer.
12 def observe(states, actions, rewards, terminals, env_id)
13
14 # Read component/model state.
15 def get_weights(components=None)
16
17 # Write model state.
18 def set_weights(weights)
19
20 # Reads internal state of the graph.
21 def read_variables(variables)
22
23 # Import model parameters.
24 def import_model(path)
25
26 # Serialise model parameters.
27 def export_model(path)
Listing 3.6: High level agent API.
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Figure 3.7: Agent-driven and environment driven execution modes.
A usability limitation of many open source RL libraries is their control flow assumption.
The popularity of OpenAI gym has led implementations to assume a reactive environment
driven by a single-threaded training loop (Figure 3.7). This agent-driven (environment
waits on agent updates) design has been adopted for instance by OpenAI baselines
[DHK+17], Nervana Coach [CLN17], and Ray RLlib [LLN+18].
Agent-driven execution is undesirable for domains where the environment cannot
be provided via a convenient simulation handle. In environment-driven execution, an
application invokes the agent API to retrieve actions and perform updates according to
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unknown application requirements. For example, one research user of RLgraph utilises RL
for an interactive learning application where hundreds of users interact concurrently at
a random schedule. The application needs to perform updates when a specified number
of samples has been reached across all users. The update must process an unordered
collection of trajectory fragments from terminal and non-terminal episodes. Such semantics
are not supported by existing libraries which assume a specific episode and update schedule.
For example, none of the libraries I surveyed support updating from concurrent episode
trajectories without requiring the user to perform parts of the algorithm’s post-processing
in their application.
I designed the RLgraph API to be agnostic with regard to execution semantics. This
means the API can both be consumed by common gym simulators executors, distributed,
parallel and asynchronous executors for large scale simulations (§3.4.5), and external
applications with custom semantics. This requires the API to include the following
functionality:
• Pre-processing of states (e.g. down-sampling of images) and post-processing of
trajectories (e.g. computing value estimates) must be available separately. In
distributed execution, it is often convenient to distribute parts of pre- and post-
processing to environment worker threads, so learner tasks are not burdened by
them. In contrast, users from external applications may not be aware of pre- and
post-processing workflow. They must be able to rely on them being performed
correctly as part of the update.
• All pre- and post-processing must be able to operate on batches of trajectories
invariant to the current state of each trajectory (terminal or non-terminal). This
is achieved by using an additional array of boolean indices when updating from a
batch of trajectories. A ”true” value indicates the end of an episode fragment in an
environment, and for the case of a single environment, this index is equivalent to the
terminals of the episode. Without such an index, non-terminal episode fragments of
multiple environments could not be distinguished.
• The internal state of component subgraphs and model parameters must be trans-
parently readable and writable. Distributed execution engines employ a multitude
of coordination schemes ranging from requiring users to implement manual syn-
chronisation to engine-specific global state sharing (e.g. distributed TensorFlow
[AIM17]).
3.4.2 Local execution
Local execution refers to the way requests to the agent API are resolved within a single
process by invoking a graph executor. The graph executor evaluates if input arguments
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correspond to the prototype dataflow definitions given via input spaces. Supporting
different machine learning frameworks requires implementing a graph executor with two
key methods to build and execute graphs. A separate graph executor per framework is
necessary due to the differences in how machine learning frameworks provide functionality
such as device assignment, state management, and operation execution.
I exemplify this via the TensorFlow and PyTorch executors I implemented in my
prototype. Building component graphs to the TensorFlow backend requires initialising
a graph, a session, optional scaffolding for profiling, checkpointing and result statistics,
and additional build arguments in case parts of the graph are meant to be declared
global shared state. Executing an API method requires translating its output to the
corresponding TensorFlow graph operations before invoking a session.
The PyTorch executor does not interfere with the build process as there is no session
or graph scaffolding. Data can be moved across devices with ad-hoc calls on a tensor
object during execution with corresponding runtime penalties for memory allocation
and data transfer. The main consideration in define-by-run execution is the automated
tracking of gradients when converting input arguments to tensor objects which are subject
to gradient accumulation. The PyTorch executor executes API methods by retrieving
not graph operations but the function object which is then called with tensor-converted
input arguments. Gradients are attached if the method requires computing an update.
Sub-sequent calls to dependent API methods and graph functions across components are
subject to define-by-run versions of dataflow manipulation.
Evaluating decorators between API methods introduces some over-head in define-by-run
mode. Recall that components can also be flexibly combined due to dataflow modifications
when connecting them, realised via API methods. This means in define-by-run mode, every
graph function evaluation begins and ends with evaluating potential layout transformations.
Otherwise, this functionality would need to be hard-coded into components which hinders
reusability. As I show in the evaluation, execution time for non-trivial model sizes is
dominated by neural network operations.
The component build mechanism facilitates optimisations. Consider any number of n
evaluations of dataflow structure evaluations g : Rn → Rn of a method fi : Rn → Rn with
x ∈ Rn:
y = g(f1(g(f2(g(fn(x)))). (3.1)
The structure of this call-chain is known ahead of execution due the intermediate component
graph. This means that if any sub-subsequence fi, fi+1 · · · , fn does not require dataflow
manipulations, the call-chain can be contracted to a single API evaluation by removing all
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intermediate edges between API function evaluation and methods within the sub-sequence:
y = g(f1(f2(fn(x))). (3.2)
A typical example of this is any stack-like structure (e.g. neural network layers). If
inference performance is critical to the application, a tracing mechanism similar to the
build mechanism can be used to extract underlying graph structure (§3.6.1).
3.4.3 Implementing algorithms
(1) Component creation: Define unconnected subgraph hierarchies.
(2) Implement Agent API: Connect through untyped/backend-independent dataflow.
(3) Define dataflow layouts for API   
AgentComponent
NeuralNetworkReplay buffer Preprocessor
Conv layer
Dense layer
Subcomponents
(a) act(states, 
      use_exploration,
      apply_preprocessing)
Exploration
Policy
AgentComponent
NeuralNetworkPreprocessor
Conv layer
Dense layer
Policy subgraph 
components
Exploration
Policy
(b) if apply_preprocessing
  preprocessor.process(states) (c) policy.get_action(preprocessed states
use_exploration)
states = FloatBox(dtype=float32, shape=(640, 480))
use_exploration = Bool()
apply_preprocessing = Bool()
Type descriptions serve as prototype dataflow when building differentiable graph:
Segment tree
(d) Return
final action 
graph node to
API, save
in registry
Replay buffer
Segment tree
Figure 3.8: Implementation example. (1) Users create subcomponents of an agent com-
ponent. (2) The agent API is implemented by connecting components. (3) Input type
definitions restrict allowed dataflow for the static graph constructed during the build.
When implementing algorithms, agent API, executor and graph are utilised in the
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following structure:
1. Developers implement the agent API, create components such as neural networks,
optimisers and probability distributions, and define dataflow between components
through API methods attached to a root component (Figure 3.8). Users can also
implement other ad-hoc APIs, RLgraph for example also has a light-weight testing
interface used for generating sub-graph tests (§3.5).
2. The root component is passed to a graph executor which is instantiated based on
the backend framework configured. The graph executor creates a graph builder and
invokes the different build phases.
3. Calls to the agent API are routed to the graph executor which in turn requests
operations or methods from the API registry created during graph building.
4. There is no other interaction between users and the model than through registered
API methods. All backend-specific functionality and dataflow modifications are
centralised into executors and API method/graph function decorators.
Crucially, the dataflow created by users exploring new algorithms is independent of the
specific graph executor/backend used.
3.4.4 Device management
In the context of graph construction (§3.3), I discussed how device semantics in deep
learning frameworks can cause implementations to tightly couple execution instructions
with algorithmic logic.
Deep learning frameworks frequently provide built-in mechanisms for device strategies.
These abstractions simplify distributed training for supervised learning with a static
data-set, but alone are insufficient for reinforcement learning. Hierarchical pre- and post-
processing of sample trajectories and sample transfer between workers and learners (as
opposed to importing a dataset once from a distributed file system) necessitate fine-grained
device assignments to optimise throughput.
Device management in RL has not found much attention in the literature beyond
show-casing how specific algorithm implementations can achieve high GPU utilisation
[CMC17, ESM+18, LLN+18, HQB+18]. Prior research has focused on how to structure
distributed dataflow to improve device utilisation, but not how to provide building blocks
that enable new device strategies.
In consequence, existing RL frameworks do not offer modular device strategies. In
RLgraph, devices can be managed both on graph level and component level:
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1. Component-level assignments. Component level assignment allows to create
internal state and computations for each component subgraph under a device context.
2. Graph-level assignments. Graph-level strategies leverage the fact that the compo-
nent meta-graph can be modified before building. For example, to distribute sample
trajectories across devices, component-sub-graphs can be copied and sample data
split across graph copies. Further, it can be beneficial to declare some sub-graphs as
globally (i.e. cluster-wide) shared state in parameter-server architectures [LAP+14].
The need for both component and graph-level device management can be exemplified
through distributed policy optimisation algorithms such as IMPALA [ESM+18]. IMPALA
performs learning by letting a set of actors perform environment trajectory rollouts. Their
samples are inserted into a globally shared blocking queue. The learner dequeues rollouts
from the queue, post-processes them, and moves them to a staging-area. In parallel, a
previous batch is removed from the staging area to compute the update. Some value
estimation heuristics cannot be effectively parallelised on accelerators because they require
a linear scan of sample trajectories.
Figure 3.9 visualises dataflow and device assignments in RLgraph’s IMPALA imple-
mentation using TensorFlow’s TensorBoard tool. When RLgraph builds its component
graph to a TensorFlow graph, component names are used to generate scoped operation
and device assignments. Here, device assignments are highlighted in color where green
components are assigned to a GPU and blue components to CPUs. Blocks with both
colours indicate that the component has sub-components on another device, e.g. the loss
function computing importance weights on the CPU and back-propagation on the GPU.
Visualisations can be used as an interactive dataflow debugging tool if the graph
is organised into logically meaningful components. This is not the case for ad-hoc
implementation styles. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 are visualisations generated for DeepMind’s
open source implementation of IMPALA by the algorithm authors. Computations and
device assignments are not systematically grouped in the graph. Specifically, the logical
grouping in the implementation (where code is organised into functions and classes) does
not automatically induce logical grouping in graph construction.
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Figure 3.9: TensorBoard visualisation of RLgraph’s IMPALA learner. All operations and
state variables are organised logically in component subgraphs.
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3.4.5 Distributed execution engines
Closely related to device management is distributed execution. The emergence of deep
learning workloads has given rise to a multitude of distributed learning schemes for
synchronous and asynchronous data and model-parallel training [DCM+12, LAP+14,
RRWN11, PLT+16]. Frameworks increasingly provide higher level distributed abstractions
which do not require developers to explicitly implement synchronisation. These abstractions
however only support well-defined workflows such as supervised training where practitioners
have converged to a standard set of methods, e.g. data-parallel synchronous stochastic
gradient descent.
RL workloads are not usually supported by such higher level abstractions due to their
heterogeneous processing and communication patterns (§3.1). This poses two challenges
for RL frameworks:
• Choice of execution engine. Novel machine learning workloads have given rise
to a new generation of execution engines. Improving distributed or decentralised pa-
rameter exchange is a growing area of research. As these workloads (e.g. generative
adversarial models [GPM+14], multi-agent communication [FAdFW16, REH+18,
FdWF+18]) require new communication semantics, there is no one-size-fits-all solu-
tion to accommodate changing requirements.
• Separating algorithm logic from execution. As execution semantics may vary
from algorithm to algorithm, distributed coordination should be independent from
algorithm logic.
Existing implementations opt to reduce complexity by narrowing flexibility. Reference
implementation collections often outright do not include generic distribution mechanisms.
Consider OpenAI baselines [DHK+17] as a widely implementation collection provided
by the original authors of some algorithms (e.g. PPO [SWD+17]). Some algorithms
implicitly utilise a custom MPI-based distributed synchronous mechanism where sample
workers each interact with an environment, and a single learner collects their samples,
updates, and synchronises new weights to the workers. This mechanism is hard-coded
and not configurable. Other frameworks such as Ray RLlib [LLN+18] provide distributed
abstractions which can be combined freely with algorithm logic at the cost of locking users
into executing training on the Ray platform [MNW+17].
RLgraph isolates distributed coordination from component graph logic to support
different distributed execution paradigms. From RLgraph’s perspective, there are two
types of distribution mechanisms:
1. External API consumers. External consumers realise distributed mechanisms
purely by interacting with RLgraph’s API to read and write agent state, insert into
buffers, or call updates from internal buffers or external trajectory data.
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2. Internal graph-aware mechanisms. Internal mechanisms may be framework-
specific distributed engines which rely on implementations using special operators or
program design.
Learner 
Actor
(1) External coordination: Learners and actors instantiate graphs, consume RLgraph API.
(2) Internal coordination: Executors modify graph-internals for synchronisation.
Local
executor
RLgraph
API
Local graph 
RayCoordinator
RayWorker
Ray object store
Local executors map concurrent trajectory data
to local graphs, synchronisation is fully
externalised via third party object store, Ray, MPI, ..
update()
RLgraph
API
act()
RLgraph
External distribution abstractions
Learner 
Actor
Local
executor
RLgraph
API
Local graph TF-Learner
TF-Worker
update()
act() RLgraph
API
RLgraph
Internal distribution abstractions
Graph synchronisation
delegated to TF
runtime which directly
syncs graph weights via RPC
Local executors create graph-internal 
scaffolding, initialise servers, mark parts 
of graph as shared state in build process.  
Figure 3.12: Graph-internal and graph-external distributed coordination.
Examples of the first mechanism are custom communication strategies implemented via
e.g. MPI or distributed execution engines such as Ray [MNW+17]. The second class of
distributed execution method concerns mechanisms such as the distributed TensorFlow
runtime [ABC+16, YAB+18]. Distributed TF can schedule an individual graph across
device and host boundaries. End-to-end graph scheduling is theoretically appealing because
it enables both compile-time optimisations (§3.6.2) and fine-grained scheduling decisions
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at the level of individual graph operations.
This comes at the cost of a more complicated programming model. Distributed Ten-
sorFlow is most commonly used with a between-graph replication model. Instead of
centralising control via an executor invoking tasks of remote workers, users must manually
create client processes for different tasks and explicitly create in-graph synchronisation
mechanisms. For example, the authors of IMPALA [ESM+18] describe workers communi-
cating with a learner via a globally shared queue. The queue is part of both the learner’s
and worker’s graph.
Figure 3.12 illustrates the difference between internal and external coordination. The
main consideration for enabling flexible distribution strategies is to separate these abstrac-
tions from graph construction through the executor. Since the graph executor knows each
high-level component as a named subgraph, it can straightforwardly interpret high-level
build instructions such as ”mark the policy network as globally shared”. This is achieved
by interleaving the build process with execution-initialisation stages which ensure the
necessary modifications (job assignment, state synchronisation) are applied to the relevant
component subgraph. Viewing and building algorithm components through logically
organised and named subgraphs is hence the central abstraction for flexible execution.
Again, this is in contrast to making such modifications directly in the code which defines
the graph, thus prohibiting modifications at build time.
To exemplify this approach, I implemented a Ray execution package interacting with
RLgraph’s external API. The Ray package consists of two abstractions, Ray executors and
Ray workers. An executor implements a distributed coordination loop which schedules
actor tasks and collects their results. Ray workers are actor classes which can execute
any desired task but most commonly are used to interact with one ore more environment
simulators. For example, a synchronous batch executor trains according to the following
steps:
• The executor instantiates a local agent on the master node by building a component
graph towards the desired backend. It also creates workers as actor objects via Ray.
• Until the specified number of training steps is completed, a step function is called:
– The executor fetches weights from the local agent via the agent API.
– Weights are synced to workers by calling a Ray task fetching weights from the
distributed shared Ray memory to write the worker graphs, again using the
agent API.
– Next, the executor schedules sampling tasks for each worker. Workers interact
with one or more environment copies to collect sample trajectories and post-
process data.
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– The executor waits on task completion, merges trajectories from sample workers
into a single batch, and calls the agent API to perform updates.
I evaluate this design in §4.3 against Ray’s native reinforcement learning library
RLlib. Executors and workers closely mirror RLlib’s optimiser abstraction with the crucial
difference that the agent API and build process are entirely separate from Ray. In contrast,
RLlib’s learning, sample collection and processing mechanisms are tightly coupled with
Ray task code. Next, I explain how graphs can be incrementally built and tested using
the test-generation interface.
3.5 Incremental building and sub-graph testing
Brittle RL algorithms necessitate new approaches to testing. This endeavour is complicated
by multiple sources of non-determinism (recently investigated by Nagarajan [NWS18b,
NWS18a]) :
• Weight initialisation. Neural network weights representing policies or value
function parameters are commonly initialised from Normal distributions [GB10].
• Stochastic policies. Policy gradient algorithms act by sampling from a policy
distribution. Value-based algorithms induce random exploration via heuristics like
-exploration.
• Stochastic environments. Problem environments may exhibit random state
transitions.
• Stochastic gradient estimation. Mini-batch stochastic gradient descent updates
decorrelate trajectories by sampling random batches from buffers.
• Non-deterministic devices. Accelerators may not default to deterministic execu-
tion. For example, NVIDIA hardware does not guarantee the same bit-wise results
for some neural network kernel implementations3.
The difficulties of analysing non-deterministic behaviour are exacerbated by unclear
sources of algorithmic performance (§3.1). Novel results can also be expensive or otherwise
impractical (e.g. requiring specific hardware) to reproduce. Consider IMPALA, a recent
distributed policy optimisation algorithm [ESM+18]. Reproducing learning capabilities
on the benchmark tasks in the related publication requires running the algorithm for up
to 10 billion frames for multi-task learning. This necessitates a cluster of worker nodes
and costly accelerators to be run for hours to days. On public cloud services, this can
3https://docs.nvidia.com/deeplearning/sdk/cudnn-developer-guide/%index.html#
reproducibility, accessed 25.08.2019
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translate to several thousand dollars in cost to run a single experiment across different
random initialisations. This does not account for hyper-parameter tuning and debugging
of new implementations (§6.4).
Resource requirements can cause insurmountable difficulties when implementing and
benchmarking algorithms. Researchers may not have access to the resources needed to
perform in-depth ablations on new techniques. Published research in turn is then difficult
to evaluate due to this missing analysis, creating a vicious cycle of uncertainty around
algorithms. In Chapter 6, I illustrate the true cost of reproducing and evaluating published
results to assess learning capabilities. This ”implementation risk” means practitioners
often have to rely on open source implementations.
Systems research has not caught up with these developments. Existing RL libraries
(§3.1) do not provide systematic incremental testing facilities. Accompanying benchmarks
results can give evidence of performance at a specific point in time. The brittleness of
implementations however means small modifications can lead to drastic loss in training
performance going unnoticed (§4.3).
I argue that the lack of systematic testing is largely due to lack of systematic algo-
rithm construction. Coarse-grained implementations mix and combine neural network
construction, update logic, state management, and execution semantics. Instantiating
specific modules is not possible without code modifications. Manually determining correct
inputs for intermediate operations for testing purposes is tedious. RLgraph’s abstractions
lend themselves to modular, incremental testing:
• There is no conceptual difference between building a single component, a composition
of components, or an entire algorithm. Execution scaffolding is always generated via
graph builder and graph executor.
• Input and internal state of each component are based on well-defined spaces. Inputs
for subcomponents can be trivially generated by sampling from the spaces used to
build the component.
Tests are generated via a testing utility which builds any given component and its
subcomponent.
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1 # State has 64 floats with a batch and time dimension.
2 state_space = FloatBox(shape=(64,), add_batch_rank=True, add_time_rank=True)
3
4 # Action is container space: 1 discrete, 1 continuous action.
5 action_space = Dict(discrete=IntBox(), cont=FloatBox(), add_batch_rank=True)
6
7 # Create recurrent neural network from layer specification.
8 network = NeuralNetwork.from_spec([
9 {"type": "dense", "units": 128, "activation": "linear"},
10 {"type": "lstm", "units": 64, "activation": "linear"}
11 ])
12
13 # Network is a sub-component of policy.
14 policy = Policy(network, action_space)
15
16 # Construct sub graph from spaces, generate API and scaffolding.
17 test = ComponentTest(policy, dict(nn_input=state_space),
18 action_space=action_space))
19
20 # Execute with sampled inputs from the input space.
21 action = test.test(policy.get_action, state_space.sample())
Listing 3.7: Testing sub-graphs from arbitrary spaces.
Listing 3.7 illustrates how a policy object, i.e. an object representing pi(s|θ) via a neural
network with parameters θ and action distributions, is constructed from input spaces
specifications and sub-components. A state space with a batch and time rank is defined
(indicating data along the trajectory timestep dimension and the batch dimension), and an
action space container containing one discrete and one continuous output. Next, a neural
network is specified from a list of layers and passed to a policy object which includes
it as a sub-component. The policy component generates a set of output distributions,
e.g. a Categorical distribution for the discrete action, and a Normal distribution for the
continuous action. The policy component and its subcomponents are built as a component
graph, and its API methods can now be tested with inputs generated from the defined
spaces. Listing 3.7 exemplifies a sub-graph integration test where several features (recurrent
policies, container action spaces) are tested together.
RLgraph implementations are hence tested along the following dimensions:
• Component unit tests. Each component’s API methods are tested separately.
• Dataflow integration tests. The build process for the specific combination of
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components in a given algorithm is tested to detect problems when changing dataflow.
• Incremental learning tests. Training performance is evaluated on a series of
small test environments (e.g. grid-worlds, controlling a cart-pole). This allows to
incrementally evaluate sensitivity to learning heuristics.
Some learning failures cannot be detected through this scheme. Consider the popular
Deep Q-Networks (DQN [MKS+15]). While many variants exist, a set of commonly used
heuristics comprises loss-prioritised replay sampling [SQAS15], double Q-learning [HGS16],
n-step learning, and dueling network architectures to decompose Q(s, a) into V (s) and
A(s, a) [WSH+16].
Notions of environment difficulty in relation to a specific heuristic are not well-defined.
A heuristic causing learning to fail (in terms of reaching pre-defined rewards thresholds)
can be a sign of a faulty implementation if the base algorithm works. Conversely, an agent
solving a task with and without a heuristic such as prioritised importance sampling is
not evidence of the heuristic being implemented correctly. I illustrate this by running the
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Figure 3.13: DQN training results with bug-free implementation, loss-fault injection, and
sampling fault-injection.
cart-pole balancing problem environment using a DQN architecture and RLgraph’s gym
execution package. Figure 3.13 shows a double-dueling DQN (DD-DQN ) with prioritised
replay (i.e. canonical heuristics), and two faulty variants. In Loss bug, I injected an error
where value estimation of subsequent states sT+1 from terminal states sT is not set to
zero, thus resulting in critical overestimation of Q-values in the update. In Sampling bug,
I introduced a separate sign-bug in selecting samples by priority resulting in using the
least relevant samples for updates instead of the most relevant.
I ran each variant with 10 different random seeds and plot the mean episode reward
with a 1 standard deviation confidence interval (shaded area). The loss injection bug
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causes the agent to fail to improve its reward. The sampling bug’s learning curve is not
meaningfully distinguishable from the correct (to the best of my knowledge) one.
This behaviour is exemplary for the difficulties in evaluating RL algorithms in new
environments. The impact of any learning heuristic is only empirically demonstrable.
Consequently, practitioners cannot rely on selective benchmark results as indicators for
correct implementations. In §4.3.3, I show how learning on existing frameworks can degrade
between versions. In summary, RL implementations require fine-grained incremental testing
mechanism which RLgraph facilitates through its subgraph instantiation from prototype
dataflow.
3.6 Graph optimisations
In the prior sections, I have explained how RLgraph’s modularisation helps design re-usable
and testable implementations. Beyond programmability, algorithm implementations may
benefit from a range of optimisations. In this section, I discuss how some emerging methods
could be implemented into RLgraph.
3.6.1 Automated graph generation
To address difficulties in implementing end-to-end static graphs in imperative programming
languages, the automated generation of graph fragments from imperative code has gained
increasing attention. Specifically, graph functions in RLgraph using a static graph backend
and which require control flow need to use special operators for branching and loops.
Using custom control flow operators with restricted semantics creates large and unintuitive
implementations.
RLgraph simplifies building differentiable graphs through its modularisation. Graph
functions must always return an operation as the build process needs to connect inputs
and outputs of graph function to an end-to-end graph. Within graph functions, backend
code cannot be mixed, i.e. there can be no host-language control flow interspersed with
tensor operations since this would partition the graph.
To resolve the tension between fast prototyping in imperative control-flow and the
performance benefits enjoyed by static graphs, framework providers are considering new
approaches towards automated graph generation. For example, in TensorFlow, a novel
framework called AutoGraph [MDW+18] converts host-language control flow to static
graphs by converting Python code into an intermediate representation and analysing both
control flow and stateful dependencies (writing and reading graph state). Similar to device
and job assignment, graph conversion is provided via context managers.
Graph generation could be integrated into the build process so graph functions with
Python control flow are auto-converted to static-graph fragments. RLgraph could also
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exploit graph generation to unify backend-dependent code in graph functions.
1 # (1) Python-control flow at graph construction time
2 # Control flow is not in graph, only one graph fragment constructed.
3 @rlgraph.graph_fn
4 def _graph_fn_sum(x, norm=True):
5 # norm is a Python bool
6 if norm is True:
7 return tf.abs(x)
8 else:
9 return x
10
11 # (2) Condition depends on boolean tensor norm.
12 # Use special control flow operator.
13 # Both graph fragments are created.
14 @rlgraph.graph_fn
15 def _graph_fn_sum(x, norm):
16 # norm is a tensor
17 return tf.cond(
18 pred=norm,
19 true_fn: lambda: tf.abs(x),
20 false_fn: lambda: x
21 )
22
23 # (3) Graph function with autograph conversion.
24 # Graph functions invoke auto-graph,
25 @rlgraph.graph_fn(graph_generation=True)
26 def _graph_fn_sum(x, norm):
27 # norm is a tensor used in a Python conditional via AutoGraph
28 if norm is True:
29 return abs(x)
30 else:
31 return x
Listing 3.8: Control flow paradigms in graph functions.
Listing 3.8 illustrates different modes of conditional evaluation. First, native control
flow can be used to statically decide which graph fragment to construct depending on a
boolean flag (1). The flag is not evaluated at runtime since only one of the fragments is
included in the static graph. Next, the boolean flag is a tensor evaluated at every call to
decide which branch to execute, and a special conditional operator must be used to create
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graph-branching (or loops). This means control-flow cannot be shared between backends.
In (3), graph generation could be used which converts the native Python control flow
evaluating a tensor-value in the ”if” condition to the graph representation in (2). PyTorch
as a define-by-run framework can evaluate native Python control flow but needs similar
tracing mechanisms to export programs into deployable serialisation formats.
3.6.2 Relationship to compilers
The proliferation of hardware accelerators and new deployment scenarios (e.g. mobile,
embedded, edge devices) has also given rise to new static compilation and runtime
optimisation tooling. They address two questions:
1. How can a given symbolic graph definition be optimised for a target hardware
backend?
2. For a compiled graph, how should workload dependent execution properties be
modified at runtime to improve scheduling?
For example, TVM [CMJ+18] is a compiler architecture for deep learning which
auto-generates hardware-optimised kernels from high-level graph definitions. Runtime
optimisations include both hyper-parameter tuning during training (e.g. population-
based training [JDO+17]) and automated device placements [MGP+18, JZA18]. While
theoretically appealing, compile-time optimisations have received sparse attention in the
RL literature due to the multitude of other concerns. The lack of systematic graph
construction in existing frameworks also makes integration of these techniques difficult.
Finally, mobile and edge (e.g. on IoT sensors) deployments of neural network models
in domains like computer vision often rely on a combination of pruning, compression,
and graph rewriting techniques [LBM+17, ZGMX18]. It is unclear if these techniques are
readily applicable to shrink policy networks in RL. As algorithms are known to be sensitive
to small changes in the input distribution [KSM+17], further investigation is needed.
RLgraph could naturally integrate novel optimisations in its build mechanism. The
prototype implementation contains one example of graph rewriting for device strategies,
i.e. automatically splitting workloads across multiple accelerators.
3.7 Limitations
Decoupling execution semantics from logical dataflow decomposition increases flexibility for
applications built on top of RLgraph. This comes at the cost of enforcing an implementation
style which may be unintuitive for researchers used to implementing an algorithm and
its execution logic in a single module. RLgraph is best suited for users who need to
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maintain and incrementally build up implementations for longer-term research or real-
world deployments. While algorithmic researchers may prefer ad-hoc implementations,
they benefit from RLgraph’s incremental testing and graph assembly to obtain performance
insights. Here, I discuss a number of current limitations and how they can be addressed in
future work.
3.7.1 Multi-agent communication
Current multi-agent scenarios are biased towards centralised learners and two-layered task
hierarchies. In Chapter 5, I describe how a task-graph architecture on top of RLgraph
facilitates task decomposition.
Emerging multi-agent scenarios include competitive and cooperative learners which
may exchange not only weights but also instructions, questions, rewards, or gradient to
enable rich communication semantics. A number of existing multi-agent implementations
(e.g. in RLlib or PyMARL [SRdW+19]) assume nested parallelism but do not consider
these new scenarios. Multiple policies or agents are organised into unordered sets of
individual models.
To provide declarative generalised multi-agent semantics, I propose to implement an
agent graph architecture wherein each node refers to a single RLgraph graph. Specifically,
a single RLgraph architecture can theoretically include many independent optimisations
for unrelated or hierarchically arranged tasks. The disadvantage of a large shared graph
for all tasks is that individual tasks cannot be independently scheduled, and that changing
communication between tasks requires modifying implementation of that graph.
A more flexible design for multi-agent execution restricts each RLgraph graph to a single
differentiable graph with explicit interfaces for communication. Developers create multi-
agent scenarios by first declaring individual agents. They can then specify communication
channels and task hierarchies by creating edges in the agent graph.
Existing execution engines are not well suited to decentralised multi-agent scenarios
where agents create ad-hoc communication channels and asynchronously interact with
shared or separate problem environments. Distributed TensorFlow is best suited for
single-end-to-end graphs while Ray focuses on centralised hierarchical parallelism.
3.7.2 Graph flexibility
RLgraph implements all-or-nothing semantics with regard to building static graphs. Since
RLgraph encapsulates graph construction, device assignment, and session management,
it does not allow static graph designs whereby parts within an algorithm are outside
of RLgraph, other than preprocessing of inputs and post-processing of outputs. This
restriction does not apply to define-by-run mode. If a new design requires semantics not
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supported by the graph building mechanism, substantial development may be needed
to add a feature throughout the framework. For some research use cases, a stand-alone
implementation can be preferable.
3.7.3 Gradient-free optimisation
A key purpose of RLgraph’s build process is to facilitate end-to-end differentiable graphs
with dynamic control-flow. Gradient-based optimisation is the most popular optimisation
paradigm in training deep neural networks. However, gradient-free approaches (e.g.
evolutionary strategies [SHCS17, SMC+17] , augmented random search [MGR18]) may in
the future serve as alternatives. They are simple to parallelise and can achieve competitive
results. The overhead of the build procedure to ensure an end-to-end static computation
graph may not be justified if automatic differentation is not required.
3.8 Summary
In this chapter, I argued for the separation of algorithm logic from execution when imple-
menting RL approaches. I based this argument on an analysis of workload characteristics
and design challenges encountered in fast-changing algorithms (§3.1). I then gave an
overview of RLgraph and described how it decouples logical component composition from
physical execution plans (§3.2). I subsequently described RLgraph’s key abstractions,
graph building mechanisms from a component intermediate representation, and high level
agent API (§3.3). Finally, I explained how different local and distributed backends engines
and execution semantics can be integrated (§3.4).
In summary, RLgraph is a programming model to design reinforcement learning
algorithm and execute them in different application contexts and execution paradigms. It
offers a high-level plug-and-play frontend API for practitioners, and extensive dataflow
composition tools for researchers. The main contribution lies in mapping high-level
subgraph abstractions to end-to-end differentiable dynamic control flow without requiring
users to explicitly construct this dataflow graph. RLgraph’s abstractions can also be
used outside of RL, but other domains have already established stronger standardised
workflows.
Using RLgraph, researchers and practitioners benefit from being able to rapidly
explore new designs without tedious manual tensor manipulation due to space-independent
components. In Chapter 4, I show that RLgraph generates high-performance execution
plans across backends while incurring negligible overhead from its abstractions.
Chapter 4
RLgraph evaluation
4.1 Evaluation aims
In this chapter, I evaluate my prototype of the decoupled component graph architecture.
RLgraph must be able to generate high-performing execution plans for different execution
engines. The aim of the evaluation is not to benchmark these frameworks or reproduce
published benchmark results. Instead, I analyse how RLgraph helps address RL-specific
design challenges. I focus on answering these questions:
1. What overhead does RLgraph’s build process incur for different backends? (§4.2)
2. How does RLgraph perform using third-party execution engines compared to native
libraries? (§4.3.2)
3. Are there benefits in robustness in large evolving codebases when using RLgraph?
(§4.3.3)
4. How does RLgraph compare to tuned one-off implementations?
5. How can algorithm designers use RLgraph to compose new methods (§4.6)?
4.2 Build overhead and backends
I first evaluate RLgraph’s graph construction mechanism. There are two sources of
overhead. First, the intermediate representation is created by tracing dataflow from root
component API definitions. Second, the backend-build mechanism creates an executable
computation graph and operation definitions.
Figure 4.1 shows the runtimes of constructing three component graphs. Tracing a
single component’s API (an experience buffer for sample trajectories) takes less than 50
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Figure 4.1: Component graph trace overhead for a single component and two common
agent architectures.
milliseconds. A more involved architecture such as double-dueling DQN with a number of
image preprocessors and multiple optimisers traces for approximately 500-600 ms with 61
components. More important than the number of components is the number of operations
to trace between components. A third architecture, Proximal Policy Optimisation (PPO),
uses 51 components but requires the component graph procedure to build only 381
operation records (versus 947 for DQN). As expected, runtime for component tracing does
not vary (beyond hardware variation) for the static and define-by-run backends, as no
graph functions are built. Both DQN and PPO are built for the same environment layout
(ALE Pong from image inputs), and are configured with the same network architecture.
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Figure 4.2: Corresponding backend build overheads induced by the modular graph function
and variable creation.
Figure 4.2 depicts the corresponding overhead from the second build phase of build-
ing/testing backend operations. Note that build overhead here only refers to the extra
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time required to iteratively create graph fragments. It does not include the time required
to create operations or variables which would have to be done irrespectively of using
RLgraph (i.e. in an ad-hoc implementation). The build overhead only weakly correlates
to the number of components or records, as PPO is much more expensive to build than
DQN. The reason lies in the fact that graph functions (i.e. operations) can internally call
other API methods and operations. PPO uses an in-graph iterative update procedure
which uses dynamic control flow to invoke several nested graph functions. Building the
graph functions from within the nested dataflow requires additional build iterations.
PyTorch builds DQN substantially faster than TensorFlow as it does not need to
connect individual graph fragments, but executes each API method once by marshalling
prototype tensors through the graph. This reverses when building PPO, as the iterative
optimisation is fully executed in define-by-run mode. As the build includes multiple
mini-batch gradient updates to test functionality, its runtime exceeds static graph mode.
The main take-away is that building individual components creates less than 50 ms in
combined overhead irrespective of graph semantics. This makes per-component building
practical to incrementally debug and test dataflow. Building entire architectures can add
1-2 seconds overhead to test-run all dataflow in define-by-run mode. This is nonetheless
negligible when compared to typical runtimes of RL experiments (hours or even days).
The experiments in this section were run on a commodity server class machine using
the Google Cloud Platform (GCP) with 8 CPUs.
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Figure 4.3: Act throughput on ALE Pong for a varying number of simulator copies.
Next, I analyse run-time overhead caused by RLgraph’s abstractions. Using a static
graph backend does not incur overhead because RLgraph’s intermediate representation is
discarded after the build. Executing API requests only requires a lookup for the operation
to invoke via e.g. TensorFlow’s session interface. The define-by-run backend incurs
overhead caused by intermediate evaluations of API decorators.
In Figure 4.3, I evaluate act (i.e. forward passes through the Q-network) performance
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on different backends. I use a standard 3-layer convolutional architecture followed by a fully
connected layer corresponding to the widely used ALE benchmark. I also implemented a
hand-tuned bare-bones PyTorch implementation of the same architecture and evaluated
all variants on the ALE Pong environment. When using few environments, the hand-tuned
PyTorch implementation outperforms RLgraph. For TensorFlow, the overhead of invoking
a session is not amortised by potentially (statically optimised) execution. As batch size
(i.e. number of environments providing new states) increases, TensorFlow gains favourably
and outperforms both PyTorch variants.
Regarding the use of different backends, I conclude that:
• The build overhead of RLgraph’s component architecture is negligible compared to
the duration of RL workloads. The relative difference in overhead between define-by-
run and static backends is a secondary consideration for running workloads. Building
individual components for testing incurs a negligible delay for interactive debugging
workflows.
• For runtime performance, RLgraph’s define-by-run mode incurs overhead compared
to a bare-bones implementation. When batching forward passes through environment
vectorisation, runtime is dominated by neural network operations while overhead
remains fixed.
• TensorFlow’s static graph backend outperformed defined-by-run mode for larger
networks when using vectorised action selection. For all following experiments, I
report results using the TensorFlow backend.
4.3 Execution on Ray
4.3.1 Setup
Next, I evaluate RLgraph on the distributed execution engine Ray in comparison to Ray’s
native library, RLlib (v0.5.2) [LLN+18]. First, I evaluate if RLgraph’s design creates
performance advantages or introduces overhead when compared to a native library tightly
integrated with an execution engine. Second, I demonstrate how developers can rapidly
explore new Ray execution semantics via RLgraph’s execution-agnostic API.
The relevant performance dimensions are (i) experience collection throughput as a
measure for implementation efficiency and (ii) learning success measured by reaching a
score in a known benchmark.
For this comparison, I implemented distributed prioritised experience replay (Ape-X
[HQB+18]), a recent Q-learning algorithm on RLgraph’s Ray executor. I configured both
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RLlib and RLgraph with the same training hyper-parameters (using RLlib’s own optimised
configuration). Experiments were performed on Google Cloud with the centralised learner
being hosted on a GPU instance with 1 active V100 GPU, 24 vCPUs and 104 GiB RAM.
Sample collection nodes had 64 vCPUs and 256 GiB RAM. Ape-X utilises asynchronous
sampling tasks. New samples are initially inserted into one ore more sharded buffers. The
learner schedules sampling tasks which retrieve batches for updating.
4.3.2 Results
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Figure 4.4: Distributed sample throughput on ALE Pong.
Figure 4.4 shows sampling performance on the Pong environment. The x-axis repre-
sents the number of policy-evaluators/Ray-workers respectively (RLlib, RLgraph), each
initialized with a single CPU, and y-axis shows environment frames per second (including
frame skips). Each worker executed 4 environments, and I used 4 instances of replay
memories to feed the learner. All settings were run with 8 sample nodes except 256
workers (16 sample nodes) to ensure sufficient memory. RLgraph outperforms RLlib by a
large margin (185% on 16, 60% on 256 workers) despite implementing the same algorithm
with equivalent hyper-parameters and model architecture. Performance for 16 workers
is highest due to better resource utilisation. Improved performance is not caused by one
single insight but rather compound effects:
• RLgraph’s environment interaction processing was implemented from scratch. Ex-
isting implementations, including RLlib’s, can be traced back to example code
in open source which was not optimised for performance. For example, RLgraph
micro-batches worker-side post-processing, and further samples exploration actions
without graph invocations.
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• I also observed memory leaks when interacting with Ray’s object store. This caused
RLgraph’s implementation to undergo several rewrites during debugging (and thus led
to uncovering various improvements related to intermediate result materialisation).
• RLgraph also completes its sampling tasks faster due to improved implementations
in low-level data structures. For example, RLlib used a recursive implementation for
its priority management segment tree. An iterative implementation yielded 30-40%
improvements for insertion and replay sampling tasks.
Since RLgraph’s publication, RLlib has also undergone changes to adopt a more functional
approach similar to RLgraph, and the memory leaks in its object store have since been
resolved. RLgraph’s sample throughput is not at the cost of learning performance (Fig.
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Figure 4.5: Learning performance on ALE Pong.
4.5). To compare learning, I adopted RLlib’s provided tuned Pong configuration (32
workers). In RL, the same code using the same hyper-parameters can vary drastically
across runs, so reliably comparing learning is difficult [HIB+17]. I ran 10 random seeds
and average across the 3 best runs (both libraries did not learn anything for some seeds as
expected). In line with throughput, RLgraph learns to solve (i.e. achieving the maximum
episode reward of 21) Pong substantially faster than RLlib.
RLlib’s published results on Ape-X throughput do not include updating without stating
this explicitly, and later reported results including updates1 are up to 130 k frames per
second on 256 workers (versus 170 k max for RLgraph). Some performance differences
may be attributed to different hardware setup (fewer CPUs on head node, GCP GPU
latency). Experimental versions of a new Ray backend include improved garbage collection
of which RLgraph would benefit to the same extent as RLlib.
1Source: RLlib authors, https://github.com/ray-project/ray/issues/2466, accessed 25.08.2019
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My results show RLgraph’s execution-agnostic design can integrate with an external
execution engine and perform competitively. While RLlib could adopt more efficient
implementations, my main insight is that RLgraph can be used on Ray via few wrapper
classes. Implementing other distributed semantics on Ray with RLgraph only requires
extending the generic Ray executor to implement a coordination loop (§4.3.4).
4.3.3 Robustness
I argue that RL programming models without fine-grained modularisation and testing
are unsuitable for maintaining larger code-bases due to the brittle nature of algorithmic
performance in RL workloads. I repeated the learning experiment with a subsequent
version of RLlib (v0.6.0) and compared again to RLgraph. Both libraries had undergone
substantial changes between experiments (4 months).
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Figure 4.6: Replicated learning performance on ALE Pong.
Figure 4.6 shows results from the repeated experiment (again running 10 random seeds).
While RLgraph closely mirrors prior training results, RLlib performs significantly worse
due to undocumented changes. In a cursory analysis, the authors attempted to improve
sample throughput by discarding batches whenever the learner blocks on queued training
samples. Update throughput decreased, thus slowing down learning.
Table 4.1 gives a detailed breakdown of random seed performance across initial and
replicated experiments. An experiment is considered a success if a maximum reward rmax
of 20 is reached and a failure if rmax is below -10 (untrained initial value is -21). While
Ray RLLib can solve Pong, it does so significantly less often than RLgraph as subtle
implementation problems affect training.
RLgraph’s modularisation helps visualising and understanding dataflow in computation
graphs when compared to fragmented programming models such as RLlib’s. When
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Framework : rmax ≥ 20 rmax ≤ −10 (fail) −10 ≥ rmax < 20 (straggler)
RLgraph 15 3 2
RLlib 6 11 3
Table 4.1: Breaking down random seed performance for Atari Pong.
1 def _step(self, samples):
2 # 1. Sync local learners weights to remote workers.
3 weights = ray.put(RayWeight(self.local_agent.get_weights()))
4 for ray_worker in self.ray_env_sample_workers:
5 ray_worker.set_weights.remote(weights)
6
7 # 2. Schedule samples and fetch results from RayWorkers.
8 sample_batches = []
9 num_samples = 0
10 while num_samples < self.update_batch_size:
11 batches = ray.get([worker.execute_and_get_timesteps.remote(samples)
12 for worker in self.ray_env_sample_workers])
13 # Each batch has exactly worker_sample_size length.
14 num_samples += len(batches) * self.worker_sample_size
15 sample_batches.extend(batches)
16
17 env_steps += num_samples
18 # 3. Merge samples.
19 batch = merge_samples(sample_batches, decompress=self.compress_states)
20
21 # 4. Update from merged batch.
22 self.local_agent.update(batch, apply_postprocessing=False)
23 return env_steps
Listing 4.1: Implementation of distributed coordination on RLgraph. Here, a centralised
learner consumes the agent API to facilitate distributed synchronous policy optimisation.
executing on Ray, computation graphs are fragmented into separate tasks represented
by Ray actors, as opposed to end-to-end differentiable graphs such as in distributed
TensorFlow [AIM17, YAB+18]. In RLlib, task code is scattered across agent classes, policy
graphs, and backend-specific utilities. Debugging dataflow between components is difficult
due to a lack of consistent modularisation across imperative function calls.
4.3.4 Implementing new coordination semantics
Executing RLgraph under different coordination semantics on Ray only requires changing
the centralised coordination loop responsible for task scheduling and result processing.
In Listing 4.1, I implement distributed synchronous coordination which simply schedules
sampling tasks, merges samples, and passes environment trajectories to a local learner
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via the agent API. Weights are synchronised to workers after every update. The example
further illustrates how local updates (i.e. line 22) are decoupled from the Ray executor
which only consumes the agent API.
4.4 Multi-GPU mode
Effective use of hardware accelerators (e.g. GPUs) depends on large training batches
available at high frequency to utilise accelerator memory bandwidth. This is at odds with
interacting with an environment where even a simulator may take seconds to build up a
large sample trajectory. High GPU utilisation is hence primarily achieved in off-policy
scenarios where sample batches can be retrieved from an asynchronous buffer without
waiting on environment interaction.
A key design choice in RLgraph is that distributed processing is decoupled from
local device management. For example, Ray executors, irrespective of their distributed
coordination logic, request an update from the agent API which can transparently choose
to schedule update operations across multiple devices. I evaluate RLgraph’s multi-gpu
mode using the Ape-X executioner as it can generate high sample throughput to make
effective use of multiple GPUs. I repeat the learning experiments from the prior sections
and compare impact.
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Figure 4.7: Single versus 2-GPU learning performance on ALE Pong.
Figure 4.7 shows how multi-GPU acceleration provides significant speed-up in training.
Importantly, this speed-up is achieved without changing a single line of code in RLgraph’s
Ray execution package.
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4.5 Distributed TensorFlow
I also evaluate RLgraph using the distributed TensorFlow backend on DeepMind’s (DM)
importance-weighted actor-learner architecture (IMPALA) [ESM+18].
The authors have open-sourced an optimised implementation2. IMPALA perhaps
best represents the end-to-end computation graph paradigm, where even environment
interaction is fused into the TF graph. RLgraph provides generic execution components
for graph-fused environment stepping based on DeepMind’s implementation (adapted by
Sven Mika). IMPALA executes updates by letting each actor perform a rollout step and
input its samples into a globally shared blocking queue. The learner dequeues rollouts and
uses a staging area to hide GPU latency.
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Figure 4.8: Distributed sampling throughput on DeepMind lab tasks.
Figure 4.8 compares throughput using the large network described in the paper on a
DM lab 3D task (which are more expensive to render than Atari tasks). I use a single
V100 GPU for the learner and let 4 workers each share a 8 vCPU instance. RLgraph
achieves about 10-15% higher mean throughput (5 runs) for fewer workers until both
implementations are limited by updates. DM’s implementation exhibited higher variance
due to subtle differences in preprocessing tensors after unstaging. DM’s code also carried
out unneeded variable assignments in the actor. Removing these yielded 20% improvement
in a single-worker. I did not reproduce learning experiments for the published IMPALA
benchmark tasks due to prohibitive cost. Tests on toy environments and individual
IMPALA components however indicate expected training behaviour.
The purpose of the IMPALA comparison is to demonstrate RLgraph’s abstractions
can be used even when delegating distributed execution and environment management
entirely to a backend-specific execution engine. This is in contrast to using a third-party
engine as a consumer of RLgraph’s API. Performance differences are a consequence of
minor inefficiencies. The main take-away is that end-to-end graphs, while being more
2Code at: https://github.com/deepmind/scalable_agent, accessed 25.08.2019
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difficult to implement without a build-system, are not prone to the problems encountered
in mixed-backends. Using Ray, implementations were highly sensitive to data-type and
copy errors where wrongly referenced objects could drastically slow down code.
4.6 Exploratory workflows for algorithm design
Next, I discuss how RLgraph can be used to compose new algorithmic variants. Many new
algorithms do not introduce theoretical frameworks but recombine existing abstractions.
Consider the distributed Q-learning variant Ape-X [HQB+18] I used as a benchmark
against RLlib. I decompose Ape-X in algorithmic elements and execution elements.
At its core, Ape-X utilises a double-dueling DQN loss-function [WSH+16] to train a
Q-Network. To accelerate distributed training, the following execution modifications to
the original DQN [MKS+15] workflow were introduced:
• Acting and learning are decoupled so the learner is not bottlenecked by sample
processing.
• Distributed actors collect sample in local buffers. Each actor has a different ex-
ploration policy, e.g. by sampling a different initial value for -greedy exploration.
Moreover, they compute sampling priorities for collected trajectories by computing
the temporal-difference loss, without applying updates. They also pre-process sample
trajectories by computing n-step discounts.
• Periodically, actors send preprocessed samples to a global shared buffer. The learner
samples from this buffer according to precomputed priorities in one thread and
passes them (e.g. via a queue) to a separate learner thread. The learner thread
computes Q-learning updates which yields new loss values to be used as sample
priorities which are written to the shared buffer.
• The learner periodically transmits Q-function weights θ to actors.
The execution semantics of Ape-X rely on Q-learning to be off-policy but are otherwise
orthogonal to the loss function. To illustrate how RLgraph facilitates algorithmic compo-
sition, I create an algorithmic variant based on combining the Soft Actor Critic (SAC)
[HZAL18, HZH+18] and Ape-X.
SAC describes a collection of algorithms combining off-policy updates with a stochastic
actor-critic policy based on a maximum entropy framework. In the maximum entropy
regime, agents do not only maximise the discounted reward but also the expected entropy
of the policy to control stochasticity [ZMBD08]. Harnooja et al. evaluate several SAC
variants which significantly outperform prior model-free methods in various continuous
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control benchmark tasks. As the primary objective of SAC is to combine off-policy learning
with continuous stochastic policies, no evaluation was executed on discrete tasks.
I modified SAC (contributed to RLgraph by open source contributor Janislav Jankov)
to i) interface discrete problems and ii) execute using Ape-X semantics. This is based
on the observation that Ape-X incurs unfavourable exploration characteristics due to
manually defined epsilon-greedy strategies. A discrete stochastic policy naturally explores
by sampling from the parametrised policy distribution. Further, in my distributed Ape-X
experiments the learner was bottlenecked by sampling training batches from buffers, not
update throughput. This was experimentally verified by creating a fixed size queue between
controller and learner, and counting all instances where the controller was blocked on
a full queue, thus indicating the learner not keeping up. Queue blocking did not occur
regularly beyond warm-up. I hence hypothesise:
• Centralised distributed training scenarios on high-dimensional input states (e.g.
images) are bottlenecked by sample collection and communication overhead when
sending samples to a centralised learner. This allows more computationally expensive
training mechanisms.
• SAC decouples value estimation from a stochastic policy actor. While the learner
trains not only the policy but multiple separate value functions and the entropy
temperature parameter, actors only need to synchronise policy parameters.
A Soft Ape-X (or distributed discrete Soft Actor Critic) learner can hence utilise underused
learner resources. It further solves the exploration problem in Ape-X through on-policy
exploration and the augmented entropy objective.
A discrete policy in standard policy optimisation methods is represented by a cat-
egorical distribution. However, SAC’s training mechanism requires action samples to
be differentiable with regard to distribution parameters which is not the case for the
categorical distribution. A continuous approximation to the categorical distribution is
available via the Gumbel-Softmax distribution [JGP16].
I implemented a Gumbel-Softmax distribution and acting policy as an RLgraph com-
ponent which can be used by the SAC implementation. The only additional modification
required is to convert Gumbel-Softmax samples to discrete actions in the output by
computing the arg-max for the sampled probability vector. I then combined discrete SAC
with Ape-X for a distributed discrete SAC or ”soft Ape-X” which did not require any
modifications on the Ape-X executor.
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show training performance (10 random seeds) on the classic
CartPole balancing benchmark as a minimal example task, comparing both algorithms.
Each were run for 100k time steps, resulting in a variable number of episodes (episode length
correlates to reward). Two Ray workers (left and right figures respectively) were used on
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Figure 4.9: Ray worker 1 performance.
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Figure 4.10: Ray worker 2 performance.
a single node with a single off-policy buffer and a centralised learner. On the CartPole
task, Soft Apex outperforms the naive Apex variant. Shaded regions indicate confidence
intervals for rewards achieved in by the respective training episode (dark shaded area
CI=65, light shaded area CI=95). Despite performing a more expensive update (as Soft
Apex computes updates separately for value function and policies), both implementations
achieved the same update throughput. As hypothesised, update throughput was not
limited by the learner but sample I/O.
Benchmarks on larger discrete tasks such as ALE or DeepMind lab would require costly
hyperparameter sweeps. Here, I highlight the exploratory workflow enabled by RLgraph.
Testing the initial viability only required to implement a Gumbel-Softmax distribution
component and a corresponding action adapter component which interprets distribution
samples. All other algorithmic and execution components could be combined as is.
4.7 Summary
In this chapter, I investigated RLgraph’s abstractions as a means to implement and
execute RL workloads across a number of different execution paradigms. My experiments
demonstrate my thesis that the decoupled component graph architecture:
1. incurs negligible overhead through its build process. The static graph backend via
TensorFlow adds no runtime overhead as build abstractions are discarded. The
define-by-run backend introduces some overhead for intermediate evaluations.
2. generates high-performance execution plans on multiple distributed backends with
highly customised device strategies.
3. produces modular, incrementally testable implementations which result in robust
learning performance, significantly outperforming prior implementations.
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4. is extensible to different device and execution paradigms due to its separation
of concerns. Since components make no implicit dependency assumptions and
transparently configured through spaces, they are fully re-usable.
5. helps composing new algorithmic variants through reusable building blocks.
To summarise, RLgraph’s programming model results in high-performing implementa-
tions at the cost of low initial build and runtime overhead. In Chapter 6, I illustrate how
RLgraph can be used to implement a highly customised application scenario by combining
multiple agents.
The fast-moving nature of empirically driven RL research on the one hand combined
with high individual customisation per algorithm on the other hand means framework
designers cannot commit to a single execution architecture or learning paradigm. In
Chapter 7, I discuss how RLgraph can support new emerging paradigms.
Chapter 5
Wield: Incremental task design with
progressive randomisation
The emergence of deep neural networks as powerful function approximators has caused a
surge of interest in systems applications of RL. The shared motivation across these new
inquiries stems from two goals. First, learned controllers would relieve systems designers
from manually engineering automation solutions in ever-larger systems. Second, learned
controllers promise to adapt system behaviour to workload distribution, thus outperforming
best-effort heuristics.
The notion of applying RL to systems problems is not novel (§2.4) but translating
experimental successes to practical deployments remains difficult. In this chapter, I
argue that research in this domain suffers from fragmentation and lack of experimental
standardisation. In the absence of shared tasks, experiments are performed in customised
environments with hand-picked workloads. State, action and reward representations further
depend on difficult to reproduce manual featurisations. RL frameworks like RLgraph or
RLlib assume pre-existing environments. They operate on state and action descriptions
provided through standardised interfaces (gym). They are not concerned with how the
problem representation itself is designed. In applied domains like computer systems,
practitioners must manually explore effective problem state representations and actions
based on domain knowledge.
I present Wield, an architecture to accelerate applied RL research. Wield provides the
following mechanisms:
1. A set of common abstractions to model systems optimisation tasks as RL problems
(§5.4). Wield’s abstractions are shared by different online and offline workflows
requiring to convert trajectory data between agent and system representations.
Wield further introduces a task graph abstraction to decompose learning tasks into
independent and hierarchically related sub-tasks as a means to handle large state
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and action spaces (§5.4.3).
2. It delineates randomisation in training, testing and workload generation by providing
different blackbox and generalisation protocols, each at different levels of determinism.
To this end, Wield introduces an experiment protocol and classification scheme called
progressive randomisation (§5.5).
3. It introduces demonstration abstractions for training scenarios where pre-existing
trace data can be enriched using weak supervision to generate off-policy training
data (§5.6).
Reinforcement learning applications in systems compete with a wealth of optimisation
approaches. I begin by discussing common tuning approaches to determine (i) the trade-offs
involved in using RL and (ii) set expectations with regard to practical utility for different
use cases. Parts of this chapter have been published as a preprint and are under peer
review [SFY19].
5.1 Optimisation in computer systems
5.1.1 Iterative optimisation
Optimising configurations to tune deployments is a central challenge in computer systems.
In recent years, designers and practitioners have increasingly adopted automated tuning
workflows using so-called auto-tuners.
Spearmint is an early framework to provide Bayesian optimisation (BO) as a generic
tuning mechanism. Its high-level interface omitting operational details of Gaussian
Processes sparked a wave of research into practical applications of BO [SLA12]. For example,
CherryPick is a cloud-configuration tuning framework which interfaces Spearmint to select
VM types for cloud workloads [ALC+17]. Arrow is a similar cloud-configuration system
which includes low-level performance metrics to reduce search time [HNFM18]. OtterTune
is a domain-specific framework to provide end-to-end BO for databases [VAPGZ17].
Instead of indiscriminately tuning (potentially many) parameters, OtterTune performs
factor analysis and clustering to identify performance-critical settings which are then
fine-tuned via BO.
OpenTuner [AKV+14] is an auto-tuner library combining several optimisation tech-
niques such as random search and evolutionary algorithms in parallel. OpenTuner’s key
contribution is a meta optimiser which allocates more resources to methods which yield
higher improvements across iterations. Golovin et al. describe an internal tool at Google,
Vizier, which serves as an auto-tuning service similarly selecting from several search tech-
niques [GSM+17]. To manage large parameter spaces, BOAT decomposes problems into
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semi-parametric sub-problems [DSY17]. This enables users to inject domain-knowledge
by implementing parametric functions of sub-problem behaviour. BOAT significantly
outperforms other auto-tuners in domains with expensive evaluations, e.g. larger systems
experiments. Uncovering parametric relationships however requires extensively manual
analysis.
The main difference between deep RL and these auto-tuners is that neural network-
based models can outperform other approaches due to learning representational structure
in high-dimensional problem inputs. This comes at significant additional design cost (§5.7).
5.1.2 Analytical performance models
Less automated approaches fit pre-designed parametric models by executing partial
workloads. Ernest for instance [VYF+16] predicts resource requirements for analytics
workloads by executing small input samples. The performance profile of the sample
execution is used to fit a parametric model of resource costs and predict a configuration. A
similar approach was proposed by Paragon which classifies cluster scheduling workloads by
comparing test runs with prior workloads to match new workloads to cluster server types
[DK13]. Quasar extends Paragon to include resource constraints and scale-up/scale-out
scenarios in large scale cluster management [DK14].
Optimus is a scheduler for deep learning workloads on top of Kubernetes which learns
training speed for different resource configurations to dynamically allocate resources
[PBC+18]. A model of the training loss curve is obtained by decomposing training into
forward and backward pass cost and communication overhead and fitting respective
coefficients via a least squares solver. Prior approaches also include offline feature analysis
where workload traces are clustered to identify common workload scenarios and prepare
per-scenario responses. Teabe et al. successfully employed this strategy to improve
hypervisor scheduling [TTH16]. Kumar et al. presented a similar scheme to determine
waiting durations on aggregation queries [KARS15].
These empirical performance models are similar to RL methods in that they also
iteratively incorporate system feedback to update a model. Unlike the deep RL approaches
I focus on in this dissertation, they do not utilise representational learning but hand-
constructed parametric performance models. This creates a trade-off where representational
learning can result in higher performance at the cost of requiring orders of magnitude
more training data. Moreover, training neural networks incurs higher computational cost
and introduces additional hyper-parameters. Finally, hand-designed feature models with
closed-form analytical expressions or simple heuristics exhibit predictable performance.
The overhead of building deep-learning based approaches in systems can only be
justified if performance improvements against other approaches result in large cost or
resource savings.
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5.2 Practical considerations and limitations
Systems research focuses on the study and design of software artefacts. New algorithms
or system designs are often evaluated with emphasis on practical utility. However, a
”deployment gap” exists between a fast growing body of research on the one hand, and
limited practical systems utilising RL on the other hand. I discuss limitations which may
have prevented experimental successes from practical use.
A key limitation is the use of task models which are only practical on simplified
workloads and deployments. This goes hand-in-hand with missing discussions on model
scalability. A canonical example of this issue are resource management problems where
the number of actions is linear (or superlinear) in the number of resources, and a proof of
concept on a small number of resources is proposed as indicative for a solution to the full
scale problem. I discuss task models in §5.4.3.
Research in this domain also suffers from severe reproducibility issues. This is partially a
consequence of missing common benchmarks for fine-grained decision making. For example,
traditional database benchmarks like the TPC suite of tests [Tra10] are application-driven,
i.e. the benchmark constitutes one representative use-case. Such fixed queries ensure fair
comparisons on e.g. transaction throughput of query optimisers. However, training and
evaluation deep learning methods on a handful of queries known in advance can cause
non-transferable designs and overfitting. This leaves researchers implementing customised
new workload variants which are not typically released. If generalisation is evaluated,
test set design criteria remain opaque. I argue for randomisation and the need for new
evaluation protocols in Section §5.5. In Wield’s evaluation, I show how slight variations of
query sets and task difficulty drastically affect training results.
Moreover, in systems applications of RL, states, action and reward models often rely
on processing system metrics or updating system configurations (§5.4.3). Models cannot
be reproduced without full details on these preprocessing steps alongside model hyper-
parameters. As a result, research is fragmented, and progress on similar problems difficult
to assess.
Finally, the use of custom-tailored simulators is prevalent in applied RL. Recent work
into new applications of RL has often relied on simulators which are not released, and
which cannot be assessed. Unless strongly grounded in a prior problem model (such
as protocol analysis, motion dynamics based on real world physics), reliance on custom
simulators makes practical transfer in systems unlikely. A further consequence of missing
shared benchmarks are missing shared baselines. RL models can unsurprisingly outperform
baselines not tuned towards specific workloads. This does not answer the question on how
good a specific representation is at finding effective representations.
If an RL model finds an effective set of device assignments or query plan, a natural
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baseline to compare against is variants of random search [MGR18]. Succinctly, researchers
must distinguish in their baselines between adapting to a workload (as opposed to e.g.
rule-based heuristics), and the quality of this adaptive mechanism. For example, Li and
Talwalkar found that random search matched prior approaches in neural architecture search
[LT19]. Architecture search, i.e. automated design of neural network architectures for a
given task and data-set, was earlier highlighted as a potential RL application [ZL17]. The
term random search here can refer to a variety of search strategies ranging from directly
sampling a solution to augmented random searches which randomly mutate network
parameters based on rewards. They resemble evolutionary methods.
In summary, value function approximation with ever-larger neural networks is unlikely
to be sufficient to address the deployment gap. The lack of sample efficiency, algorithmic
brittleness, and problematic scalability of action spaces in large-scale systems calls into
question how model-free approaches can reach practical utility. This does not imply there
are no practically viable applications. However, evaluating the utility of current approaches
is obscured by the complications discussed in this section.
Wield makes two contributions towards these challenges. First, it helps design RL
task representations through its abstractions which decouple system interface, represen-
tation, and data layouts. Second, it provides an instructive experimentation protocol to
incrementally evaluate model capabilities.
5.3 Wield Overview
Delineating progress requires systematic assessment and comparison of approaches. The
aim of Wield is to provide reusable abstractions to standardise task design for systems
applications of reinforcement learning. The same abstractions can further be used to
interface traditional auto-tuners as baselines. Wield also provides different optimisation
and randomisation modes to evaluate sensitivity to workload and optimisation stochasticity
(§5.5).
Figure 5.1 gives a conceptual overview of Wield. On a high level, Wield acts as an
interface between a data processing system (e.g. database, distributed stream processing
engine, scheduler) and RL frameworks such as RLgraph (or another auto-tuner or any
implementation exposing a task interface). The highest level abstraction in Wield are
workflows which coordinate execution of online (interacting with a system) or offline (with
historical datasets) training, evaluation, and serialisation by invoking Wield’s individual
abstractions.
Models use task graphs to describe hierarchies of tasks wherein a single node may
be a single RLgraph graph, or a blackbox optimisation, or a supervised learning task.
Tasks use converters to map between agent and system view of data, and schemas to
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Figure 5.1: Conceptual overview of Wield in relation to existing auto-tuners, reinforcement
learning frameworks like RLgraph, and systems.
standardise programmatic layouts of inputs, reward, and actions. By separating task
design and system-specifics, task architectures can be used across similar systems or
problem structures which only differ in the system interface (e.g. different databases
with distinct query languages but otherwise similar query processing). Finally, imperfect
demonstrations and data sets can be used in data augmentation worfklows to manage or
generate off-policy training data.
5.4 Task design abstractions
Wield’s task abstractions unify common workflow streams via standardised physical layouts.
Layout refers to identifying the Markov Decision Process representation of an optimisation
problem, i.e. the concrete dimensions, data types and processing steps for all inputs and
outputs of an RL agent. Specifically, Wield uses:
• Schemas as centralised task descriptions shared by all worfklows. Unlike simulators,
decision processes extracted from systems often have programmatic data layouts
which vary depending on deployment details.
• Converters which allow applications to convert between agent and system repre-
sentations of a decision process.
• Task graphs which allow users to decompose tasks into collections of DAGs.
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In this section, I motivate these abstractions and explain how they can be used to express
systems tasks.
5.4.1 Designing states and actions with task schemas
Schemas are motivated by the observation that states for systems problems need to be
designed. They help structure this design. In contrast, game simulators like ALE have
fixed state dimensions across games. All methods can rely on a fixed base representation
(i.e. the game frame) for reproducible and comparable experiments. Wield schemas
encapsulate input-dependent state and action layout construction. Input-dependent here
refers to states where layout may depend on the specific problem instance.
Consider an RL model for a query processing task for databases. States may contain
tokenised versions of queries with tokens mapped to integer encodings, i.e. each query
operator and column name maps to an integer. The input vocabulary depends on the
database schema due to variable numbers of columns and tables, and on the query language
used for its query operators. In combination with the current workload (e.g. a query
instance), states contain relevant aspects of the current system configuration, e.g. capacity
of task queues, resource usage statistics, previous decisions on dependent tasks. Different
input types and layouts (i.e. dimensions of state arrays) are required per deployment.
Wield schemas allow developers to express a state layout as a function of system parameters.
States can also encode bias towards decision horizons. For example, Tesauro et al.
describe a choice of state encoding in the context of server resource allocation via a
discretised mean request arrival rate [TJDB06]. Their state includes both the current
mean arrival rate and the one from the prior observation interval to relate the impact of
actions to arrival rate. In workload management tasks, the workload generating process is
generally unknown, and future workloads (e.g. request rates or job size) may be independent
or correlated to current decisions (c.f. Mao et al.’s discussion on this regarding value
function estimates [MVSA18]). State features and preprocessing, e.g. temporal smoothing,
must encode such assumptions.
In summary, state design for RL in is an iterative process which differs from feature
design for supervised learning as the state must also capture transition dynamics. To help
researchers explore, compare and version state designs, Wield standardises them through
schemas. Environments implementing the gym interface normally include both problem
dynamics and task layouts. In Wield, I argue that these should be separated.
Compact feature representations from high-dimensional inputs can also be generated
by using e.g. a variational auto-encoder [KW14] which learns a latent representation in an
unsupervised manner. Separating feature representation from prediction and control by
training the latter on a learned compact representation can drastically improve training
performance [HS18]. This separation of concerns does not relieve systems designers from
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selecting which system metrics to incorporate.
Similar to state design, action structure must be designed manually as agent outputs
need to be translated to structured system calls, e.g. by generating a special query to
update the state of a database. Simple action representations include single binary or
categorical decisions where an action selects one of a small number of resources or task
slots, e.g. which task to schedule next from a task queue, or which device to assign to an
operation on a single node.
The term ”action structure” refers to interpreting the outputs of a neural network. For
example, in Q-learning, a neural network used to represent the Q-function is designed by
creating a final action selection layer with one neuron per possible integer action. The
outputs are interpreted as Q-values. To output multiple distinct actions, multiple of such
action layers may be created. RL practitioners must explicitly consider how decision
problems can be mapped to convenient (i.e. as few distinct actions as possible) action
representations.
Small-scale single-task action structures are popular in experimental applications as
they correspond to well known RL problems and implementations such as Atari games,
where a single integer action is selected. However, such representations may not scale to
larger problem instances if the number of actions directly corresponds to problem size.
Consider a task in the database domain which selects single columns in a database table (e.g.
for index creation, join order, ..). The number of columns in a normalised database design
is typically a small integer (n < 100) which facilitates a direct integer-action mapping.
Such designs are prevalent across prior work in systems-RL [SSD, MNA17]. Scaling this
to compound indices spanning multiple columns exponentially increases number of actions
(e.g. combining 3 of 15 columns results in 3375 discrete actions), and in turn the experience
required to explore them.
Similarly, a cluster scheduler trained to schedule a handful of resources will not scale
to data-center scale with tens of thousands of resources where each resource represents an
action. In the absence of a prior, a policy would have to learn from scratch the similarity
between resources (e.g. similar performance between the same hardware configuration of
different nodes in a rack). This would require an impractical number of samples to explore
action combinations in large discrete action spaces. Large discrete action spaces may
require task decomposition. If similarity metrics between actions can be defined in advance,
actions can also be selected in a multi-stage approach whereby first an action in a promising
region of the action space is selected, and a nearest-neighbour lookup is subsequently
performed to identify a fitting local action [DAEvH+15]. In §5.7, I describe a combinatorial
optimisation problem where such an approach is not possible as no covariance function
can be given ahead of time.
Listing 5.1 illustrates a simplified single-task schema. The example illustrates how
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1 class CombinatorialSchema(Schema):
2 def __init__(self, schema_spec):
3 # SELECT, FROM, AND, LIKE, IN, ..
4 self.selection_ops = schema_spec[’selections’]
5 # SORT, GROUP_BY, MAX, ..
6 self.aggregation_ops = schema_spec[’aggregations’]
7 self.tables = schema_spec[’tables’]
8 self.max_query_len = schema_spec[’max_query_len’]
9 # Num of colums to select per step.
10 self.max_action_colums = schema_spec[’max_action_colums’]
11 self._num_cols = 0
12 self._build_inputs()
13 self._build_outputs()
14
15 def _build_inputs():
16 """Represents tokenised queries as states."""
17 # Build input vocabulary
18 vocab = {}
19 idx = 0
20 for op in self.selection_ops:
21 vocab[op] = idx
22 idx +=1
23 for op in self.aggregation_ops:
24 vocab[op] = idx
25 idx +=1
26 for table in self.tables:
27 for col in table[’columns’]
28 vocab[col] = idx
29 idx +=1
30 self._num_cols +=1
31 self.states_spec = IntBox(low=0, high=idx,
32 shape=(self.max_query_len,))
33
34 def _build_outputs():
35 """Selects a set of columns per step."""
36 num_actions = 1 + math.pow(self._num_cols, self.max_action_colums)
37 self.actions_spec = IntBox(low=0, high=num_actions)
38
39 @property
40 def actions_spec(self):
41 return self._actions_spec
42
43 @property
44 def states_spec(self):
45 return self._states_spec
Listing 5.1: Simplified task-schema defining state and action layout based on deployment-
specific parameters in a database task
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1 def system_to_agent_state(system_state)
2
3 def system_to_agent_action(system_action)
4
5 def agent_to_system_action(agent_action)
6
7 def system_to_agent_reward(system_metrics)
Listing 5.2: Wield converter API to translate between agent and system views.
system-specific configurations (here database operators and database schema) are used to
define layouts for states and actions. Observe that this schema describes a query processing
task but is independent of the query language, as operators are configurable parameters.
In summary, task schemas conceptually define physical layouts of states and actions
based on problem parameters. In practice, task schemas in Wield describe input spaces
which can then be translated to RLgraph in order to generate a compatible computation
graph.
5.4.2 Converters
Converters are adapters which express how system metrics, configuration parameters, and
query languages or custom protocols correspond to numerical representations within an
optimisation. A schema specifying a layout can be used by different converters, and a
converter may work with different schemas. Schemas constrain how decision model is
encoded structurally (layout), converters specify how this encoding is achieved from raw
system information (content). Listing 5.2 shows the conversion API provided by Wield.
Unused conversions such as agent-to-system reward conversion are omitted. System-to-
agent action conversion is used to map demonstrator actions to numerical representations
(§5.6). Converters use layouts provided by schemas to implement the conversion API. I
give an implementation example in §5.7 when discussing a concrete case study.
5.4.3 Task architectures
Schemas and converters help decouple system-specifics from task representation in RL for
individual tasks. Next, I introduce Wield’s task graph abstraction which helps break down
problems into separate decisions. Task graphs organise tasks into task architectures with
two categories:
1. Shared-parameter tasks are multi-task architectures where a single end-to-end
differentiable architecture has multiple task output networks which each emit separate
actions per step. For example, in my indexing case study §5.7, a single neural network
outputs multiple separate indexing keys to form a compound index.
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2. Independent tasks are task architectures where separate learners focus on different
sub-tasks, e.g. in the case of hierarchical decomposition or parallel independent
tasks.
Shared-parameter tasks can be realised in Wield by making use of RLgraph’s branching
task mechanism. Branching here refers to a common practice of utilising multiple policy
or Q-networks on top of a single shared neural network learning a problem representation.
Users define a set of named actions and corresponding spaces, and RLgraph automatically
creates the corresponding multi-task shared parameter architecture on top of a shared value
function or policy. The corresponding task graph only has a single vertex, encapsulating a
single learner.
Non-trivial task graphs occur through hierarchical and independent task decomposition
(Figure 5.2). Hierarchical task decomposition refers to tasks organised as directed acyclic
graphs where outputs from single tasks (vertices) are used as input states (edges) to other
task vertices. Independent tasks refer to a scenario where multiple learners interact with
an environment, possibly learning at different time scales and schedules.
Hierarchical reinforcement learning has been studied in a variety of contexts with the
most well known approach being the options framework [SPS99]. There, a top-level policy
chooses between different sub-policies (options) to execute over a time-frame (until the
sub-task terminates). A large body of work in this domain exists on information sharing,
automated goal discovery, and task transfer [BL14, VOS+17, BHP17, NGLL18]. In Wield,
I focus on workflows where a systems designer manually identifies sub-tasks as a means of
encoding domain knowledge.
Hierarchical designs to organise resources at different granularities are also a core
element of systems research (e.g. cache hierarchies, hierarchical scheduling). However,
hierarchical RL has found limited attention in the systems community as a means to
manage large state and action spaces. Mirhoseini et al. first utilised hierarchical RL for
TF device placement [MGP+18]. In their work on device placement for computational
graphs, the action space of available devices is a small as operations are placed on a single
node, thus choosing between (an aggregate ) CPU device and one or more GPUs. There
can however be tens of thousands of operations in a single graph, and learning device
interactions on the level of individual numerical operations creates a impractically large
space of state combinations. The hierarchical scheme used by the authors first computes a
grouping where each operation is classified into a placement group by a grouper task. A
placer task learns to assign each group to a device.
One source for the limited utilisation of hierarchical approaches may be a lack of
software tooling. In my survey of RL in systems (§2.4), a majority of authors utilised open
source implementations such as OpenAI baselines [DHK+17]. As these popular libraries
focus on single-agent scenarios with rigid control flow assumptions, hierarchical designs
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Figure 5.2: Basic task architectures. In (a), a single task node contains one differentiable
multi-task architecture with a shared network. (b) refers to a task graph simply collecting
multiple independent learner instances with no communication or interaction. In (c),
a hierarchical arrangement uses two task nodes where task T2 can only act based on
decisions made by T1.
are not supported.
Task graphs in Wield simplify factorisation of tasks into different sub-tasks which may
train and act jointly, or at different time-scales. Task objects primarily encapsulate distinct
RLgraph agents or any other optimisation implementing gym-style interfaces. Hierarchical
tasks often require to transform the output of one task before inputting it to a subsequent
task, e.g. by enriching it with additional environment information or preparing a specific
input format. Nodes in a task graph hence further encapsulate pre-and post-processing
for each sub-task. Edges in the graph are implicitly created by creating one task as a
sub-task of another task in the same task-graph. When performing inference, task outputs
are routed through the task graph based on user-defined directed edges between tasks,
and the results of all tasks during execution are returned. In Chapter 6, I illustrate how
task graphs can be used in practice to design hierarchical tasks.
5.5 Task evaluation protocols
5.5.1 The case for workload randomisation
A key obstacle when assessing model capabilities is the use of fixed workloads. As I
discussed in §2.4, in domains like database management or query processing, benchmarks
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often focus on narrow application scenarios with small query sets (e.g. TPC-C [Tra10]).
Other clients such as YCSB focus on read and write throughput for key values stores
[CST+10] but only include high-level read and scan scenarios. Leis et al. proposed the
Join Order Benchmark which contains 113 queries specifically designed to investigate join
estimation capabilities in query optimisers [LGM+15]. While hand-designed workloads
can highlight particular weaknesses or strengths of a system, they nevertheless are prone
to over-fitting small test sets. Researchers may be misled to design feature representations
sensitive to particular properties of hand-picked test-sets.
I argue that the design of RL applications can benefit from synthetic workload mecha-
nisms with configurable task difficulty as a means to understand training and test-time
behaviour. In both my evaluation of RLgraph and my motivation for incremental testing
in RL, I described the impact of random seeds when evaluating training of a DQN variant
on an ALE task (§4.3), a topic which has also gained attention in the RL community
[HIB+17, MGR18].
To reason about non-determinism when evaluating stochastic optimisation mechanisms,
researchers must delineate deterministic and non-deterministic elements in their workload
and optimisation procedure. In Wield, I construct workloads from the perspective of
changing between several evaluation and randomisation modes. I distinguish between
blackbox and generalisation mode from the perspective of workload generation. In blackbox-
mode, a single workload instance (e.g. a single set of queries or jobs) is generated, and a
model is trained and evaluated on that same instance. In generalisation mode, training is
executed on different instances than the ones used in the final evaluation.
Both modes can be executed with varying levels of randomisation. Workload deter-
minism refers to deterministic behaviour of task instances. Training determinism refers
to deterministic initialisation and sampling during training. For example, in black-box
mode the generation of the single task instance and the training initialisation can both be
deterministic. Similarly, in generalisation, both the instances used during training and
the final test instances can be randomly generated or held fixed. This invites problematic
practices such as cherry-picking and presenting only successful combinations of workloads
and weight initialisation values.
In the RL literature, all combinations of blackbox and generalisation modes can be
found. Comparing results is difficult if authors do not to report which workload elements
are held fixed or are subject to randomisation. Researchers in computer systems have thus
far not identified shared sets of evaluation protocols towards randomisation issues.
5.5.2 Progressive randomisation
I propose an evaluation protocol called progressive randomisation. Progressive randomisa-
tion incrementally and explicitly increases dimensions of non-determinism.
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Class Randomisation implementation Example use cases
C0 Fixed blackbox task, Iterate representation
Fixed optimisation parameters until sufficient
C1 Fixed blackbox task, Model sensitivity
Random optimisation parameters to weight initialisation
C2 Randomised blackbox task, Model sensitivity
Random optimisation parameters to task parameters
C3 Fixed in-distribution generalisation, Understand sample
Random optimisation parameters requirements
C4 Randomised in-distribution generalisation, Production use in
Randomised optimisation parameters controlled environments
C5 Fixed out-of-distribution generalisation, Robustness against
Randomised optimisation parameters unforeseen inputs
C6 Randomised out-of-distribution generalisation, Production
Randomised optimisation parameters use without customisation
Table 5.1: Progressive randomisation protocol overview. Each class specifies a different
level of non-determinism.
The protocol is based on the observation that different randomisation modes can serve
different phases of design. For example, holding a workload fixed to study robustness
against random initialisation is valuable when a designer is uncertain if a model design
can solve a task at all. Conversely, using a fixed optimisation can be useful to study the
impact of workload parameters on optimisation outcomes. Evaluation difficulties are not
inherent to a specific mode of randomisation or evaluation. They arise when conflating
sources of performance variation or misinterpreting model capabilities.
In supervised learning, projects such as DAWNBench [CKN+18] have suggested metrics
like time-to-accuracy to compare model designs and hardware choices to understand trade-
offs in deep learning systems. In contrast, shared deep RL tasks such as the Malmo
Minecraft challenge [JHHB16] or Unity agents [JBV+18b] are focused on task performance
in simulated worlds where randomisation is incidental. That is, tasks may include some
degree of randomisation and generalisation but these are not varied to analyse their
contribution to agent performance (or lack thereof). Task variation in these scenarios
is further constrained by experimental cost. Bsuite [ODH+] is a novel benchmark for
analysing agent behaviour which varies random seeds to score agent performance but
which does not distinguish different generalisation modes or randomised tasks.
Table 5.1 lists the different evaluation modes in the protocol and their purpose. It also
lists example applications. Fixed optimisation parameters in practice refer to the random
weight initialisation strategies in neural networks, and further to the random seed used
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when sampling mini-batches for stochastic gradient descent as well as policy decisions.
Fixed blackbox refers to always training on the same task, while fixed generalisation refers
to a fixed test task. Randomised generalisation implies that for each reported experiment
result, a new test task was generated.
Intentionally, not all possible combinations of non-determinism are present in the
protocol. Fixed optimisation parameters are initially useful to produce repeatable results
and debug non-optimisation components of a task (C0). For subsequent design concerns,
they should be randomised as results from a fixed optimisation seed yield little insight
about wider model usability (avoiding ’lucky’ seeds).
Generalisation semantics are complicated by task-specific concerns. Consider fixed
in-distribution generalisation (C3). ”In-distribution” refers to workload assumptions where
the test task is taken from the same distribution training tasks were generated from. For
example, a database task may be evaluated on different sets of queries while a scheduler
task may receive held out jobs. A problem with fixed or randomised generalisation tasks
is that there are typically no useful measures of how different test tasks are from training
examples. More specifically, for randomised training tasks it is rarely reported if parts or
the entirety of a test task could be seen during training.
Nonetheless, the description of a model to e.g. be in C3 for a certain task gives
useful indication of expected behaviour. Here, I refer to being in a class as to meeting
application-specific performance objectives under the given randomisation assumptions.
For example, a model in C2 which meets randomised blackbox objectives can be used as
a direct search tool in practice without requiring to retune hyper-parameters, whereas a
model in C1 tuned for a fixed blackbox objective is customised to a single deployment or
task context. Distinguishing model classes helps set expectations and allows researchers
to effectively communicate evaluation designs.
Generalisation concerns in deep reinforcement learning are poorly understood. They
are not captured analytically but rather empirically per task. A model may be in different
classes depending on the number the samples is trained on. Even for the same hyper-
parameters, a substantial fraction of random weight initialisation and optimisation seeds
may fail. I illustrate this by applying progressive randomisation when reproducing prior
work in Chapter 6.
I propose to further describe models based on these empirical properties. Specifically,
I propose to include
• the number of state transitions experienced during training n,
• the number of random seeds used for weight initialisation and optimisations s,
• and the observed frequency f where learning objectives were achieved.
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For example, a model may be described as C1(n = 10
7, s = 10, f = 0.4) to communicate
empirical success when experiencing 10 million state transitions and trying 10 different
random seeds. In the following notation, I may omit s and f from notation when only
discussing sample count or class membership. Communicating success rates is especially
important when considering the cost of training a model against its claimed performance
improvements.
As sample collection cost varies drastically between tasks, conditioning class membership
on sample size is useful for estimates on model transfer on tasks with different sample
collection cost. For example, the same model may be in C1(n = 10
4) but in C3(n = 10
7)
as robustness to inputs increases with number of states observed, or it may increase its
success frequency.
In summary, progressive randomisation encourages shared understanding of model
capabilities across problem domains. Several dimensions regarding model scale, the cost
of featurisation, and other hidden cost are not captured by the protocol. The protocol
also does not replace standard considerations on experiment design or statistical analysis.
Reaching a training objective may be an ill-defined term inviting moving of goal-posts for
many applications. Optimising performance of a data processing system may be a best-
effort consideration, unless a service level objective is defined ahead of experimentation.
The classification system is intentionally simple to serve as a low-overhead summary of
design assumptions.
While only a starting point, progressive randomisation constitutes the first explicit
evaluation protocol for deep reinforcement learning focused on delineating workload
randomisation. I provide an example of using it as an instructive protocol in Chapter 6.
5.5.3 Prior work viewed through progressive randomisation
An experimental classification protocol can be both instructive (guiding experimentation)
and descriptive (helping compare and qualify prior work). To illustrate its utility as
an analytical tool, I use progressive randomisation as a lens on selected prior work in
research and applied RL. Table 5.2 classifies prior work. For example, the evaluation
of RLgraph’s implementations on ALE pong concerned fixed blackbox scenarios with
randomised optimisation parameters. I discussed learning success against different random
seeds in §4.3.3.
The classification immediately illustrates problem progress. For example, in the device
placement problem, Mirhoseini et al.’s initial work [MPL+17] with manual operation
grouping required orders of magnitudes more samples than their subsequent work using a
hierarchical approach [MGP+18]. Both operated in a fixed blackbox setting. Addanki’s et
al.’s [AVG+19] and Paliwal et al’s recent work [PGN+19] utilising graph neural networks
then illustrates progress towards generalisation through permutation-invariant representa-
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tions. I found subtle differences in evaluation randomisation which can be made make
explicit through progressive randomisation. For example, Addanki et al. generate random
variations of computation graphs for training and testing, but both sets are fixed (C3).
A similar progress pattern can be observed in database tasks. In their first work on join
order enumeration, Marcus et al. [MP18] used a policy optimisation method on a fixed set
of training and test queries, the Join Order Benchmark (JOB) [LGM+15]. Training with
randomised optimisation parameters yields C3(n ≈ 105). In subsequent work, Marcus et
al. proposed a learned query optimiser [MNM+19] which they evaluate on several tasks,
including a fixed set of out-of-distribution queries (C5(n ≈ 104 − 106, s = 50, f = 1.0),
results averaged across seeds). Training workloads in database applications were often
generated by augmenting fixed existing query sets (TPC-H, IMDB). It would be desirable for
the systems-RL community to develop shared standards on training and test randomisation.
Many approaches do not report explicitly how workload randomisation and optimisation
parameters were selected which makes classification difficult. If a fixed task is presented
without reporting number of training trials, seeds, or randomisation assumptions (i.e. a
potentially cherry picked single random seed), I assume C0. Few works I surveyed explicitly
report on failure modes, despite often using appendices to share training hyper-parameters.
This highlights the need for more explicit evaluation protocols. In Chapter 6, I also
attempt to reproduce and classify a result listed here to assess published claims.
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Finally, applications reviewed here were not typically defined through a fixed objective
such as winning a game or reaching a score threshold. Performance objectives were
explorative, e.g. outperforming problem-specific baselines. This can obfuscate practical
utility without cost-benefit analysis on implementation cost.
5.6 Data augmentation from demonstrations
Systems developers utilise their domain expertise to encode a state representation, action
model, and reward structure. To interface RL algorithms, systems designers inherently
must encode prior knowledge on workloads.
Another way of encoding domain knowledge is through supervision. In supervised
machine learning, training labels for widely used benchmarks were created through hand-
curation [DDS+09], or more recently tool-assisted through weak supervision [RBE+17].
Demonstrations are also a common tool in RL in scenarios where an expert can without
difficulty identify and perform a correct action (§5.6.3). In Wield, I explore the potential
of rule-based weak supervision to enrich trajectory data based on domain knowledge. This
is motivated by human users generally not being able to identify optimal solutions by
intuition (i.e. solutions to high-dimensional optimisation problems). I first discuss an
algorithmic variant for reinforcement learning from demonstration.
5.6.1 Algorithms
I briefly summarise Deep-Q learning from demonstrations DQFD, a DQN variant developed
by Hester et al. for real world applications of DQN [HVP+17]. They argue that in problems
where a simulator may not be available, prior control data from expert configurations may
be used to pretrain to a safe initial model. Their algorithm is based on the observation that
training a Deep Q-network using an unmodified DQN loss function creates the problem of
”ungrounded” Q-values. For many state action pairs, no demonstration data is available
as the expert demonstration has no reason to choose actions believed to be sub-optimal.
This in turn means when training the Q-function, no realistic value estimates for these
state-action pairs exist, and expert updates would update towards the highest ungrounded
value (due to choosing the highest Q-value). Non-demonstrated action values would have
unspecified Q-values in relation to the expert action, leading to unpredictable behaviour
when training online and updating Q-values from new observations.
Hester et al. hence suggest to combine DQN variants with a supervised loss term which
specifies how expert actions and non-expert actions differ in Q-values. This is achieved by
assigning an ’expert margin’ to demonstration actions by extending double Q-learning
[HGS16], a Q-learning variant which corrects biased Q- estimates in the original DQN by
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decoupling action selection from action evaluation. The double DQN loss
JDQ(Q) = (R(s, a) + γQ(st+1, a
max
t+1 ; θ
′)−Q(s, a; θ))2 (5.1)
where
amaxt+1 = argmaxaQ(st+1, a; θ) (5.2)
uses the target network (as explained in §2.2, parametrised by θ′)) to evaluate the action
selected using the training network (parametrised by θ). DQfD combines this loss with
another expert loss function JE:
JE(Q) = max
a∈A
[Q(s, a) + l(s, aE, a,mE)]−Q(s, aE) (5.3)
l(s, aE, a) is called a large-margin function which outputs 0 for the expert action mE, and
a margin value > 0 otherwise. By adding the expert margin mE to the loss of Q-values of
incorrect actions, the update biases the Q-function towards the expert actions. A difference
in Q-values between expert actions and other actions of at least the margin is enforced
[PGP14] for each state.
In DQfD, the large margin function evaluates to a single fixed positive margin (e.g.
1.0) or zero. The main advantage of DQfD its conceptual simplicity, as the margin value
provides a single hyper-parameter to express expert confidence. This comes at the cost of
assuming all expert actions are equally better than other actions. It also does not allow
for negative examples to be combined with positive examples.
I propose to modify DQfD to not use a single margin value me but a margin matrix
Me. Me is constructed from a vector of margin values per sample, i.e. each state-action
pair (si, ai) can have a unique margin value mEi . Second, I observe that in this variant,
the margin functions can also be used for negative examples. More generally, multiple
demonstrations can be given for the same pair (si, ai). This requires to modify the expert
loss JE to compute element-wise losses using minimisation or maximisation for positive
and negative margins respectively for each element i in a mini-batch:
JE(Q) =
maxa∈A[Q(s, a) + l(s, aE, a,mEi)]−Q(s, aE) mEi ≥ 0mina∈A[Q(s, a) + l(s, aE, a,mEi))]−Q(s, aE) mEi < 0 (5.4)
This distinction is needed to ensure the Q-value of non-expert actions is directionally
adjusted by taking the maximum or minimum estimate including the margin respectively as
the expert loss (i.e. forcing all other actions to be worse or better than the demonstration).
Requiring a demonstrator to assign individual margins is not a practical strategy for
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the sample sizes required in reinforcement learning. In Wield, I provide demonstration
abstractions to facilitate both positive and negative demonstrations. Instead of providing
unique margins per sample, I propose to partition demonstrations into equivalence classes
via labelling functions, which I introduce in the next section.
5.6.2 Demonstration abstractions
Demonstration abstractions are used to enrich incomplete trajectories. This is based on
the observation that system trace data and logs cannot generally be assumed to contain
complete trajectory information which could directly be used for off-policy training. For
data augmentation, I distinguish the following cases:
1. Full trajectories Full trajectories implies that states, actions, rewards can be
directly extracted from traces. They can be available when a system is profiled for
debugging and analysis purposes, or when a deployment is explicitly instrumented
for later optimisation. For example, databases may write full information on all
queries where execution time crosses a pre-defined threshold (i.e. a slow query log),
but not for all executed queries due to storage requirements.
2. States and actions Workload and configuration information is available to construct
a state, and system decisions to infer actions. No reward is available because the
relevant system metrics were not collected or cannot be matched to states and actions
effectively.
3. States only Only workload information is available but no results of a system
interacting with inputs. For example, in the context of databases, only example
queries may be available, or input job descriptions for scheduling problems.
Other combinations are possible, e.g. logs only containing systems decisions (actions) but
not workload inputs. Inverse reinforcement learning addresses the problem of recovering a
reward function from states and actions to subsequently construct a policy [NR00]. Inverse
reinforcement learning is beyond the scope of this dissertation because system performance
objectives are typically known (e.g. throughput and latency service level objectives).
Due to a lack of available datasets, I focus on the third case where only workload
information is available. As systems designers adopt more fine-grained decision making
mechanisms, I expect wider adoption of trajectory data collection.
A labelling function f : s→ (a, r) maps a state s to an action a and reward r. The
state s must consider the context of prior decisions for labelling functions to be able
to construct a state sequence., i.e. the state must satisfy the Markov property. This
is in contrast to supervised labelling where individual inputs can be labelled without
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consideration for other data points (as supported by tools like Snorkel [RBE+17]), as they
are evaluated independently.
Consider a workload trace consisting of a set of database queries, or a list of job
descriptions to be processed by a scheduler. To relate system configuration to workload,
the state representation should combine relevant configuration parameters and current
workload information. In Wield, I iteratively construct demonstration trajectories from
raw workload traces represented as a sequence of workload items W = w0, w1, ..wn by the
following steps:
1. The system state is initialised with the initial configuration c0.
2. A state s0 is generated using a converter which combines w0 and c0 according to its
conversion function.
3. A labelling function produces a0, r0 = f(s0).
4. An updated configuration representation c1 is produced from a0.
5. Repeat until all wi are processed.
This procedure can be repeated for arbitrarily many labelling functions to generate multiple
trajectories from a single workload sequence W . I give a practical example of creating
demonstrations using labelling functions in Section 5.7.
5.6.3 Alternative approaches to learning from demonstrations
Learning from demonstration or expert supervision is a long-studied topic of interest
in RL. For example, DAGGER (for Dataset Aggregation) is an approach for imitation
learning which requires an expert to continuously provide new input [RGB11]. Interactive
approaches like DAGGER more closely mirror the workflow of interactive tuning tools used
e.g. in databases. While Wield could be extended to support interactive demonstrations,
I believe interactive approaches to be impractical for scalable systems tuning. First,
additional computational resources are cheaper than expert time to guide training. Second,
unlike many perceptual tasks in computer vision or natural language understanding,
humans cannot easily give accurate demonstrations for increasingly complex systems. A
human presented with an intermediate result may not be able to provide useful feedback.
Behavioural cloning fits expert trajectories as a supervised learning problem, and was
more recently also studied in the context of generative adversarial models [WMR+17, HE16].
Behavioural cloning as a simple (i.e. no further data generation mechanisms) supervised
problem is limited by requiring large amounts of expert trajectories and poor generalisation
to out-of-sample inputs.
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The demonstration methods used in Wield are also conceptually limited. Their
optimisation mechanisms are brute-force overrides of value estimates. Their purpose is to
demonstrate how expert knowledge can be systematically integrated into reinforcement
learning design workflows. Emerging work is concerned with helping learners assign
confidence into expert demonstrations [WCB+19].
5.7 Case study: database indexing
Next, I motivate an application example and discuss its representative problem properties.
5.7.1 The compound indexing problem
In database management, a key task for database administrators is to create secondary
indices for stored data. Such index data structures can accelerate query execution times
by orders of magnitudes. This is achieved by providing fast look-ups for specific query
operators such as range comparisons (B-trees) or exist queries (Bloom filters). A single
index can span multiple attributes, and query planners employ a wide range of heuristics
to combine existing indices at runtime, e.g. by partial evaluation of a compound (multi-
attribute) index. The compound indexing can thus be described as follows.
For a fixed set or distribution of database queries, one must identify the combination
of indices which minimizes overall workload latency and memory usage of indices. Both
objectives can be phrased as constraints, e.g. meeting a service level objective on a latency
percentile, while not using more memory than is provisioned to the database server.
Determining optimal indices is an attractive optimisation problem due to non-intuitive,
data-driven behaviour by the query planner. If an ineffective index is chosen, performance
may degrade due to unnecessary index lookups, thus creating more indices does not
equal faster queries. Instead, index performance depends on attribute cardinality and
query distribution. This creates an interesting opportunity to use RL to adapt indices
based on query execution feedback. Sharma et al. previously used RL on a simplified
single-column indexing problem [SSD]. I study the full problem where indices may span
multiple attributes.
In practice, indices are currently identified using various techniques ranging from offline
tool-assisted analysis [ACK+04, DDD+04] to online and adaptive indexing strategies
[GK10, IMKG11, HIKY12, PIM15]. Managed database-as-a-service (DBaaS) offerings
sometimes offer a hybrid approach where indices for individual attributes are automatically
created but users need to manually create compound indices.
I study MongoDB as a popular open source document database where data is organised
as nested J/BSON documents. While a large body of work exists on adaptive indexing
strategies for relational databases and columnar stores [PIM15], compound indexing in
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Figure 5.3: Index creation times as a function of document size and the number of
attributes k spanned by an index.
document databases has received less attention. Index selection is a representative problem
for systems-RL because:
• Evaluation times scale unfavourably with problem scale. Index creation time increases
with database size. I illustrate this by creating synthetic compound indices of different
index and collection sizes in MongoDB (Figure 5.3).
• The problem is partially solvable as some indices may be correct while others are
not. This is attractive for evaluating training progress, as opposed to all-or-nothing
problems.
• Combinatorial selection where similar indices (e.g. covering similar fields) may not
yield similar performance, i.e. a covariance function is not known and cannot easily
be specified.
Combinatorial optimisation problems are common across a wide range of system optimisa-
tion problems such as compiler optimisation, device assignment, join order evaluation, or
job scheduling.
Document databases are offered by all major cloud service providers, e.g. Microsoft’s
Azure CosmosDB offers native MongoDB support [Mic18], Amazon’s AWS offers Dy-
namoDB [Ama18], and Google Cloud provides Cloud Datastore [Goo18]. The document
database services I surveyed offer varying specialised query operators, index design, and
query planners using different indexing heuristics. The aim of automatic index selection
is to omit this operational task from service users. I initially focus on common query
operators available in most query dialects. In MongoDB, queries themselves are nested
documents:
db.find($and : [{”name” : {”$eq : ”Jane”}, {”country” : {”$eq : ”England”}}])
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The MongoDB query planner uses a single index per query with the exception of $or
expressions where each sub-expression can use a separate index. An index may span
between 1 and k document attributes. The index is specified via an ordered sequence of
tuples (f1, s1), .., (fn, sn) where each tuple consists of a field name fi and a sort direction
si (ascending or descending). At runtime, the optimiser employs a number of heuristics to
determine the best index to use.
Via index intersection, the optimiser can partially utilise existing indices to resolve
queries. For example, prefix intersection means that for any index sequence of length
k, the optimiser can also use any ordered prefix of length 1..k − 1 to resolve queries
which do not contain all k attributes in the full index. Consequently, while the tuple
ordering of the index does not matter for individual queries, the number of indices for the
entire query set can be significantly reduced if index creation considers potential prefix
intersections with other queries. Similarly, sort-ordering in indices can be used to sort
query results via sort intersection in case of matching sort patterns. For example, an
index of the shape [(f1, ASC), (f2, DESC)] can be used to sort ascending/descending
and descending/ascending (i.e. inverted) sort patterns, but not ascending/ascending or
descending/descending.
Creating the full compound index for every single query is not a viable solution because
it can both impractically increase storage cost and also slow down execution as all indices
need to be updated after each insert. Moreover, not every query may benefit from an
index in the case of low selectivity attributes. If a query predicate requires to evaluate
most documents in a collection (or rows in a table), sequentially reading can be faster as
it requires fewer disk seeks than working through an index.
Here, I show how to model compound indexing as a reinforcement learning problem
based on the idea that execution feedback from query and index creation can be used to
find a minimal (w.r.t. index size) combination of indices meeting runtime objectives.
5.7.2 Designing a problem model with Wield
In this subsection, I discuss state, action and reward model for indexing. Identifying
an effective index for a query requires knowledge of the query shape comprised of its
operators and attributes. To leverage intersection, the state must also contain information
on existing indices which could be used to (partially) evaluate a query. I model the state
by combining
• a tokenised representation of the query and
• a matrix containing column selectivity estimates and a binary vector indicating 1 for
query attributes present in the query and 0 for all others.
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Selectivity estimates are obtained by querying distinct column values when beginning
training. The representation is based on the observation that indexing decisions must
consider query operator structure (e.g. ”or” predicates can evaluated with separate indices)
and also data distribution. Without encoding selectivity estimates, the learner would have
to indirectly observe the effects of different cardinalities by memorising the effects of each
operator on each specific column.
For each query, the agent must output an index (or none) spanning at most k at-
tributes where k is a small integer. Indices covering more than 2-4 attributes are rare in
practice. This is also because compound indices containing arrays, which require multi-key
indices (each array element indexed separately), scale poorly and can slow down queries.
Additionally, as discussed above, index intersection makes indices order- and sort-sensitive,
thus requiring to also output a sort order per key.
The action representation should scale independently of the number of attributes in
the document schema. Consider a combinatorial action model where the agent is modelled
with one explicit action per attribute, and a separate action output per possible index-key.
A 3-key index task on 10 attributes would already result in thousands of action options per
step (5×103) when including extra actions for possible sort patterns (ascending/descending
permutations).
This approach would not generalise to changing schemas or data sets. I propose a
positional action model wherein the number of actions is linear in k. When receiving a
query, I extract all query attributes and interpret an integer action as creating an index
on the ith input attribute, thus allowing the agent to learn the importance of key-order
for prefix intersection. To distinguish sort patterns, I create an extra action per key (one
ascending, one descending with ascending default). This results in 1 + 2k actions for a
k-key index (one output for no-op).
Figure 5.4 illustrates action parsing for k = 2 and a simple query on name and age
attributes. In the example, the name field is already indexed so when the query is tokenised,
a special index token (IDX ASC) is inserted to indicate the existing index. The tokenised
sequence is mapped to integers via the embedding layer and passed through the network,
which outputs k integer actions. In the example, the agent decides to implement one
additional single-key index by outputting 3 and 0, where 3 implies an ascending index on
the second input attribute, and 0 is used for no-op if fewer than k keys are required in the
index.
For rewards, the optimal indexing strategy is the minimal set of indices I meeting
performance level objectives such as mean latency or 99th latency percentiles for a set of
queries Q. Let t(q) be the time to execute a query q ∈ Q under an index set I and let
m(I) be the memory usage of the current index set.
The choice of reward function is guided by cost of evaluation. Consider a sparse reward
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find({$and: [{name: {$eq: 'jane'}, {age: {$gt: 20}}]}).count() Query:
Index-
context: [(name, 1)]
Tokenizer:
Agent-
actions:
[$and name_1 IDX_ASC $eq age $gt AGG_COUNT .. 0] 
Forward 
pass 
Strip values, extract shape
Look up discrete indices 
in vocabulary
3
One action output  
per index attribute
0
System- 
actions: [(age, 1)]
3: Ascending index on second input attribute 
0: no-op, no further keys required
Figure 5.4: Action parsing scheme for MongoDB indexing case study.
function which evaluates query runtimes once after an agent has made a decision on each
query (evaluate once). When evaluating once per episode and providing a default zero
reward for all intermediate steps, learning the impact of individual actions towards the
global reward is more difficult, and the required sample size increases correspondingly.
Such a reward can be necessary if intermediate evaluation is difficult to construct, i.e. when
a game is either won or lost but the intermediate game state does not allow predicting a
winner.
In indexing, the evaluation is always available as the entire query set could be theo-
retically executed after each indexing decision. The structure of the problem admits an
incremental reward computation. I define the per-step reward as
r = −ωmm(I)− ωtσ
(
N∑
i
t(qi)
)
(5.5)
with σ being the desired aggregation function, e.g. the arithmetic mean (or 99th percentile)
of query execution times. Both terms are weighted by ωm / ωt respectively to express
preference of memory cost against execution times. Note that while each state transition (a
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transition corresponds to deciding on a single query) includes the entire query set runtime,
this can be evaluated incrementally through caching:
1. Each step, the agent receives a query state and decides to create an index or not.
2. Only queries interacting with the columns in the index could theoretically prefix
or intersect the index. They are executed and their runtime cached. Prior cached
runtimes are invalidated.
3. All other query’s runtimes are read from a cache as they are assumed to be unchanged.
Using this reward design, the agent observes the full query set performance against
the cost of the index at each step without needing to perform a full evaluation. While
undesirable from the theoretical view of an agent learning from raw feedback with minimal
reward design, incremental evaluations are effective in sample-constrained environments.
As algorithmic capabilities for credit assignment improve, expert-designed incremental
evaluations may not be needed. In Wield, I hence implemented
• A schema mapping
– query operators and schema information to integer indices to define state inputs,
– and in the same schema, an output mapping based on the number of allowed
keys in the index.
• A converter implementing:
– conversions between queries to tokenised input sequences, using the layout
defined in the schema.
– conversion between integer actions and index columns to be combined in an
index.
Listing 5.3 illustrates action and reward conversion for the indexing problem (state
conversion omitted due to size of the tokeniser).
5.7.3 Indexing demonstrations
To facilitate learning from demonstrations for indexing, I give examples for intuitive
demonstration rules grounded in the problem semantics.
1. A positive margin rule which simply suggests the full index with a small expert
margin. Creating the full index, i.e. combine all attributes of each query into an
index, improves latency but results in many unneeded indices. The labeling rule
simply copies all columns in the query body as the action and specifies a positive
expert margin (example in Listing 5.4).
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1 def system_to_agent_action(system_action, meta_data):
2 index_columns = system_action["index"]
3 action, attribute_order = {}, {}
4 action_values = []
5 i = 1
6 for attribute in meta_data["query"].attributes:
7 attribute_order[attribute] = i
8 i += 1
9 # Find position of index attribute in input attributes.
10 for index_tuple in index_columns:
11 input_position = attribute_order[index_tuple[0]]
12 if index_tuple[1] == "ASC":
13 action_values.append(1 + (input_position - 1) * 2)
14 elif index_tuple[1] == "DESC":
15 action_values.append(1 + (input_position - 1) * 2 + 1)
16 # Map to action names.
17 for i, name in enumerate(self.actions_spec.keys()):
18 action[name] = action_values[i]
19 return action
20
21 def agent_to_system_action(agent_action , meta_data):
22 index_tuples = []
23 query_attributes = meta_data["attributes"]
24 for name in self.schema.actions_spec.keys():
25 action_value = actions[name]
26 if action_value != self.noop_index:
27 action_input_field = int((action_value - 1) / 2) + 1
28 if action_input_field <= len(query_attributes):
29 attribute = query_attributes[action_input_field - 1]
30 sort_direction = "ASC" if action_value % 2 == 1 else "DESC"
31 index_tuples.append((attribute, sort_direction))
32 # System command is list of attributes to combine in index.
33 return index_tuples
34
35 def system_to_agent_reward(system_metrics):
36 runtime = system_metrics["runtime"]
37 index_size = system_metrics["index_size"]
38 return - (self.runtime_weight * runtime)
39 - (self.size_weight * index_size)
Listing 5.3: Indexing action converter based on positional action parsing.
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1 # Maps system metrics to state inputs.
2 class DemonstrationRule(object):
3
4 def __init__(self, converter, schema):
5 # Layout, parsing.
6 self.converter = converter
7 self.schema = schema
8
9 def generate_demonstration(self, state):
10 # State is a query.
11 tokens = self.converter.tokenise(state)
12 attributes = [c for c in tokens if c in self.schema.attributes)
13 # Filter for ascending/descending sort orders.
14 sort_order = [s for s in tokens if c in self.schema.sort_tokens)
15 # Full index copies all attributes and their sort order.
16 return [(a, s) for a, s in zip(attributes, sort_order)]
Listing 5.4: Simplified demonstration rule for full indexing.
2. An alternative positive rule which defaults to no-op. To avoid creating unneeded
indices, this rule creates a bias for not creating any indices at all initially.
3. A negative margin rule to discourage reverse-order indexing which decreases prefixing,
i.e. a query with column-order c1, c2, c3 should not try to create an index in the
reverse order c3, c2, c1. The labeling rule provides the reverse order index as the
action and specifies a negative expert margin.
These rules are neither exhaustive nor optimal. They illustrate how basic problem
semantics can be encoded weak in supervision rules. If available, an index recommendation
tool by a commercial database provider could be used to generate demonstrations. In
Wield’s evaluation, I discuss the performance improvements and tuning difficulties arising
when using weak supervision.
5.7.4 Wield workflows: Putting it all together
Wield’s abstractions are coordinated in workflows which consume the interfaces provided by
schemas, converters, and demonstration rules. For example, the demonstration workflow:
1. Imports a data set using a converter to map system-representations to agent states,
actions, rewards, and terminals.
2. If provided, applies demonstration labelling functions to generate actions and/or
rewards.
3. Delegates offline training to an RL agent configured via the corresponding schema
layouts for states and actions.
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In contrast, an online workflow facilitates interaction with a live system through a system
interface which executes converter outputs on the system, e.g. by sending a HTTP request
to update a configuration parameter. Online workflows consist of these steps:
1. Based on schema definitions, a task graph for an RL model is created. The task
graph in turns generates computational graphs for each task node, e.g. via RLgraph.
Pre-trained model-weights can be restored from checkpoints if available.
2. A workload schedule is generated based on progressive randomisation assumptions
and evaluation mode, i.e. blackbox mode or generalisation with fixed or randomised
training and test sets.
3. To train a model, a system controller first initiates the workload schedule. In the
case of query indexing, this means beginning to create indices from the current model
by converting queries.
4. The system controller coordinating the workflow then keeps alternating between
executing queries and creating indices by converting queries to agent states, agent
actions to system actions, and system metrics to rewards via its converter.
5. Following completion of a workload schedule, the model is evaluated on a test
schedule which in the case of black-box optimisation may be the same as the training
schedule.
6. Final model parameters, serialised workload schedule, random seeds, and training
parameters are exported to be fully reproducible.
All workflows rely on converters o transform representations when alternating between
system and agent, demonstration rule, or other decision making mechanisms serving as
baselines. Wield can hence be viewed as a design tool on top of RLgraph, where Wield’s
responsibility is to identify RL representations which RLgraph can execute.
Research into systems applications of reinforcement learning thus far has relied on one-
off implementations which can lead to tight coupling of model, system-specific interfaces,
and workload semantics. By separating systems semantics from workload coordination,
and task layout from conversion between agent and system view, Wield provides re-usable
workflows which can be quickly adapted to new systems and task designs. For example,
Jeremy Welborn in collaboration with me used Wield on top of RLgraph to explore
structured action representations in PostgreSQL indexing [WSY19].
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5.8 Future workflows and deployment
The indexing case study illustrates how problem implementation is assisted by Wield’s
software primitives. Here, I discuss near-time directions for model design.
First, the identification of effective state and action representations is an iterative
manual process. Wield structures the implementation but currently does not provide
means to help identifying states and actions. Several approaches may be used to support
representation design:
• Feature analysis. While not specific to RL, statistical methods such as principal
component analysis can be used to extract relevant system parameters for the state
representation. This could be automated if users supply system configurations and
profiling traces (e.g. in database tuning [VAPGZ17]).
• Structure search. More ambitious research could target automated hierarchical
decomposition of state and action spaces. While feasible to implement as search
problems, automated architecture designs require a large number of evaluations. By
substantially expanding total hyperparameters, experimental approaches may be
viable only in settings with cheap simulators.
• Learning latent representations. Another approach to dealing with large num-
bers of configuration parameters and performance metrics is to use e.g. a variational
auto-encoder to learn a compact latent representation [HS18]. This in particular
means a policy network can purely learn to act on the compact representation.
Their viability greatly varies based on the cost of evaluation and the availability of prior
experience data, with feature analysis providing most near-time utility.
A befitting analogy may be a comparison to early database management systems.
They primarily standardised access to data storage. Modern database engines include
a plethora of utilities to help manage all aspects of data processing. Similarly, future
versions of Wield or similar tools will both assist in the design phase, and in the training
phase through monitoring, integrated tuning, and model lifecycle management.
5.9 Summary
In this chapter, I analysed reinforcement learning as a decision making and optimisation
mechanism in computer systems. The starting point to my analysis is the observation that
despite a wealth of experimental successes, real-world systems incorporating reinforcement
learning approaches remain sparse. Successes of deep RL in games have revived interest in
this line of research. Moreover, I argued that simply using neural networks as function
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approximators is not sufficient to address the practical gap, and that novel evaluation
modes and software systems are required to support emerging learned system components.
To accelerate research, I introduced Wield, a framework for practical task design in
RL. To study practical system behaviour, Wield focuses on standardising workflows when
learning on real-world systems. To this end, Wield provides the following abstractions:
• Schemas and converters as programmatic task description mechanisms which can be
translated to executable computation graphs by frameworks such as RLgraph.
• Progressive randomisation as a set of evaluation modes with explicit staged randomi-
sation of both optimisation and workload aspects.
• Contextual labelling rules to create fine-grained imperfect demonstrations for work-
load data.
• Task graphs as a means to model multi-task and hierarchical learners to decompose
large state and action spaces.
By focusing on incremental evaluation through randomisation, Wield is a first-of-its-kind
tool in the emerging area of learned computer systems. Combined, Wield and RLgraph
provide a comprehensive software stack for designing, evaluating, and executing deep
RL algorithms. In the following chapter, I evaluate Wield’s abstractions guided by the
perspective of progressive randomisation.
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Chapter 6
Wield evaluation
6.1 Evaluation aims
In this chapter, I evaluate my Wield prototype. The evaluation focuses on the following
properties:
• The benefits of Wield’s abstractions for implementing RL models in contrast to
one-off implementations (§6.3).
• The utility of progressive randomisation as an instructive experimentation scheme
(§6.4.3).
• Practical obstacles to deploying RL in systems tasks, considering the disparity
between experimental successes but limited practical deployments (§6.4).
High-profile successes of RL (e.g. AlphaGo [SHS+18], OpenAI Five[Ope18]) have relied
on orders of magnitudes more resources than most organisations can access. In what
I consider resource-insensitive research, the aim is to demonstrate RL can solve a task
without consideration for cost.
My goal in evaluating applications at smaller scale, both in the number of samples
collected and deployment, is not to draw conclusions about these resource-insensitive
experiments. Instead, my aim is to gather experimental evidence towards my initial thesis
of limited real world deployments. What optimisation or generalisation capabilities do
common algorithms exhibit at what cost? Is the gap between alleged capabilities and
observed real-world utility in computer systems closing?
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6.2 Learned indexing
6.2.1 Workload
In this section, I incrementally evaluate the compound indexing task. Using progressive
randomisation requires configurable query workloads. To this end, I implemented a query
workload generation mechanism which synthetically generates query shapes of specifiable
difficulty (via the number of predicates and operator distribution). To configure a workload,
allowed query operators, number and distributions of aggregation and selection operators
can be specified. For individual query generation, I use templated queries with sampling
functions. They sample query predicate values from workload distributions based on real
attribute values (e.g. Figure 6.1).
find({$and: [{"attr_1": {$operator_1: VALUE_1}, ..., {"attr_n": {operator_n: VALUE_n}]}.count()
Sampled 
aggregationSampled logicalcombination
List of sampled
predicates,  e.g.
age > 20
Figure 6.1: Randomised query generation.
Each training episode consists of a random or fixed set of queries, depending on
randomisation mode. Importantly, query sets and schedules of training episodes (order of
query sets) can be deterministically reproduced through random seeds. When training
for generalisation, a different set of queries is sampled each episode (training covers a
distribution of tasks), as well as in the final evaluation of the trained model. In black-box
optimisation mode where the aim is to optimise a single fixed set of queries, I chose the
index set associated with the highest reward during training. For the final evaluation, I
recreate these indices and measure final index sizes and run times.
6.2.2 Experimental setup
I ran experiments on a real-world dataset, the Internet Movie Database (IMDB [imd18]).
I imported datasets for titles and ratings (title.akas, title.basics, title.ratings) comprising
≈10 million documents into one collection (15 attribute fields). All experiments were run
on a variety of commodity server class machines (e.g. 24 cores (Xeon E5-2600), 198 GB
RAM), and using MongoDB v4.0.2.
I consider rule-based and auto-tuning baselines. One rule-based strategy I use to
compare results is full indexing (Full in the following) wherein I simply create a compound
index covering all fields in a query (respecting its sort order). I experimented with other
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Parameter Value
Learning rate 0.0001
Batch size 16
Layer size 128
Prioritised replay size 1000
Initial exploration- 1.0
Final exploration- 0.05
Exploration- decay steps 500
Target network sync interval 24
Updates per transition 4
DQfD expert-margin 0.5
DQfD expert-reward 0.5
Size/runtime weights (equal) 1.0
Table 6.1: DQfD training parameters used in the indexing case study.
rules based on only indexing unindexed fields but they failed to reliably improve latency.
Full indexing improves latency but creates a large index-set.
I also compare my model to the OpenTuner [AKV+14] framework. OpenTuner exposes
a generic tuning interface and uses an ensemble of search techniques ranging from evolution,
hill-climbing, bandits, particle swarms to random search. Meta-techniques are used to
allocate a larger proportion of trials to well-performing techniques. I chose OpenTuner in
particular because defining a covariance function for indexing is difficult, and evolution-
based methods permutating index variants appear promising. To use OpenTuner for
indexing with Wield’s abstractions, I created integer parameters corresponding to database
attributes to combine into a compound index.
I test generalisation across with OpenTuner as follows. During training, where each
episode samples a different set of queries, OpenTuner attempts to find the index con-
figuration performing best across episodes. At test time, I evaluate OpenTuner’s best
found index set across the entire workload distribution. This helps answer the question if
per-query decisions improve performance over less specific workload-wide indices.
6.2.3 Fixed blackbox optimisation
I first evaluate the model described in §5.7 in a blackbox optimisation setting. Following the
progressive randomisation scheme, I begin by sampling a workload to tune hyperparameters
in a fixed workload with fixed optimisation parameters (C0). Each workload comprises
20 templated queries sampling predicate values from actual IMDB entries. Each query
comprised 1-3 selection predicates, a logical aggregation (e.g. ”and”, ”or”) of predicates,
and a global aggregation (sort, count, limit). I sort queries by length to improve intersection
(longest first).
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Figure 6.2: 99th percentile (left) and mean (right) relative latency improvements against
unindexed configuration in the fixed blackbox task.
A similar but smaller scenario was described by Sharma et al. [SSD] who used 15
fixed queries and single-key indices. In my experiments, the agent and OpenTuner were
allowed to create indices combining up to 3 distinct attributes. Each experiment variant is
executed for 100 episodes (five trials) where one episode corresponds to iterating across
all queries in the task. Algorithm hyper-parameters were identified through iterative
experimentation. I list parameters in table 6.1, and discuss tuning cost in §6.4.
Figure 6.2 shows 99th percentile and mean latency of the generated indices after
training. For each run, I show the relative latency improvement against the default
configuration (no index), and the relative index size improvement against the full indexing
strategy. The runtime component in the reward was optimised for mean latency. Results
show large performance variation even with fixed network initialisation and workload
as a consequence of noise in query execution times. This could likely be improved by
re-executing queries at the cost of longer experiments.
In this instance of the fixed blackbox-task, both online training strategies (with and
without pretraining) identified low latency index configurations. Pretrain refers to using a
no-op labelling with positive margin, and a reverse-prefix function with negative margin to
create demonstrations for each query. OpenTuner improved slightly against full indexing
but did not identify strategies as effective as the learned ones. Figure 6.3 contains the
corresponding index sizes (normalised against the full indexing strategy). OpenTuner
created more compound indices than the full strategy. Queries have varying length, so it
is possible to create an index spanning more columns than used by any query. Pretraining
creates almost no indices as the blackbox task was pretrained with a slight preference
for no-op. Both learned strategies used significantly less memory than full indexing.
Differences between learned strategies are not significant. Both exhibit outliers failing to
improve latency.
Table 6.2 breaks down wall clock times for training one model. Over 95% of time was
spent waiting on index creation, with the remainder on updating the model and evaluating
queries. Training does not require accelerator hardware and can be executed cheaply on a
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Figure 6.3: Index sizes of the created indices in the fixed blackbox setting with fixed weight
initialisation.
Total time Pct.
Waiting on system 60698 s 95.1 %
Agent interaction/evaluation 3122 s 4.9 %
Mean episode duration 766 s n/a
Min episode duration 578 s n/a
Max episode duration 943 s n/a
Table 6.2: Example wall clock times for training one model. One episode refers to creating
the entire application index set.
CPU due to small batch sizes and low sample throughputs. The distributed strategies
discussed in the evaluation of RLgraph are not applicable, unless a simulator is available
or many database servers accessible. The limited total number of experiences puts greater
weight on hyperparameters and feature selection.
To summarise, the proposed model with a fixed blackbox task but random optimisation
parameters is in C1(n = 2000, s = 5, f = 1.0). I define as success if the pretrain+online
variant improves mean latency by at least 50% against the default configuration since
mean latency was the reward objective. Pretraining did not help performance in the fixed
task. Neither method was able to learn to avoid any unneeded indices in the given number
of samples. Random weight initialisation seeds did not significantly affect latency of the
identified solutions but affected the size of the solution.
Next, I randomise the optimisation seed, i.e. network weights and mini-batch sampling
strategies (C1). Figure 6.4 shows latency results using random initialisation. While
learned latencies achieve similar improvements as in the fixed configuration, a noticeable
observation on this different fixed task is full index performance. In the prior query set
used in C0, the full index performs significantly worse than the learned strategies on query
latency. Index sizes did not show meaningful difference to C0..
Analysis of slow queries in the prior query set shows that count queries with an or
logical operator (which can combine multiple indices) do not benefit from indexing all
individual query predicates. In the task sampled for C1, the full index achieves similar
latency improvements as the learned strategies.
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Figure 6.4: 99th percentile (left) and mean (right) relative latency improvements against
unindexed configuration in the fixed blackbox task with random weight initialisation.
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Figure 6.5: 99th percentile (left) and mean (right) relative latency improvements against
unindexed configuration in the randomised blackbox task.
The relative performance against a baseline which may be used to make a case for
a novel approach can vary drastically per workload-sample. While task variation seems
to impact performance, the learned variants manage to improve latency while using less
space than the baselines (full indexing, OpenTuner).
6.2.4 Randomised blackbox optimisation
I now expand the blackbox setting to sample a different query set per experiment to
obtain further insight into sensitivity to workload variation, i.e. a randomised blackbox
(C2) scenario. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show these relative effect sizes. Runtime improvements
show substantial variation across different blackbox tasks C2(n = 2000, s = 5, f = 0.8).
Pretrain+Online achieves better latency improvements on average than online-only training,
and also improves against the full indexing strategy, while only using half the memory.
OpenTuner similarly improved latency but at the cost of creating full indices.
Table 6.3 breaks down index statistics for different modes (standard deviations in
parentheses). Created refers to the number of indices created, usage to the number of
times each index was used, Unused to the indices not used at all, and Unused size to the
size of all unused indices (all given as means across the different blackbox tasks).
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Figure 6.6: Index sizes against sizes of the full index in the randomised blackbox setting.
Mode Created Usage Unused Unused size (GB)
Pretrain + Online 10.2 (2.64) 1.01 (0.1) 3.6 (1.5) 0.64 (0.21)
Online 8.6 (3.01) 1.16 (0.23) 2.4 (1.36) 0.53 (0.24)
Full index 18.4 (1.62) 0.68 (0.11) 9.2 (1.6) 2.17 (0.35)
OpenTuner 19.8 (0.4) 0.53 (0.09) 11.8 (1.72) 2.2 (0.59)
Table 6.3: Index usage statistics for the randomised blackbox task. Numbers in parentheses
indicate standard deviations.
First, Pretrain+Online did not have the fewest indices but Online failed to improve
99th percentile latency. 99th percentile latency was highly sensitive to incorrect indices.
Queries with an or predicate may use multiple indices so usage counts do not necessarily
sum-up to the number of queries. I measure the combined size of unused indices as I
hypothesized that it may be difficult to learn to avoid very small unused indices due to
small impact on reward. OpenTuner created the most indices but the average usage per
index and the number of unused indices indicate that no effective strategy was found to
leverage prefix intersection. Over half of its indices were not used. The main observation is
that despite substantial real-world training time (up to 24 hours including all pre-training
and orchestration for one training run), the trained strategies are evidently not optimal,
as the unused indices could be removed. This does not take into account the true cost of
calibrating this experiment for months (which I discuss in §6.4). Collecting a single set of
five trials, which must be on the same hardware due to large variations in query execution
times across CPU configurations, takes up to weeks.
I make no claim beyond the progressive randomisation classifications for the given
number of samples. Implementing a simulator is another popular choice in applied RL
but introduces significant design and transfer cost as the simulator may need retuning per
database model. Here I focus on the feasibility of direct system evaluation which is closer
to practical auto-tuning workflows.
While impractical for full experiments, I ran some randomised blackbox trials at double
the number of episodes and show the reward curves in Figure 6.7. Importantly, rewards
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Figure 6.7: Continuing training yields further reward improvements.
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Figure 6.8: 99th percentile (left) and mean (right) relative latency improvements against
unindexed configuration in the randomised generalisation task.
continue to improve, indicating that users can trade solution quality against experiment
runtime. However, analysis of e.g. trial 3 with a sudden reward jump reveals that an
undesirable solution was found whereby the agent could save substantial index size by
allowing higher latency. This implies yet another tuning difficulty whereby tuning rewards
for a shorter runtime may not be indicative of successful convergence later, again depending
on the exact query configuration.
6.2.5 Generalisation
Next, I consider generalisation where all modes are evaluated on a randomly sampled final
set of queries and trained across a distribution of query sets.
Figures 6.9 and 6.9 show latency and size metrics. I used the same hyper-parameters
as in the blackbox evaluation. Recall that OpenTuner was used to find the best average
index set across the query set distribution. Results illustrate the distinction between using
a blackbox auto-tuner and a learned model. The index sets created have similar median
latency improvements across all learned strategies and OpenTuner. The difference is that
OpenTuner creates a significantly larger index set to cover the distribution of possible
query sets while the learned models only create the indices for the particular test set (even
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Figure 6.9: Relative index sizes in the randomised generalisation setting.
if incorrect ones). How good are generalisation decisions and how do they compare to the
indexing decisions made in a blackbox scenario? Median improvements of 99th percentile
and mean latency were significantly higher in the randomised blackbox scenario (20-40%).
Using the same latency score criterion, randomised generalisation achieved
C4(n = 2000, s = 5, f = 0.6)
Index sizes against the full index were also higher. The number of unused indices for
both learned strategies was much higher than in the blackbox setting, with up to one
third of indices created not used by any query. Comparing latency improvements against
OpenTuner, which produces a best effort across the entire workload distribution, shows no
significant improvement from making query-specific generalisation decisions.
In-distribution generalisation also raises the question of test-task similarity. Since
both test and training tasks are randomly generated sets of queries, training queries
can appear in the test set. I hashed tokenised query shapes (after stripping concrete
values in predicates) to quantify this similarity. Across experiments, I observed 30− 55%
of queries in the test set being seen during training. However, there was no correlation
between higher similarity and performance. Overall, the generalisation experiment confirms
prior observations about limitations of Deep Q-learning. I hence did not test further
generalisation modes.
6.2.6 Utility of weak demonstrations
Do imperfect demonstrations create useful inductive bias? I observed slight (but likely not
significant) improvements in effect sizes when using a no-op labelling rule in randomised
blackbox scenarios. In post-hoc analysis, this could be explained through the observation
that bad indices can hurt performance. Thus, an additive model where the learner is
biased towards no indices, and only adds good indices is preferable to a subtractive model
where a learner is biased towards suboptimal indices.
However, my experiments also illustrate the additional tuning issues introduced by
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Figure 6.10: 99th percentile (left) and mean (right) relative latency improvements in the
randomised generalisation task. Instead of no-op, a prefix rule was used.
weak demonstrations in RL. The pretrain expert margin needs to be tuned in combination
with online reward scales so that online training can override value estimates.
The notable difference between system tasks and other RL domains requiring human
perception or control is that a demonstrator cannot easily assess demonstration quality.
Manually obtaining a high-performing index set requires iterative analysis.
I also evaluated a more sophisticated rule based on knowledge of query optimiser
prefixing rules. The rule tests if query columns can be prefixed into any existing index,
and otherwise creates a full index. It also tests reverse sort order combinations, i.e. if
sorting is required, does an inverted index exists that can be used to execute the sort?
Figure 6.10 depicts latency results in a randomised generalisation setting using the prefix
rule. In generalisation experiments, I pretrained from 1000 synthetically generated and
labelled episodes. The rule (’Pretrain’) on its own improved latency, but combining it with
online training yielded worse results than both online training or pretraining individually.
Even semantically well-grounded rules may not create better inductive bias than random
weight initialisation.
I also ran a separate experiment testing the utility of human intuition. This was done
using a fixed query set for which I created manual demonstrations based on knowledge of
schema and data distribution, but without iterative refinement. Figure 6.11 shows mean
latency and index sizes (99th percentile latency showed both learned strategies close to
full indexing). After retuning hyper-parameters (expert margins and training steps), the
human demonstrator achieved the best index size with about 10% improvement against
the from-scratch strategy.
When comparing to randomised blackbox results pre-trained by no-op, no-op provided
a more useful inductive bias than expert human intuition. Overall, if the agent is not meant
to exactly imitate demonstrator behaviour, weak demonstrations can be helpful if fine-
tuned, but also detrimental to performance. Better confidence score schemes also introduce
additional hyperparameters. Neither indexing rule gives desirable default behaviour. In
well-conditioned problems (i.e. smooth objective function), rule-based pretraining may be
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Figure 6.11: Mean latency improvement and relative index sizes using a human demon-
strator in a fixed blackbox scenario.
more useful.
6.2.7 Discussion
Results in this section indicate RL can be in principle be used to directly optimise database
behaviour. Wield was used to generate demonstrations, interface OpenTuner, and explore
different workload randomisation modes. Experimental results point towards some utility
in a randomised blackbox scenario with C2(n = 2000, f = 0.8, s = 5). Generalisation
performance was both observed with lower success rate and also with worse performance
than black-box results. Strikingly, generalisation decisions did not produce better latency
results than using an auto-tuner trained across the task distribution without query-set-
specific decisions. They did however as expected produce smaller index sets.
Long experiment durations even for relatively small databases are the main hurdle
to gain more robust insights and iteratively improve models. The results presented
here required months of calibration. Similar to the observed behaviour when evaluating
Atari Pong on RLgraph, training also fails for some workloads. These results call into
question the widespread use of fixed tasks (e.g. Join Order Benchmark [LGM+15]) in
prior applications of RL to databases. Learners may easily overfit to particular input
features or task instance properties. Hyperparameters can accidentally be tuned to ensure
a particular solution is uncovered during exploration.
6.3 Device placement
Next, I investigate the device placement problem of assigning parts of computation graphs
onto different compute devices to minimise operation runtimes. If multiple accelerators are
available, how should a large computation be distributed across them when considering
the cost of allocating device memory and communication? The corresponding RL task
selects one device for each operation.
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Better placements yield graph runtime improvements which amortise tuning costs in
sub-sequent experiments. I apply Wield and progressive randomisation to investigate
capabilities of prior work, before implementing a new placer.
6.3.1 Setup
All experiments were run on TensorFlow 1.13 and using Google Cloud compute instances
with four K80 GPUs. Results for the hierarchical placer in the original publication were
reported on slower K40 GPUs, but these were no longer available for renting.
I first attempt to reproduce some of the results reported for the hierarchical device
placement module of TensorFlow [MGP+18]. The implementation is available open source
as part of the TensorFlow distribution (as part of a module called grappler)1. It contains
high level utilities to evaluate a TF graph definition on given hardware configurations. I
will in the following refer to the hierarchical placer as Grappler or Grappler’s placer. Note
that this module internally consists of two components, one for grouping operations into
device groups (’grouper’), and one for placing device groups (’placer’). The term ’placer’
hence refers to both the module specifically responsible for placing groups, and the overall
architecture.
Grappler’s placer generates a placement configuration and instantiates a corresponding
computation graph, evaluates its runtime, and runs optimisation with a fixed time budget.
6.3.2 Evaluating the hierarchical placer
My goal of rerunning Grappler’s placer on some of the workloads reported is to classify it
in the progressive randomisation scheme. Are the available set of hyperparameters and
the sample counts in e.g. C1 or C2? The consequence of the hyperparameters being in C1
would mean that the module needs to be re-tuned for every problem, thus significantly
increasing deployment. In contrast, randomised blackbox success would imply that a large
set of graphs could be optimised without calibration.
As a benchmark, I use the neural machine translation (NMT) architecture reported in
the paper (and in prior work [MPL+17]). While some architectures were trained in a large
distributed setting (i.e. 16 independent nodes with each 4 GPUs to evaluate placements),
reported NMT results ([MGP+18], Figure 3) illustrate strong performance improvements
within hours of training using a single node. NMT is an attractive benchmark task because
the variants tested consist of an encoder-decoder architecture with multiple recurrent
layers. When translating, input and output sequences are unrolled dynamically, and prior
work on device placement shows that non-trivial placements split data across GPUs and
1https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow/tree/master/tensorflow/python/grappler, ac-
cessed 23.9.2019
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Figure 6.12: Fixed seed evaluation of Grappler’s placer.
time-step dimensions.
Grappler’s placer was not able to run evaluations on the NMT implementation provided
by Google2 with its own graph evaluation utilities. Serialisation of a number of metagraph
components failed, so Grappler could not initialise the corresponding TensorFlow graph.
The results presented here were obtained by directly instantiating the TensorFlow graph and
calling the training operations (implementation helped by Kai Fricke). This significantly
increases set-up cost per measurement. Each measurement was given a single warm-up
run, and the subsequent second runtime was used for the reward. The open source
implementation decays its learning rate to 0 within 1000 updates, corresponding to the
results reported in the paper. My results were run at least 1000 steps.
I begin with the fixed random seed, fixed workload setting (C0). Figure 6.12 illustrates
runtime of the training operation (one iteration of mini-batch stochastic gradient descent).
I used the random seed supplied by the default configuration in the open source implemen-
tation, and repeated the experiment 10 times. Grappler identified improved placements in
most runs with a mean final improvement (measured as the mean of the final 10 steps
against the initial runtime) of 52%. One run failed to substantially improve (5%) final
runtimes. Note that invalid placements were removed from the plots.
I break down both the final relative improvements and the best-seen improvements
during training in 6.4. Results show that i) all trials identified significant improvements
during training, and ii) some trials diverged so the final model underperformed. Again,
divergence even occurs with a fixed random seed and a fixed workload, likely due to
noise in the reward. The authors compared to expert and algorithmic graph partitioning
baselines which are reasonable alternatives when considering the large number of operations
in a graph which make direct application of auto-tuners difficult. As a sanity check, I
contrast learned values against entirely random placements. I do not aim to reproduce
their baselines but rather to assess model capabilities under randomisation assumptions.
2https://github.com/tensorflow/nmt, accessed 23.9.2019
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Trial Final model Best seen
Trial 1 57.0% 69.0%
Trial 2 67.0% 71.0%
Trial 3 25.0% 69.0%
Trial 4 51.0% 73.0%
Trial 5 5.0% 74.0%
Trial 6 70.0% 73.0%
Trial 7 69.0% 69.0%
Trial 8 47.0% 73.0%
Trial 9 68.0% 70.0%
Trial 10 66.0% 69.0%
Table 6.4: Improvements against initial execution time found by Grappler’s placer.
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Figure 6.13: Random seed evaluation of the hierarchical placer in a fixed task.
In Figure 6.13, the same graph is evaluated on 10 randomly chosen seeds (fixed workload,
randomised optimisation parameters, C1). Mean improvement was 72% with all random
seeds achieving over 70% improvement. A possible source of non-determinism is noise
in the placement evaluation, with subtle differences in rewards leading to policy shift.
While restricted to a single graph, reproduced results confirm the paper’s claims of reliable
improving runtimes in black-box settings by at least 30%, i.e. C1(n = 1000, s = 10, f = 1.0).
This runtime object was chosen conservatively against the minimum reported improvement
across graphs in the paper.
In Figure 6.14, I now modify task parameters by varying batch size and unroll lengths
in the recurrent network to create a randomised blackbox setting (C2) where both graph
and optimisation seed are varied. Final runtimes are hence expected to differ due to
different graph sizes. Three trials succeeded, one trial failed entirely (1), and one trial (5)
diverged again from an effective configuration (C2(n = 1000, s = 6, f = 0.83)).
I re-ran random search again on all graphs. Table 6.5 compares runtimes of best place-
ments across trials. Random placements are significantly worse than learned placements
for the same sample budget.
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Figure 6.14: Randomised blackbox graph configuration trials.
Trial Grappler Random search
1 2.1 s 2.81 s
2 1.42 s 1.86 s
3 1.95 s 2.67 s
4 1.59 s 2.15 s
5 1.94 s 2.65 s
6 1.63 s 2.13 s
Table 6.5: Best run times found by Grappler against random search across trials. Each
trial corresponds to one randomised graph problem.
Did trial 2 fail due to posing a more difficult placement task, or due to random
initialisation parameters? The idea behind progressive randomisation in case of unknown
failures is to decrease randomisation levels and re-evaluate the failed task. I hence re-ran
the failed trial as a fixed blackbox task with randomised optimisation parameters. Figure
6.15 shows results of rerunning the same task nine more times for a total of ten trials.
Results include more fails and diverged results but also succeeding runs. Three trials
failed to improve placements significantly. Performance variation is further higher than
in the published result which I initially evaluated in the fixed blackbox scenario. While
cost-prohibitive, it would be desirable to evaluate a larger range of distinct blackbox tasks.
Variations in task configuration seem to affect failure rate.
Finally, I consider generalisation capabilities. I first evaluate the final trained model in
each trained randomised graph (Figure 6.14) against all other trials’ learned models. That
is, I measure the relative runtime overhead of model A on graph B against the model that
was trained on B itself.
Figure 6.16 and 6.17 show two examples of this cross-graph comparison. Final models
perform significantly worse against the best seen solutions when training specifically on
the respective graph, with overheads against the best solution ranging between 20% - 50%.
Analysis of the produced device placements shows:
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Figure 6.15: Repeated random seed trials for the workload parameters of failed trial 2.
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Figure 6.16: Evaluating graph A
(corresponds to trial 1).
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Figure 6.17: Evaluating graph E
(corresponds to trial 5).
• During training on a particular graph, non-trivial placements are identified during
exploration. These use all devices.
• Diverged runs may identify effective placements through exploration but final place-
ments default to single-device (CPU only) or single-GPU. When evaluating generalisa-
tion, placements for slightly varied graphs frequently defaulted to trivial single-GPU
decisions.
The failure to identify non-trivial placements for slightly varied graphs is hence both a
result of models diverging and limited model capability. In-distribution generalisation
capabilities may be improved by training a placer across many different graph samples
and using more training data. In summary, Grappler’s placer is effective in blackbox tasks
(C2). It does not exhibit generalisation capabilities.
6.3.3 Implementing a placer with Wield
Reproducing Grappler’s placer yielded several insights into placement behaviour. I use
Wield and RLgraph to implement a novel hierarchical placer. The aim is to illustrate how
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Figure 6.18: Open source hierarchical placer versus Wield placer
Wield can be used to implement a hierarchical task architecture by combining RLgraph
agents using Wield’s abstractions. Instead of customising a hard-coded architecture, my
goal is to implement a placer by transparent configuration and combination of components.
The key design differences to the Grappler’s placer are:
• Rewards are computed incrementally. Wield’s placer places half of the device groups,
leaves placements for the remainder of the graph unchanged, and evaluates placement
runtime. This is in contrast to Grappler’s placer which evaluates placement decisions
for the entire graph at once.
• Grouper and placer networks both use a proximal policy optimisation agent instead
of a standard policy gradient. They are unmodified RLgraph implementations.
• Wield’s placer uses a structured neural network representation described by Addanki
et al. [AVG+19] (network implementation adapted by Kai Fricke). The neural
network computes an embedding for each device group based on summing up the
properties of neighbouring device groups to inform device transfer cost. Their work
relies on hand-designed groups while Wield’s placer learns grouping and placing
through two independent learners. The neural network is implemented as an RLgraph
component.
I reran Wield’s placer on the neural machine translation architecture. To calibrate
Wield hyper-parameters, I ran five trial experiments to identify effective learning rate
schedules and incremental reward modes before final experiments. Figure 6.18 compares
operation runtimes over the course of training. Due to experimental cost, I terminated
some experiments early after no more improvement was observed. However, results show
consistent improvement within 500 graph evaluations, and better placements were rarely
observed in subsequent evaluations. Table 6.6 shows the best found runtimes for each
trial in the fixed blackbox setting. Both approaches regularly found high-performing
configurations with about 50% mean improvement against their initial runtimes.
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Trial Grappler Wield
Trial 1 1.59 s 1.54 s
Trial 2 1.58 s 1.59 s
Trial 3 1.55 s 1.55 s
Trial 4 1.58 s 1.54 s
Trial 5 1.58 s 1.63 s
Trial 6 1.58 s 1.68 s
Trial 7 1.56 s 1.6 s
Trial 8 1.58 s 1.56 s
Trial 9 1.56 s 1.56 s
Trial 10 1.56 s 1.59 s
Table 6.6: Best runtimes found by Grappler and Wield’s placer in the fixed graph setting.
Performance was highly sensitive to running the grouper and the placer agents at
different learning rates and update schedules. The placer agent cannot begin identifying
effective placements before operations are grouped. Hence, I executed the grouper which
combines operations to device groups at a much higher initial learning rate than the placer.
Flexibly executing tasks at different time schedules and update schedules through task
factorisation is not possible in the rigid Grappler implementation.
Trial Grappler Wield
Trial 1 22.6% 37.4%
Trial 2 37.4% 38.2%
Trial 3 37.8% 32%
Trial 4 36.7% 37.4%
Trial 5 37.2% 41.5%
Trial 6 34.5% 48%
Mean 34.4% (5.4%) 39.1% (4.9%)
Table 6.7: Relative improvements of the respective best solution against the mean of the
first twenty measurements for the randomised blackbox experiment.
The most noticeable observation when evaluating both placers was divergence after
identifying the best-performing configurations. Grappler’s provided default configuration
updates for 1000 training steps after which the learning rate has decayed to zero. Due
to cost, I could not investigate in more detail how other learning rate schedules might
prevent divergence. Precisely timing decays for each specific task instance would at least
double cost (e.g. sweeping 10 different learning rate schedules, then evaluating 10 different
random seeds).
I also repeated the randomised blackbox experiment with 6 new graphs (C2) to
evaluate sensitivity to graph variations. Table 6.7 compares runtime improvements across
trials between Grappler and Wield. Mean improvements are similar and differences not
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Figure 6.19: Evaluating graph E
(corresponds to Wield trial 5).
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Figure 6.20: Evaluating graph F
(corresponds to Wield trial 6).
statistically significant. Finally, I also repeated the cross-graph generalisation experiment to
investigate generalisation capabilities of the structured neural network representation. Since
the network computes a permutation invariant embedding of operation neighbourhoods,
higher robustness to input variants should be observed.
Results (Figures 6.19 and 6.19) show a strong contrast across generalisation trials.
When cross-evaluating models, both large overheads against the best blackbox solution
(left) and significant improvements (right) were observed. I show a detailed breakdown
of both approaches’ generalisation capability by showing how the final model trained
on a graph (rows) performs in terms of relative runtime improvement on another graph
(columns) (Tables 6.8 and 6.9).
Tested graph A B C D E F
Model A 0.31 0.35 0.28 0.31 0.27 0.23
Model B 0.31 0.37 0.29 0.32 0.27 0.26
Model C 0.25 0.3 0.23 0.26 0.22 0.18
Model D 0.1 0.15 0.06 0.1 0.06 0.03
Model E 0.16 0.21 0.14 0.16 0.14 0.09
Model F 0.28 0.32 0.26 0.29 0.25 0.21
Table 6.8: Cross graph generalisation breakdown of Grappler models.
Tested graph A B C D E F
Model A 0.21 0.6 0.54 0.5 0.39 0.19
Model B -0.3 0.33 0.24 0.09 -0.02 -0.22
Model C -0.08 0.44 0.36 0.23 0.15 0.05
Model D 0.09 0.34 0.32 0.16 0.05 -0.08
Model E -0.04 0.45 0.42 -0.49 -0.62 -0.83
Model F 0.39 0.42 0.65 0.58 0.53 0.44
Table 6.9: Cross graph generalisation breakdown of Wield models.
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Results show Grappler’s placer in the randomised generalisation setting only in few
instances produces substantial improvements against the initial placement (> 30%), with
a classification of C4(n = 1000, s = 36, f = 0.22). Wield’s placer achieves C4(n =
1000, s = 36, f = 0.47) and exhibits generalisation capabilities with model F. Overall, the
Wield placer built through combining RLgraph and Wield abstractions performs like the
custom-built tuned Grappler on blackbox tasks, and indicates potential on generalisation.
6.3.4 Discussion
In this section, I first incrementally evaluated capabilities of the open source Grappler placer.
Reproducing Grappler results was instructive when contrasting them against published
results on just a single blackbox task. While Grappler’s placer improved results on NMT
tasks with high empirical frequency, it failed entirely on some trials. Using progressive
randomisation, my results point towards a classification of C2(n = 1000, s = 6, f = 0.83).
Grappler’s placer also failed to exhibit generalisation capabilities even to slight input
variations. In particular, models diverged after identifying effective placements, and
learning rate schedules would need to be tuned to high precision to prevent this.
My experiments highlight the significant cost associated with merely evaluating a model
for which a full set of pre-tuned parameters exist. When including all cost of calibration
of the custom evaluation due to bugs in the open source code, it cost $5000 to assess the
hierarchical placer on public cloud infrastructure. Identifying effective hyperparameters if
none were available would have generated significant additional cost. Finally, I showed that
using Wield and RLgraph, a competitive placer could be implemented by using RLgraph’s
algorithm implementations and Wield’s design abstractions.
6.4 Progress and design costs
6.4.1 Hidden design costs
Using Wield and RLgraph, the overhead of developing RL models concentrates on state,
action and reward design. Here, I discuss aspects of design cost which have received limited
attention in the systems-RL literature.
Most applications I discussed in §2.4 executed training towards single objectives such
as throughput or latency. They often report results for different individual objectives.
Using weighted combinations of objectives may seem like an intuitive solution but this
obfuscates the practical difficulty when balancing objectives. The reward contribution
of each objective may change per problem instance. This results in solutions yielding
different, potentially undesirable trade-offs unless weighing or normalisation schemes are
tuned per problem.
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For example, in the indexing case study I used a weighted combination of mean
query execution time and memory usage of the corresponding indices. Neither individual
objective is useful for optimisation, as training towards minimal runtime yields unneeded
indices, and training towards minimal memory yields zero indices. Absolute runtimes
and sizes depend on the query set. Even if each objective component is rescaled or
normalised, training may result in different trade-offs being identified. This often resulted
in undesirable solutions where some required indices were not created as the saved memory
was identified to be yield higher reward gains than the improved latency. An alternative
reward scheme may optimise only index size, subject to latency constraints.
Real world RL applications need to balance a multitude of objectives, and designing
weights, normalisation schemes, or penalties to induce desired behaviour requires extensive
analysis.
6.4.2 Hyperparameter tuning and customisation
Hyperparameter tuning is understood to be a critical part of deploying machine learning
applications. Despite this ’common sense’ knowledge, published work is often opaque
regarding the full design cost. In RL, high sensitivity to hyperparameters and environment
noise amplify the problem:
1. When iteratively designing an MDP representation, distinguishing ineffective features
from ineffective hyperparameters is difficult without repeatedly sweeping parameter
values between design changes. Moreover, during initial design, no detailed records
of experiment trials may be kept.
2. Due to known difficulties in reproducing results, researchers may seek to avoid
the impression of results being overly reliant on hyperparameters, as opposed to
algorithmic innovation. Results are perceived to be more valuable if they are achieved
with ’minimal tuning’.
Researchers are hence reluctant to provide implementation cost estimates. Based on the case
studies I conducted, I conservatively estimate the experimental overhead for implementing
novel RL applications to be at least 10-100 times the final experimentation cost. In
supervised applications such as machine translation or image recognition, practitioners
have moved to implementing custom applications by fine-tuning large pretrained models
(e.g. transformers [VSP+17, DYY+19]).
While such standardisation has not taken place in RL, improved algorithmic robustness
would enable similar transfer. Wield modularises task construction from a systems design
perspective. Designing subsequent tasks in similar systems is accelerated by reusing
decoupled task elements.
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6.4.3 Evaluating progress and usability
A starting point to this dissertation has been the observed disparity between research
interest and deployments in RL in systems. From that arose the question to what extent
the success of deep neural networks has changed this, or has the potential to lead to more
deployments.
The results presented in this chapter, using the lens of progressive randomisation, help
categorise the utility of emerging RL techniques in computer systems. Specifically, I have
observed:
• Deep RL mechanisms can successfully solve randomised blackbox optimisation (C2)
tasks directly interfacing real-world systems. This is achieved with varying reliability
and requires extensive calibration.
• The recent emergence of structured representations [BHB+18] such as graph neural
networks has led to applications reporting successful generalisation capabilities
[MSV+18a, AVG+19]. These structured representations improve within-distribution
generalisation through permutation invariance in the state.
• Generalisation capabilities remain difficult to reason about due to limited analysis
into randomised workload generation mechanisms and the prevalent use of fixed task
sets.
What do these observations imply for practical usage of RL in systems? A randomised
blackbox model can be relied on as a ’plug and play’ optimisation tool which needs to be
trained per problem instance.
A within-distribution generalisable model can be used without requiring retraining if
the workload distributions are known in advance. This is not typically the case for generic
systems software components which organisations use to assemble their infrastructure
(e.g. databases, message queues, stream processors, schedulers, application servers). A
more realistic perspective may be pre-designed models with initial hyperparameters which
require calibration per deployment.
Overall, it is likely that practical RL solutions in the nearer future will be restricted
to large organisations which can afford the resources required to train and tune models.
Real-world use-cases in domains such as finance or advertising where small optimisations
can yield large financial gains should also be expected to increase. Examples of existing
applications in advertising are Facebook’s notification system [GCL+18] or Alibaba’s
ad-bidding system [JSL+18].
While RL applications may continue to capture the imagination of systems researchers,
the difficulties discussed point towards near-time applications being more limited in scope
than some may expect. Many of the prior works I discussed in Wield’s progressive
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randomisation analysis relied on the same algorithms used here. They should be subject
to similar limitations which need wider discussion.
6.5 Summary
In this chapter, I evaluated RL models designed with Wield on two combinatorial optimisa-
tion tasks. I demonstrated how Wield facilitates a number of essential design components
to accelerate building and evaluating RL models. The evaluation has highlighted both
the potential of RL in a systems automation workflow, and the difficulties arising when
evaluating such models:
• The high design cost combined with algorithmic sensitivity continues to restrict
use-cases to scenarios where improvements create substantial value. Users must
carefully weigh off potential gains versus hand-crafted heuristics.
• Progressive randomisation helps understand where a model’s capabilities may fit in
compared to an existing heuristic. As a classification mechanism, It helps assess if
prior work is suitable for a novel application.
• Wield enables encoding of pre-existing domain knowledge through labelling rules
or direct demonstrations (per-instance). The practical utility of demonstrations is
limited by brute-force demonstration algorithms. Experiments here were limited by
lack of high-quality human demonstrations which are commonly used in high-value
domains such as autonomous vehicles [BKO18].
Together, these results show the need stated in my thesis for identifying effective evaluation
protocols and task design mechanisms. In the final chapter, I conclude the findings of my
dissertation and discuss further future directions.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and future work
Rapid developments in reinforcement learning applications have created the need for
software systems supporting these new workloads. For systems designers, they also pose
the question how new learning techniques can be used to enhance or replace traditional
algorithms. In Chapter 3, I discussed how RL workloads differ from supervised workloads,
and analysed the design challenges arising from brittle, fast evolving algorithms. To
address these challenges, this dissertation has introduced a modular programming model
which enforces a strict separation of concerns:
• Decoupling execution patterns from modularised algorithmic components enables
fast exploration of new agent designs.
• By enforcing a strict build mechanism with typed dataflow, RLgraph provides
incremental testing of performance-critical heuristics.
• Results show significant improvements in training performance compared to unstruc-
tured implementations.
RLgraph’s evaluation highlights the original motivation for this thesis regarding the need for
novel systems abstractions which can accommodate RL workloads. As the field continues
to progress at accelerating pace, it is likely that current systems will be replaced by more
automated designs. I view RLgraph as a point in the design space built on principles which
can inform future iterations. In Section 7.1, I discuss directions for extending RLgraph,
and more broadly consider future systems design for RL.
In Chapter 5, I began from the observation of limited real-world systems use cases
despite a wealth of research interest and experimental successes. I argued that successful
RL applications were not solely a question of increased data processing capabilities. Instead,
I hypothesised that there was both a lack of shared design understanding and missing
clarity on the capabilities and use cases of RL in the systems community. In my analysis
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of prior work, I identified a lack of software abstractions for systematic task design and
evaluation with consideration for varying levels of non-determinism.
With Wield, I introduced a software approach based on decoupling programmatic
systems design aspects from reinforcement learning representation. As part of Wield, I
further proposed a classification scheme to help delineate model capabilities under different
task determinism assumptions. In Wield’s evaluation, I illustrated its practical utility
through two different case studies.
In conclusion, the contributions of this work serve to demonstrate the thesis stated
in the introduction. First, that decoupling algorithm logic and execution facilitates
robust scalable implementations by resolving tension between prototyping and distributed
execution. Second, that novel evaluation protocols and implementation tools decoupling
system-specific protocols from model representations are required to systematically evaluate
RL applications in systems. While this dissertation has focused on systems design, the
implementation and evaluation techniques I presented can serve as the foundation for novel
algorithmic research. Without systematic algorithm construction, practitioners must rely
on brittle one-off implementations. Without systematic randomisation, they can over-or
underestimate performance improvements on fixed workloads.
7.1 Extending RLgraph
7.1.1 Programming models
RLgraph as a programming model has been designed around the limitations of first
generation machine learning frameworks. TensorFlow as one of the most popular machine
learning frameworks centred around manually constructing a static computation graph with
complex asynchronous state manipulation in an imperative host language. While PyTorch’s
define by-run mechanism allows more flexible construction of dynamic neural network
approaches, static graphs allow compile-time optimisations and simplify deployment. Even
though RLgraph’s separation of algorithm logic and backend implementation is backend-
agnostic, much design efforts went towards mapping non-differentiable imperative code to
an end-to-end differentiable static graph with dynamic in-graph control flow.
Recent approaches seek to simplify the generation of differentiable static graphs. With
TensorFlow eager [AMP+19] in combination with AutoGraph [MDW+18] for automatic
graph generation, framework designers propose to combine the flexibility of define-by-run
approaches with automated graph generation. More radical approaches seek to integrate
differentiability into language design itself [IEF+19].
For RL software design, the gap between prototyping approaches in define-by-run
and more scalable static graph approaches may shrink. In RLgraph, fully embracing
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define-by-run or eager designs means the build phases could be simplified. The main build
phase could be used to test functionality, and otherwise use JIT tracing or AutoGraph-like
functionality to extract a graph definition. RLgraph’s incremental subgraph instantiation
mechanisms makes it exceptionally suitable to investigate automated graph rewriting,
architecture search, and randomised test mechanisms.
7.1.2 Execution models and hardware
RLgraph focuses on single-learner execution models which remain the dominant paradigm
in applications. In Wield, I proposed a simplified task graph for multi-learner tasks design
which however assumes co-located execution. The purpose of Wield’s task decomposition
is sample efficiency in centralised scenarios (e.g. device placement).
Systems software supporting multi-learner models with arbitrary inter-agent depen-
dencies will be required to support decentralised deep reinforcement learning applications.
Emerging accelerator hardware for low-power neural network execution may give rise to
’RL on the edge’ scenarios. Current RL frameworks often do not account for deployment
due to the limited real-world viability of many approaches. As algorithms improve, I
expect RL frameworks to include considerations for custom hardware compilation and
model minimisation which are prevalent in supervised training pipelines.
7.2 RL applications and Wield
7.2.1 Model-based planning
This dissertation has concentrated on model-free deep RL as the main driver of recent
applications in systems research. In the wider RL domain, the ability to plan and reason
about the world through an internal model is widely accepted as a core element of future
intelligent agents [PLV+17, HS18, KBM+19].
In systems research, incorporating planning into deep RL applications has been scarcely
utilised, despite workload forecasting being used in large scale resource management (§5.1).
One reason for this may be an initial research focus on deterministic problems. For
example, both in device placement and in the indexing case study, state transitions are
deterministically computed via updated device state of the graph or updated query/index
encoding respectively.
A model predicting future states is hence not required. A model predicting execution
times based on state and action is valuable in the absence of a simulator but may much
increase training data requirements. Thus far, researchers have opted to either directly
experiment on real systems to evaluate models, or to construct high-fidelity simulators
which may be calibrated through a small number of real executions [AVG+19]. Future
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work may seek to jointly train execution prediction models with policies, in particular for
stochastic environments based on partially observable workload generation mechanisms.
A counter-argument is that the substantial experience required to train a world model
may be directly used to learn a controller.
7.2.2 Integrating domain expertise
In this dissertation, I have explored the use of rule-based demonstrations as a means
of inductive bias. Lately, the notion of combinatorial generalisation through structured
representation has come into focus [BHB+18, VCC+18]. A limitation of structured rep-
resentations is that users must manually encode structured representations by defining
entities and relations.
The difficulty in automating these approaches is the relative ease with which human
experts can define important entities and relationships, as compared to the cost of
discovering them from unstructured system data. Ample room exists for future systems
software to enables experts to more effectively encode domain knowledge into structural
representations or other form of imperfect demonstrations, e.g. to facilitate transfer
learning between similar systems. The use of imitation learning in systems is hindered by
the difficulty with which demonstrations are generated.
7.3 Lessons learned
Conducting research in an emerging discipline brings both opportunities and additional
uncertainty. Deep reinforcement learning in particular is characterised by extremes. When
beginning this thesis work, high profile successes in narrow domains had given rise to
out-sized expectations on real world applications. I was not exempt from these expectations.
In computer systems, outlooks were also fuelled by new literature focusing on out-
performing benchmarks while being short on experimental cost and algorithmic limitations.
My own work thus started with a sense of cognitive dissonance. How could simple use cases
be so sensitive to small variations and hyper-parameters, while using the same algorithms
which had produced flagship successes? To resolve these observations, I first looked towards
more complexity as a solution, and attempted to layer additional techniques upon already
exquisitely complicated methods.
When this failed to provide clarity, my work eventually turned from applications
towards building blocks for RL. I imagined tools would provide greater levers for others,
while also de-risking myself against difficulties on application work. However, the fast-
moving nature of machine learning research means any tool will eventually be obsoleted by
novel programming models and frameworks, and the best hope is to provide guidance for
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these future iterations. In Wield, this lesson led me to focus more on transferable concepts
(progressive randomisation) rather than software.
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